CHAPTER XY.

OF OTHER CARRIERS.

166. FOSTER V. ^lETTS,

55 Miss. 77: 30 Am. E. 5uL 1377.

Action on a promissoiy note given by defendants, contractors

for carrj-ing United States mail, to recompense plaintiff for his

money stolen from the mail by an employee of defendants.

H A.P T E R XV.

Defendants demurred below. Demurrer sustained.

Campbell, J. The post-office department is a branch of the

OF OTHER A.RRIBR .

government, instituted for public convenience. The government

of the United States has undertaken the business of conducting

the transmission and distribution and delivery of all mail-mat-
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ter. The government is the carrier of the mails. It carries

F
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them by the aid of agents it contracts with for this service.

: 30 A m . R . 504.

55 Jii� .

Contractors for carrying the mail are the agents of the govern-

ment in the business undertaken by them. The sender of mail-
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matter has no contract with the carrier of the mail-bags, and

ti n on a

does not commit his mail-matter to him, but to the government,
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which has undertaken to receive, carry, and deliver it. The

contractor for carrying the mail is neither a common carrier nor
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a private carrier. He does not carry for individuals, nor re-

ceive any compensation from them. He has no knowledge of the

mail-matter he carries, and no control over it, except to obey
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the instructions of the post-office department. Letters and pack-

vided by the government, and at all times subject to the super-

vision and control of the officers and agents of the government
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g \ernment . i n t it u ed for

f t he

in the post-office department, who may open the mail-bags and

inspect the mail-matter they contain at will. Contractors for
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ets are inclosed in government mail-bags, secured by locks pro-
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carrjnng the mail are instruments of government whereby it

performs the function of transmitting mail-matter from place

to place in the execution of this part of its business.
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business of the post-office department, and those who carry the
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mail from place to place are equally necessary, and engaged in

the business of the government.
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FOSTER V. METTS. § 166

A rider or driver employed by the contractor for carrying the

mails is an assistant about the business of the governipent. Al-

though employed and paid, and liable to be discharged at pleas-

ure by the contractor, the rider or driver is not engaged in the

private service of the contractor, but is employed in the public

service. U. S. v. Belew, 2 Brocken (U. S.), 280.

A carrier of the mail is required by law to be of a certain age,

to take a prescribed oath, is exempted from militia and jury ser-

vice, and is liable to certain penalties for violations of duty, as

well as subject to be discharged from service by any postmaster

in a certain contingency. He is a subordinate agent of the gov-

ernment, whose emplojTQent is contemplated and provided for

by the government in contracting to have the mail carried. Id.

Contractors for carrying the mail are responsible for their own

misfeasances, but not for those of their assistants. The assist-

ants must answer for themselves. The only security for the

safe transmission of packages by mail is the safeguards thrown

around it by the regulations of the government, which announce

that all valuables sent by mail shall be at the risk of the owner.
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All that the government promises in case of loss of money or

other valuables from the mail is to endeavor to recover it and

to punish the offender.

The duty of contractors to carry the mail is to carry it from

place to place, subject to the regulations of the post-office of-

ficials. Their obligation is to the government. They and their

assistants are agents of the government, and subject to the rule

of law applicable in such cases. Story on Agency, §§ 313, 319

n, 321 ; Shearm. & Redf . on Neg., § 177.

It is well settled that postmasters are not liable for losses

occasioned by the sub-agents, clerks and servants employed under

them, unless they are guilty of negligence in not selecting persons

of suitable skill, or in not exercising a reasonable superintend-

ence and vigilance over their conduct. Story on Agency, § 319

a; Storj^ on Bail., § 463; Wilson v, Beverly, 1 Am. Lead. Cas.

785 ; Schroyer v. Lynch, 8 "Watts, 453 ; Wiggins v. Hathaway,

6 Barb. 632 ; Keenan v. Southworth, 110 :\Iass. 474, 14 Am. R.

613 ; Whart. on Neg., § 292 ; Shearm. & Redf. on Neg., § 180.

As remarked before, carrying the mail is just as necessary,

and as much part of the business of the government as the ser-

vice rendered at the offices by postmasters; and those employed

about carrying the mail are as much the agents of the govern-

ment as are postmasters and their clerks and assistants. The

true test of the character of a person is, not who appoints or pays

or may dismiss him, but whether or not he is about a public
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employment or a private service. 1 Am. Lead. Cas. 621; Story

on Agency, § 319 et seq.

In Conwell v. Voorhees, 13 Ohio 523, 42 Am. D. 206, and

Hutcliins V. Brackett, 2 Foster (22 N. H.) 252, 53 Am. D. 248,

it was decided that contractors for carrying the mail are not

responsible to the owner of a letter containing money trans-

mitted by mail and lost by the carelessness of the agent of the

contractors carrying the mail. The rules applicable to agents

of the public were applied. And although the doctrine of these

cases is criticised in Shearm. & Redf. on Neg., § 180, and has

been disputed in Sawyer v. Corse, 17 Gratt. 230, we adopt it

as the better view.

In this case the money was stolen by the mail-carrier. As to

that, he certainly was not the agent of the contractors for whom

he was riding, and if they were liable for his acts within the

scope of his employment, they were not liable for his willful

wrongs and crimes. McCoy v. McKowen, 26 Miss. 487, 59 Am.

D. 264; New Orleans etc. R. R. Co. v. Harrison, 48 Miss. 112,

12 Am. R. 356 ; Foster v. Essex Bank, 17 Mass. 479, 9 Am. D.
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168; Wiggins v. Hathaway, 6 Barb. 632; Story on Agency,

§ 309.

As the defendants in error were not liable for the money "ex-

tracted" from the mail by the carrier, they did not make them-

selves liable by giving their promissory note for it. It is without

consideration. The compromise of doubtful rights is a sufficient

consideration for a promise to pay money, but compromise im-

plies mutual concession. Here there was none on the part of

the payee of the note. His forbearance to sue for what he could

not recover at law or in equity was not a sufficient consideration

for the note. Newell v. Fisher, 11 Sm. & M. 431 ; Sullivan v.

Collins, 18 Iowa, 228 ; Palfrey v. Railroad Co., 4 Allen, 55 ; Allen

V. Prater, 35 Ala. 169; Edwards v. Baugh, 11 M. & W. 641;

Longridge v. Dorville, 5 B. & Aid. 117; 1 Pars, on Cont. 440;

Smith on Cont. 157; 1 Add. on Cont. 28, § 14; 1 Hill on Cont.

266, § 20.

Judgment affirmed.
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employment or a private service. 1 Am. Lead. C as. 621 ; Story
on Agency, § 319 et seq.
In Conwell v. Voorhees, 13 Ohio 523, 42 Am. D. 206, and
Hutchins v. Brackett, 2 Foster (22 N. H. ) 252, 53 Am. D. 248,
it was decided that contractors for carrying the mail are not
responsible to the owner of a letter containing money trans
mitted by mail and lost by the carelessness of the agent of the
contractors carrying the mail. The rules applicable to agents
of the public were applied. And although the doctrine of these
cases is criticised in Shearm. & Redf. on Neg., § 1 80, and has
been di puted in Sawyer v. Corse, 17 Gratt. 230, we adopt it
as the better view.
I n this case the money was stolen by the mail-carrier. As to
that, he certainly was not the agent of the contractors for whom
he was ridin O', and i f they were li able for his acts within the
scope of his emp loyment, they were not l i able for his wil l ful
wrongs and crimes. McCoy v. McKowen, 2 6 Miss. 487, 59 Am.
D. 264 ; New Orleans etc. R . R. Co. v. Harrison, 48 Miss. 112,
12 Am. R . 356 ; Foster v. Essex Bank, 17 Mass. 479, 9 Am. D.
1 68 ; Wig gins v. Hathaway, 6 Barb. 632 ; Story on Agency,
§ 309.
As the defendants in error were not liable for the money ' ' ex
tracted ' ' from the mail by the carrier, they did not make them
s Ives liable by gi ving their promissory note for it. It is without
consideration. The compromise of doubtful rights is a sufficient
consideration for a promise to pay money, but compromise im
pl ies mutual concession. H ere there was none on the part of
the payee of the note. His forbearance to sue for what he could
not recover at law or in equity was not a sufficient consideration
for the note. Newell v. Fisher, 11 Sm. & M. 431 ; Sull ivan v.
Collins, 18 Iowa, 228 ; Palfrey v. Railroad Co., 4 Allen, 55 ; Allen
v. Prater, 35 Ala. 1 69 ; E dwards v. Baugh, 1 1 M. & W. 641 ;
Longridge v. Dorville, 5 B. & Ald. 1 17 ; 1 P3:rs. on Cont. 440 ;
Smith on Cont. 157 ; 1 Add. on Cont. 28, § 14 ; 1 Hill on Cont.
266, § 20.
Judgment affirmed.
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TELEGKAPII CO. v. GEJSWOLD. § 167

167. TELEGRAPH CO. V. GRISWOLD,

167.

TELEGRAPH

C O.

V.

G RI SWOLD,

37 Ohio St. 301; 41 Am. R. 500. 1881.

Action for damages for negligence of a telegraph company in

37 Ohio St. 301; 41 Am. R. 500.

1881.

transmitting the following telegram:

Woodstock, Ontario, December 23, 1871.

Messrs. Griswold & Dunham.

"Will you give one fifty for twenty-five hundred at London?

Action for damages for negligence of a telegraph company in
transmitting the following telegram :

Answer at once, as I have only till night.

S. W. COWPLAND.

This was an inquiry whether the sender would pay $1.50 in

gold for 2,500 bushels of flaxseed at London, Ontario. As de-

livered the dispatch read "five" instead of "fifty." The dis-

patch was sent under the following agreement :

"MONTREAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY, FORM NO. 2.

WoooSTOCK, ONTARIO, December 23, 1871.

Messrs. Griswold & Dunham.
Will you give one fifty for twenty-five hundred at London 1
Answer at once, as I have only till night.
S. w.

"(Terms and conditions on which this and all other messages

COWPLAND.

are received by this company.)

"In order to guard against, and correct as much as possible

some of the errors arising from atmospheric and other causes

appertaining to telegraphy, every important message should
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be repeated, by being sent back from the station at which the

message is received to the station from which it is originally sent.

Half the usual price will be charged for repeating the message,

This was an inquiry whether the sender would pay $ 1.50 in
gold fo r 2,500 bushels o f flaxseed at London, Ontario. As de
l ivered the dispatch read ' ' five ' ' instead of ' ' fifty. ' ' The dis
p atch was sent under the following agreement :

and while this company in good faith will endeavor to send

messages correctly and promptly, it will not be responsible for

" MONTREAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY, FORM NO. 2.

errors or delays, in the transmission or delivery, nor the non-

delivery of the repeated messages, beyond two hundred times

the sum paid for sending the messages, unless special agreement

for insurance be made in writing, and the amount of risk speci-

fied on this agreement and paid at the time of sending the

message, nor will the company be responsible for any error or

delay in the transmission or delivery, or for the non-delivery

of any unrepeated message, beyond the amount paid for sending

the same, unless in like manner specially insured, and amount

of risk stated therein, and paid for at the time. No liability is

assumed for errors in cipher or obscure messages, nor is any

liability assumed by this company for any error or neglect by

any other company over whose lines this message may be sent to

reach its destination, and this company is hereby made the agent

of the sender of this message to forward it over the lines ex-

tending beyond tho»^ of this company. No agent or employee

631

'' ( Terms and conditions on which this and all other messages
are received by this company. )
' ' In order to guard against, and correct as much as possible
some of the errors arising from atmospheric and other causes
appertaining to telegraphy, ev ry important message should
be repeated, by being sent back from the station at which the
message is received to the station from which it is originally sent.
Half the usual price wil l be charged for repeating the message,
and while this company in good faith will endeavor to send
messages correctly and promptly, it will not be responsible for
errors or delays, in the transmission or delivery, nor the non
del ivery of the repeated messages, beyond two hundred times
the sum paid for sendin g the messages, unless special agreement
for insurance be made in writing, and the amount of risk speci
fied on this agreement and paid at the time of sending the
messao·e, nor will the company be responsible for any error or
del ay in the transmission or delivery, or for the non-delivery
of any unrepeated message, beyond the amount paid for sending
the same, unless in like manner specially i nsured, and amount
of risk stated therein, and paid for at the time. No liability is
assumed for errors in cipher or obscure messages, nor is any
l iabi lity assumed by this company for any error or neglect by
any other company over whose l ines this mes age may be sent to
reach its destination, and this company is hereby made the agent
of the sender of this message to forward it over the l i nes ex
tending beyond thoSA 0f this company. No agent or employee
631
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is allowed to vary these terms, or make any other verbal agree-

ment, nor any promise at the time of performance, and no one

but a superintendent is authorized to make a special agreement

for insurance. These terms apply through the whole course of

this message on all lines by which it may be transmitted.

" (Signed) James Dakers,

Secretary.

OF TELEGRAPH COMPA IES.

is allowed to vary these terms, or make any other verbal agree
ment, nor any promise at the time of performance, and no one
but a superintendent is authorized to make a special agreement
for insurance. These terms apply through the whole course of
this message on all lines by which it may be transmitted.
" ( Signed) JAMES DAKERS,

" (Signed) Hugh Allen, President."

Judgment for plaintiff.

BoYNTON, C. J. As we have reached the conclusion that the

' ' ( Signed) HUGH A LLE N President. "

Secretary.

,

court below did not err denying the motion for new trial founded

on the alleged insufficiency of the evidence to sustain the verdict,

and as a review of the evidence would serve no useful purpose,

it only remains to consider whether the court erred in the in-

structions given to the jury. The first question arises on the ex-

ception to that portion of the charge by which the jury were told

that the special agreement under which the message was sent

did not relieve the company from liability for the damages re-

sulting from the inaccurate transmission of the message, if the
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mistake or error occurred through the negligence of the company

or its agents. There seems to be a want of harmony in the de-

cided cases on the point of the correctness of this instruction,

and this no doubt arises, in some measure at least, from the

different views taken of the nature of the employment in which

telegraph companies are engaged, and to some extent from dif-

ferent views taken of their rights and liabilities by courts who

fully agree upon the nature of such employment, but differ as

to the extent of the duties and obligations that spring therefrom.

In Parks v. Alta California Tel. Co., 13 Cal. 422, 78 Am. D.

589, the obligations of telegraph companies were held to be the

same as those of common carriers, and consequently that they

were in effect insurers of the safe transmission of a message,

unless the transmission was interfered with by the act of God

or the public enemies. An early case in England held the same

doctrine. McAndrew v. Electric Tel. Co., 33 Eng. L. & Eq. 180.

But the weight of authority both English and American is

clearly the other way. Ellis v. American Tel. Co., 13 Allen, 226 ;

Leonard v. New York etc. Tel. Co., 41 N. Y. 544, 1 Am. R. 446 ;

Breese v. United States Tel. Co., 48 N. Y. 132, 8 Am. R. 526;

New York etc. Tel. Co. v. Dryburg, 35 Pa. St. 298, 78 Am. D.

338 ; Bartlett v. "Western Union Tel. Co., 62 Me. 209, 16 Am. R.

437 ; Birney v. New York etc. Tel. Co., 18 Md. 341, 86 Am. D.

607 ; Grinnell v. Western Union Tel. Co., 113 Mass. 299, 18 Am.

R. 485.
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Judgment for p laintiff.
BOYNTON, C. J. As we have reached the conclusion that the
court below did not err denying the motion for new trial founded
on the alleged insufficiency of the evidence to sustain the verdict,
and as a review of the evidence would serve no useful purpose,
it only remains to consider whether the court erred in the in
structions given to the jury. The first question arises on the ex
ception to that portion of the charge by which the jury were told
that the special agreement under which the message was sent
did not relieve the company from liabil ity for the damages re
sulting from the i naccurate transmission of the message, if the
m istake or error occurred through the negligence of the company
o r its agents. There seems to be a want of harmony i n the de
cided cases on the point of the correctness of this i nstruction,
and this no doubt arises, in some measure at least, from the
different views taken of the nature of the employment in which
telegraph companies are engaged, and to some extent from dif
ferent views taken of their rights and liabilities by courts who
fully agree upon the nature of such employment, but differ as
to the extent of the duties and obligations that spring therefrom.
In Parks v. Alta California Tel. Co., 13 Cal. 422, 78 Am. D .
589 the obligations of telegraph companies were held to be the
same a those of common carriers, and consequently that they
were in effect insurers of the safe transmission of a message,
unless the transmission was interfered with by the act of God
or the p ublic enemies. An early case in England held the same
doctrine. McAndrew v. El ectric Tel. Co., 33 Eng. L. & Eq. 180.
But the weight of authority both Engl ish and American is
clearly the other way. Ellis v. American Tel. Co., 13 Allen, 226 ;
Leonard v. New York etc. Tel. Co., 41 N. Y. 544, 1 Am. R. 446 ;
Breese v. United States Tel. Co., 48 N. Y. 1 32, 8 Am. R. 526 ;
New York etc. Tel . Co. v. Dryburg, 35 Pa. St. 298, 78 Am. D .
338 ; Bartlett v. Western Union Tel. Co., 6 2 Me. 209, 1 6 Am. R .
437 ; Birney v . New York etc. Tel . Co., 18 Md. 341 , 8 6 A m . D .
607 ; G rinnell v. Western Union Tel. Co., 1 1 3 Mass. 299, 18 Am.
R. 485.
,

TELEGRAPH CO.

TELEGRAPH CO. v. GEISWOLD. § 167

But that telegraph companies exercise a quasi public employ-

ment with duties and obligations analogous to those of a common

carrier, is a proposition clearly settled. The statute confers

upon them power of eminent domain, which no one will contend

could be conferred upon them, consistently with the Constitu-

tion, if they were engaged in a mere private employment or oc-

cupation by which the public interests were not affected.

They are required to receive dispatches from individuals or

corporations, including other telegraph companies, and to trans-

mit and deliver the same faithfully and impartially in the order

received, except in a few specified cases, where from public con-

siderations certain preferences may be made. S. &. S. 155.

These provisions, as well as the nature of the employment itself,

are entirely inconsistent with the theory that the business of

conducting a line of telegraph is a mere private employment

as distinguished from one carried on for the benefit of the public

at large. Granting this, it is, however, contended that because

the company" is not an insurer of the safe transmission of a

message, and is authorized to make or adopt such regulations
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and by-laws for the management of the business as it may deem

proper (1 S. & S. 298, § 46), it cannot be made liable to the

plaintiff below beyond the amount paid for sending the message,

in the face of the stipulation against liability for any error in

an unrepeated message, notwithstanding such error resulted

from the negligence of the company's agents by whom the mes-

sage was sent over its wires. To this proposition we do not

agree. It has long been the settled law of this State, that a

common carrier cannot either by special agreement with, or by

notice brought home to the shipper, relieve himself from liability

for the consequences of his negligence. Davidson v. Graham,

2 Ohio St. 131 ; Railroad Company v. Curran, 19 id. 1.

In Graham v. Davis, 4 Ohio St. 377, 62 Am. D. 285, a case in-

volving the liability of a common carrier who claimed exemption

therefrom by reason of a special contract with the shipper — it

was said that "one of the strongest motives for the faithful

performance of a public duty is found in the pecuniary respon-

sibility which the carrier incurs for its failure. It induces him

to furnish safe and suitable equipments, and to employ careful

and competent agents. A contract therefore with one to relieve

him from any part of this responsibility reaches beyond the

person with whom he contracts, and affects all who place their

persons or property in his custody. It is immoral because it

diminishes the motive for the performance of a high moral duty;

and it is against public policy, because it takes from the public

a part of the security they would otherwise have."
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But that telegraph comp anies exercise a qiiasi public employ
ment with duti s and obligations analogous to those of a common
carrier, is a proposition clearly settled. The statute confers
upon them power of eminent domain, which no one wil l contend
could be conferred upon them, consistently with the Constitu
tion, i f they were engaged in a m re private employment or oc
cupation by which the public interests were not affected.
They are required to receive dispatches from individuals or
corporations, including other telegraph companies, and to trans
mit and deliver the same faithful ly and impartially in the order
received, except in a few specified cases, where from public con
siderations c rtain .p references may be made. S. &. S. 155.
These provisions, as well as the nature of the employment itsel f,
are entirely inconsistent with the theory that the business of
conducting a l ine of telegraph is a mere private employment
as distinO'uished from one carried on for the benefit of the public
at large. Granting this, it is, however, contended that because
the company is not an i nsurer of the safe transmission of a
message, and is authorized to make or a lopt such regulations
and by-laws for the management of the business as it may deem
proper ( 1 S. & S. 298, § 46 ) , it cannot be made liable to the
plaintiff below beyond the �mount paid for sending the message,
in the face of the stipulation against l iability for any error in
an unrepeated message, notwithstanding such error resulted
from the negl igence of the company 's agents by whom the mes
sage was sent over its wires. To this proposition we do not
agree. It has long be n the s ttled law of this State, that a
common carrier cannot either by special agr ement with, or by
notice brought home to the shipper, relieve himself from liabil ity
for the consequences of his negl igence. Davidson v. Graham ,
2 Ohio St. 131 ; Railroad Company v. Curran, 19 id. 1 .
I n Graham v . Davis, 4 Ohio St. 377, 6 2 A m . D . 285, a case iI!.
volving the liability of a common carrier who claimed exemption
therefrom by reason of a special contract with the shipper-it
was sai d that ' ' one of the strongest motives for the faithful
performance of a public duty is found in the pecuniary respon
sibility which the carrier incurs for its failure. It induces him
to furnish safe and suitable equipments, and to employ careful
and competent agents. A contract therefore with one to relieve
him from any part of this responsibility reaches beyond the
per. on with whom he contracts, and affects all who place their
persons or property in his custody. It is immoral because it
diminishes the motive for the performance of a high moral duty ;
and it is agai nst p ubl ic pol icy, because it takes from the public
a part of the security they would otherwise have. ' '
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These considerations — there referred to common carriers — ap-

ply with equal force to those who furnish the means of tele-

graphic communication to the public. Their employment is not

only public in its nature, but it has become a necessity alike to

the social and commercial world.

Hence, it is as true of them, as of common carriers, that any

stipulation or re^ilation that authorizes or enables them to se-

cure exemption from liability for negligence, in the transmission

or delivery of the message, reaches far beyond the person with

whom they are dealing, and for whom the immediate service is

being performed, and affects the entire public. The cases which

hold that a common carrier may stipulate for immunity from

liability for mere negligence, all agree that they are liable for

"gross negligence." But just what this term means is not easily

ascertained. There is authority for holding it to be equivalent

to fraud or intentional wrong. Jones on Bailm. 8 — 46 et seq. But

a majority of the cases' would seem to hold it to be a failure to

exercise ordinary care. In Wilson v. Brett, 11 M. & W. 113, it

was said by Baron Rolfe, that he "could see no difference be-
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tween gross negligence and negligence; that it was the same

thing with a vituperative epithet." In Hinton v. Dibbin, 2

Ad. & El. (N. S.) 646, Lord Denman remarked, that "when we

find gross negligence made the criterion to determine the liability

of a common carrier who has given the usual notice, it might

perhaps have been reasonably expected that something like a

definite meaning should have been given to the expression. It

is believed, however, that in none of the numerous cases upon

this subject is any such attempt made, and it may well be

doubted whether between gross negligence and negligence merely

any intelligible distinction exists." See also Beal v. South De-

von Ry. Co., 3 H. & C. 337; Austin v. Manchester Ey. Co., 11

Eng. L. & Eq. 513; and comments of Parke, B., in Wyld v.

Pickford, 8 M. & W. 443. In Duff v. Budd, 3 Brod. & Bing.

177, it was held by Dallas, C. J., that "gross negligence is

where the defendant or his servants have not taken the same care

of the property as a prudent man would take of his own. And

by Best, J., in Batson v. Donovan, 4 B. & Aid. 21, that "they

must take as much care of it as a prudent man does of his own

property. ' '

In Grill v. General Iron Screw Collier Company, L. R., 1 C. P.

600, gross negligence was held to be a relative term and meant

"the absence of the care that was requisite under the circum-

stances." It was the absence of such care as it was the duty

of the defendant to use in the circumstances of the case.

In Beal v. South Devon Ry. Co., supra, it was held in the case
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These considerations-th re referred to common carriers-ap
ply with equal force to those who furnish the means of tele
graphic communication to the public. Their employment is not
only public in its nature, but it has become a necessity alike to
the social and commercial world.
Hence, it is as true of them, as of common carriers, that any
stipulation or regulation that authorizes or enables them to se
cure exemption from l iabil ity for negl igence, in the transmission
or delivery of the message, reaches far beyond the person with
whom they are dealing, and for whom the immediate service is
being performed, and a ffects the entire public. The cases which
hol d that a common carrier may stipulate for immunity from
liability for mere negligence, all agree that they are liable for
' ' gross negligence. ' ' But j ust what this term means is not easily
a. certained. There is authority for holding it to be equivalent
to fraud or intentional wrong. Jones on Bailm. 8-46 et seq. But
a majority of the cases' woul d seem to hold it to be a failure to
exercise ordinary care. I n Wilson v. Brett, 1 1 M. & W. 1 13, it
was said by Baron ROLFE, that he ' ' could see no difference be
tween gross n gl igence and negligence ; that it was the same
thing with a vituperative epithet. ' ' In H inton v. D ibbin, 2
Ad. & EL ( N. S . ) 646, Lord DENMAN remarked, that " when we
find gross negligence made the criterion to determine the liability
of a common carrier who has giv n the usual notice, it might
perhaps have been reasonably expected that something like a
defi nite meaning should have been given to the expression. It
is bel ieved, however, that in none of the numerous cases upon
this subject is any such attempt made, and it may well be
doubted whether b tween gross negligence and negligence merely
any intell igible distinction exists. ' ' See also Beal v. South De
von Ry. Co., 3 H. & C. 337 ; Austin v. Manchester Ry. Co., 1 1
Eng. L. & Eq. 513 ; and comments of PARKE, B., in Wyld v.
Pickford, 8 M. & W. 443. In Duff v. Budd, 3 Brod. & Bing.
1 77 , it was held by DALLAS, C. J., that " gross negligence i s
where the defendant o r his servants have not taken the same care
of the property as a prudent man would take of his own. And
by BEST, J., in Batson v. Donovan, 4 B. & Ald. 21, that ' ' they
must take as much care of it as a prudent man does of his own
property. ' '
In G rill v. General Iron Screw Collier Company, L. R., 1 C . P.
600, gross negligence was held to be a relative term and meant
' ' the absence of the care that was requisite under the circum
stances. " It was the absence of such care as it was the duty
of the defendant to use in the circumstances of the case.
In Beal v. South Devon Ry. Co., supra, it was held i n the case
634
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of a carrier that ' ' gross negligence includes the want of that rea-

sonable care, skill and expedition which may properly be ex-

pected of him." Crompton, J., remarking, that "for all prac-

tical purposes, the rule may be stated to be that failure to exer-

cise reasonable care, skill and diligence, is gross negligence." To

the same effect is Briggs v. Taylor, 28 Vt. 181, and Shearm. &

Redf. on Neg., § 16 ; all substantially agreeing with Willes, J.,

in Lord v. Midland Railway Co., L. R., 2 C. P. 344, that "any

negligence is gross in one who undertakes a duty and fails to

perform it. ' ' See also, Griffith v. Zipperwick, 28 Ohio St. 388 ;

and Pennsylvania Co. v. Miller, 35 id. 549, 35 Am. Rep. 620.

These authorities show a strong tendency in the adjudica-

tions to break down the impracticable distinction between what

is termed gross negligence, and ordinary negligence, which some

of the cases hold to exist. The rule, however, in this State is well

settled, that one exercising a public employment is liable for

failing to bring to the service he undertakes that degree of skill

and care, which a careful and prudent man would under the

circumstances employ ; and that any stipulation or regulation by
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which he undertakes to relieve himself from the duty to exercise

such skill and carotin the performance of the service, is contrary

to public policy, and consequently illegal and void. In our

opinion telegraph companies fall within the operation of this

rule; and that in failing to exercise such care and skill in the

transmission and delivery of messages, they become liable for the

resulting consequences, notwithstanding their stipulation to the

contrary. The right to make rules and regulations to govern

the management of their business is expressly conferred by

statute. But such rules must be reasonable, and if they fail to

accord with the demands of a sound public policy they are void.

Railroad Co. v, Lockwood, 17 Wall. 357 ; Express Co. v. Caldwell,

21 id. 267.

We are also of the opinion that the failure to transmit and

deliver the message in the form or language in which it was re-

ceived, is prima facie negligence, for which the company is liable ;

and that to exonerate itself from the liability thus presumptively

arising, it must show that the mistake was not attributable to

its fault or negligence. This rule not only rests upon sound

reason, but is well sustained by well considered cases. Bartlett

V. Western Union Tel. Co., 62 Me. 209, 16 Am. R. 437; Ritten-

house V. Independent Line of Telegraph, 44 N. Y. 263, 4 Am.

Rep. 673; Tyler etc. v. W. U. Tel. Co., 60 111. 421, 14 Am.

Rep. 38; Baldwin v. U. S. Tel. Co., 45 N. Y. 744, 6 Am. Rep.

165; W. U. Tel. Co. v. Carrew, 15 Mich. 525; De La Grange v.

S. W, Tel. Co., 25 La. Ann. 383; W. U. Tel. Co. v. Meek, 49
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of a carrier that ' ' gross n glig nee includes the want of that rea
sonable care, skill and expedition which may properly be ex
pected of him. " CROMPTON, J., remarkin , that " for all prac
tical purpose , the rule may be tated to be that failure to exer
cise reasonabl e care, kill and diligence, is gross negligence. ' ' To
the same effect is Briggs v. rraylor, 2 Vt. 181, and Shearm. &
Redf. on Neg., § 1 6 ; all substantially agreeing with WILLES, J . ,
i n J..Jord v. Midland R ailway o . , L. R., 2 C . P . 344, that ' ' any
negligence is gross i n one who undertakes a duty and fails t
perform it. ' ' See also, G riffith v. Zipperwick, 28 Ohio St. 388 ;
and Pennsylvania Co. v. Miller, 35 id. 549 , 35 Am. Rep. 620.
These authorities show a strong tendency in the adjudica
tions to break down the impracticable distinction between wltat
is termed gross negligence, and ordinary negligence, which some
of the cases hold to exist. The rule, however, in this State is wel l
'"'ettled, that one exerci ing a public employment is liable for
failing to bring to the service he undertakes that degree of skill
and care, which a careful and prudent man would under the
circumstances employ ; and that any stipulation or regulation by
which he undertakes to relieve himself from the duty to exercise
such skill and care. in the performance of the service, is contrary
to public policy, and consequently il legal and void. In our
opinion telegraph companies fall within the operation of this
rule ; and that in fail ing to exercise such care and skill in the
transmission and delivery of messages, they become liable for the
resulting consequences, notwithstanding their stipul ation to the
contrary. The right to make rules and regulations to govern
the management of their business is expressly con ferred by
statute. But such rules must be reasonable, and i f they fail to
accord with the demands of a sound p ubl ic policy they are void.
Rail road Co. v. Lockwood, 17 Wall. 357 ; Express Co. v. C aldwel l,
21 id. 267.
We are also of the opinion that the failure to transmit and
d liver the messao-a. in the form or language in which it was re
ceived, is prima facie negligence, for which the company is liable ;
and that to exonerate itself from the liability thus presumptively
arising, it must show that the mistake was not attributable to
its fault or negli gence. This rule not only rests upon sound
reason, but is well sustained by well considered cases. Bartlett
v. Western Union Tel. Co., 62 Me. 209, 1 6 Am. R. 437 ; Ritten
house v. Independent Line of Telegraph, 44 N. Y. 263, 4 Am.
Rep. 673 ; Tyler etc. v. W. U. Tel . Co., 60 Ill . 42 1, 14 Am.
Rep. 38 ; Baldwin v. U. S . Tel. Co., 45 N. Y. 744, 6 Am. Rep.
1 65 ; W. U. Tel. Co. v. Carrew, 1 5 Mich. 525 ; De La Grange v.
S. W. Tel . Co., 25 La. Ann. 383 ; W. U. Tel. Co. v. Meek, 49
635
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Ind. 53 ; Turner v. Hawkeye Tel. Co., 41 Iowa, 458, 20 Am. Rep.

605.

If the error or mistake is attributable to atmospheric causes

or disturbances, or to any cause for which the company is not at

fault, it is entirely within its power to show it. To require the

sender of the message to establish the particular act of negli-

gence, or ferret out the particular locality where the negligent

act occurred, after showing the mistake itself, would be to re-

quire in many cases an impossibility, not infrequently resulting

in enabling the company to evade a just liability. We are fur-

ther of the opinion that the court did not err in holding, and

so instructing the jury, that the message received by the com-

pany for transmission was not obscure within the meaning of

the stipulation in the agreement under which the message was

sent. It appeared upon its face that it related to a business

transaction, a transaction involving the purchase and sale of

property. The company was therefore apprised of the fact that

a pecuniary loss might result from an incorrect transmission

of the message. Where this appears, there is no such obscurity
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as relieves the company from liability for negligently failing

to transmit and deliver the message in the language in which it

was received. Western Union Tel Co. v. Wenger, 55 Penn. St.

262 ; Rittenhouse v. Independent Line of Tel., 44 N. Y. 265, 4

Am. Rep. 673 ; Manville v. W. U. Tel. Co., 37 Iowa, 220, 18 Am.

Rep. 8.

Judgment affirmed.

Okey, J., dissented.

168. TRUE V. INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH CO.,

60 Me. 9; 11 Am. E. 156. 1872.

Action for damages for the non-delivery of a telegram. Facts

stated by lower court for supreme court to determine whether

True was entitled to more than cost of the message, and if so

to determine the rule of damages and remand the case for assess-

ment thereof.

Kent, J. On the 12th of January, 1870, the plaintiffs re-

ceived a telegram from a firm in Baltimore, offering to sell them

OF TELEG RAPH COMPANIES.

Ind. 53 ; Turner v. Hawkeye Tel. Co., 41 Iowa, 458, 20 Am. Rep.
605.
If the error or mistake is attributable to atmospheric causes
or disturbances, or to any cause for which the company is not at
fault, it is entirely within its power to show it. To require the
sender of the message to establish the particular act of negli
gence, or ferret out the particular locality where the negligent
act occurr d, after showing the mistake itself, would be to re
quire in many cases an impossibility, not infrequently resulting
in enabling the company to evade a just liability. We are fur
ther of the opinion that the court did not err i n holding, and
so instructing the jury, that the message received by the com
pany for transmission was not obscure within the meaning of
the stipulation in the agreement under which the message was
sent. It appeared upon its face that it related to a business
transaction, a transaction involving the purchase and sale of
property. The comp any was therefore apprised of the fact that
a pecup.iary loss might result from an incorrect transmission
of the message. Where this appears, there is no such obscurity
as relieves the company from l iability for �egligently failing
to transmit and deliver the message in the language in which it
was received. Western Union Tel Co. v. Wenger, 55 Penn. St.
262 ; Rittenhouse v. Independent Line of Tel., 44 N. Y. 265, 4
Am. Rep. 673 ; Manville v. W. U. Tel. C o.1 37 Iowa, 220, 1 8 Am.
Rep . 8.
Judgment affirmed.
OKEY, J., diss nted.

a cargo of corn at ninety cents per bushel. Whereupon one of

the plaintiffs went to the office of the defendants and asked for

one of the "night-message blanks," and wrote thereon the fol-

lowing telegram, addressed to the said firm, and paid forty-eight

1 68.
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cents, the uwm. demanded: "To Radcliff & Patterson, Balti-
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60 Me. 9; 11 Am. R. 156.

1872.

Action for damages for the non-delivery of a telegram. Facts
stated by lower court for supreme court to determine whether
True was entitled to more than cost of the message, and i f so
to determine the rule of damages and remand the case for assess
ment thereof.
J. On the 12th of Jan nary, 1870, the plaintiffs re
ceived a telegram from a fi rm in Baltimore, offering to sell them
a cargo of corn at ninety cents per bushel . Whereupon one of
the plaintiffs went to the office of the defendants and asked for
one of the ' ' night-message blanks, ' ' and wrote thereon the fol
lowing telegram, addressed to the said firm, and paid forty-eight
cents, the �um demanded : ' ' To Radcliff & Patterson, Balti636
KENT,

TRUE
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more ; — Ship cargo named at ninety ; if you can secure freight at

ten, wire us result. Geo. W. True & Co."

It is admitted that the telegram was never delivered to Rad-

cliff & Patterson. It is also admitted that the message was sent

the same night to Boston, which is the western terminus of de-

fendant's line, and was thence forwarded by the Franklin Tele-

graph Company, with which the defendants have a business con-

nection, making them responsible for the whole distance ; the

lines of the Franklin company extending through Baltimore

to Washington. No reason is assigned for the non-delivery of

the message.

1. The defendants admit their liability for the mistake or de-

lay in the transmission, and for the non-delivery of the telegram.

This is an important fact, and relieves the case of any difficulty

in determining this primary and fundamental point of actual

liability.

2. The defendants claim that this liability is limited to the

repayment of the forty-eight cents. The plaintiffs claim dam-

ages for losses sustained by them, beyond this small sum, by
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reason of the non-delivery of the message.

3. This claim of exemption, on the part of the telegraph com-

pany, is based upon a special condition contained in the paper,

on which the message, signed by the plaintiff, was written.

That paper, called a "night-message blank," contained, above

the written message, several printed specifications of the terms

and conditions on which these night messages would be received

and forwarded. The last one was in these words :

"And it is agreed between the senders of the following mes-

sage and this company, that the company shall not be liable for

mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-

delivery of any message, beyond the amount received by said

company for sending the same. ' '

Then follows, next above the written message, the words,

"Send the following message, subject to the above terms, which

are agreed to."

There can be no doubt that the abo^€I conditions, with the

assent signified by the signature of the plaintiffs, covers this

and all other cases of mistake and non-delivery. The question

is whether the contract can legally be thus limited, and the de-

fendants be thereby exonerated for all liability, to the extent

claimed.

There has been much discussion in various cases, as to the

nature of this comparatively new contract for the transmission

of messages, by means of electricity; and the liabilities, limita-

tions and qualifications of this undertaking. It has been likened
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more ;-Ship cargo named at ninety ; if you can secure freight at
ten, wire us result. G o. W. True & Co. ' '
It is admitted that the telegram was never delivered to Rad
cliff & Patterson. It is also admitted that the me sage was sent
the same night to Boston, which is the west rn terminus of de
fendant 's line, and was thence forwarded by the Franklin Tele
graph Company, with which the defendants hav a business con
nection, making them responsible for the whole distance ; the
l ines of the Franklin company extending throuo-h Baltimore
to Washington. No reason is assigned for the non-delivery of
the messa ge.
1 . The defend ants admit their liability for the m istake or de
lay in the transmission, and for the non-delivery of th telegram.
This is an important fact, and relieves the case of any difficulty
in determining this p rimary and fundamental point of actual
liability.
2. The defendants claim that this liability is lim ited to the
repayment of the forty-eight cents. The plaintiffs claim dam
age for losses su tained by them, beyond this small sum, by
reason of the non-delivery of the message.
3. This claim of exemption, on the part of the telegraph com
p any, is bas d upon a special condition contained in the paper,
on which the message, signed by the plaintiff, was written.
That paper, called a ' ' night-message blank, ' ' contained, above
the written mes age, several printed specifications of the terms
and conditions on which these night mes ages would be received
and forwarded. The last one was in these words :
' ' And it is agreed between the senders of the following mes
sage and this company, that the company shall not be liable for
mistakes or delays in the transmission or del ivery, or for non
delivery of any message, beyond the amount received by said
company for sending the same. ' '
Then follo-vvs, next above the written message, the words,
' ' Send the following message, subject to the above terms, which
are agreed to. ' '
There can be no doubt that the abo\ � conditions, with the
as ent signified by the signature of the plaintiffs, covers this
and al l other ca es of mi take and non-delivery. The question
is wl ether the contract can legally be thus limited, and the de
fen fants be thereby exonerated for all liabil ity) to the extent
claimed.
There has been much discussion in various cases, as to th e
nature of this comparatively new contract for the transmi sion
of message , by means of electricity ; and the liabilities, limita
tions and qualifications of this undertaking. It has been likened
637
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to the case of a common carrier, and it is contended by many,

that all the strictness of the common law, applicable to carriers,

is to be applied to telegraph companies. On the other hand, it

is contended, that they are but simple bailees for hire, to do a

certain specified thing — "locatio operis facieiidi." It is clear

that telegraph corporations or companies exercise a public em-

ployment, or as said by C. J. Bigelow, 13 Allen, 226 (Ellis v. A.

Telegraph Co.), a quasi public employment; certainly as much

so as express companies or stage-coaches or railroads. They

often invoke the exercise of the right of eminent domain. They

everywhere announce a readiness to transmit messages for all

applicants, at fixed rates. The nature of their undertaking is

analogous to that of carriers. One assumes to transmit a letter,

the other a larger, sealed package, to a given destination. Both

are bound by certain rules of law, and held to a faithful and

exact i:)erformance of a specified duty. So far as public policy is

concerned, there seems to be but little reason for not holding

both to the same rules. It might be interesting to follow out

these analogies, and to enter upon the discussions of various
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questions, touching the extent of the common law and statute

liabilities of these companies, and the extent of the right and

power of these companies to limit their liabilities by notice or

conditions, apparently assented to by the other party.

But the case before us does not require this extended examina-

tion. It presents to us the single question, whether this condition

is one which the company could rightfully impose upon its un-

dertaking.

We are satisfied that telegraph companies, like all other cor-

porations and individuals, may prescribe, adopt and enforce

reasonable rules and regulations for the convenient and prompt

and satisfactory performance of their duties and obligations,

not inconsistent with that performance. We think they may go

further and establish stipulations and regulations, to some ex-

tent restraining and limiting their common-law liabilities, made

known to and directly or indirectly assented to by those em-

ploying them.

We are equally well satisfied that there is a limit to this power

of avoidance of legal liabilities. It does not rest with such com-

panies to fix these conditions absolutely, by which they may

avoid duties and responsibilities, by their mere will, or by their

views of self-interest, or desire to shield the company or its offi-

cers from the direct consequences of neglect or carelessness.

The public and those who employ these agencies to perform im-

portant services have rights, which cannot be ignored or avoided

by stipulations made by interested parties. When a company
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to the case of a common carrier, and it is contended by many,
that all the strictness of the common law, applicable to carriers,
is to be applied to telegraph companies. On the other hand, it
is contended, that they are but simple bailees for hire, to do a
certain specified thing-" locatio op eris faciendi. " It is clear
that telegraph corporations or companies exercise a public em
ployment, or as said by C . J. BIGELOW, 13 Allen, 226 ( Ellis v. A .
Telegraph Co. ) , a quasi public employment ; certainly a s much
so as express companies or stage-coaches or railroads. They
often inYoke th e�·ercise of the right of eminent domain. They
everywhere announce a readiness to transmit messages for all
applicants, at fi xed rates. The nature of their undertaking is
analogous to that of carriers. One assumes to transmit a letter,
the other a larger, sealed package, to a iven de tination. Both
are bound by certain rul s of law, and held to a faithful and
exact performance of a specified duty. So far as public policy is
concerned, there seems to be but l ittle reason for not holding
both to the same rules. It might be interesting to follow out
these analogies, and to enter upon the discussions of various
questions, touching the extent of the common law and statute
l iabilities of these companies, and the extent of the right and
power of these companies to l imit their l iabilities by notice or
conditions, apparently assented to by the other party.
But the case before us does not require this extended examina·
tion. It presents to us the single question, whether this condition
is one which the company could rightfully impose upon its un·
dertaking.
We are satisfied that telegraph compan ies, like all other cor·
porations and indiviquals, may prescribe, adopt and enforce
reasonable rules and regulations for the convenient and prompt
and sati factory performance of their duties and obl igations,
not inconsistent with that performance. We think they may go
further and establish stipulations and regulations, to some ex
tent restraining and limiting their common-law liabilities, made
known to and directly or indirectly assented to by those em
p loying them.
We are equally well satisfied that there is a limit to this power
of avoidance of legal liabilities. It does not rest with such com
panies to fix these conditions absolutely, by which they may
avoid duties and responsibil ities, by their mere will, or by their
views of self-interest, or desire to shield the company or its offi
cers from the direct consequences of neglect or carelessness.
'l'he public and those who employ these agencies to perform im
portant service have rights, which cannot be ignored or avoided
by stipulations made by interested parties. When a company
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assumes the position of offering its services generally, to all who

may apply, under its character of a public corporation, it does

not stand exactly in the same position as private individuals

contracting in a single matter, on terms and conditions mutually

agreed upon for that particular case.

The discussions in the text-books and in the decided cases

have led to the conclusion, that while, in the first instance, the

company may make its rules for the regulation of its business,

and for the limitation of its liability, those rules must be reason-

able, in view of all the circumstances, and of the nature of the

business, its risks and responsibilities, the necessity of securing

to the public, who may have occasion to use this means of trans-

portation, a reasonable protection against neglect or fraud or

want of due care and effort, to perform punctually and correctly

the act undertaken.

The company is not the ultimate judge of the reasonableness

of an adopted rule. And in this single proposition lies the gist

of the whole matter. The court must determine in every case

when the question is directly raised, whether the particular re-
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striction or qualification is a reasonable exercise of the powers

residing in the company.

Several questions as to reasonableness have arisen under dif-

ferent conditions made by telegraph companies, and have been

considered by the courts. One of them has arisen under a con-

dition, which is found in the general blank of the defendant com-

pany, by which it is stipulated that the company will not be

responsible for more than the sum received for mistakes or de-

lays, or for non-delivery of any message, unless requested to

repeat it on payment therefor, nor for more than fifty times the

sum received for any repeated message, unless paid for insuring

it.

It seems to be held, that however it may be in cases where the

error causing the injury was occasioned by not repeating, or

would have been manifestly prevented or avoided by repeating,

yet this condition could not cover and excuse negligence or delay

in delivering a message received, or any other nonfeasance or

misfeasance not imputable to or excused by not repeating. West-

em Union Telegraph Company v. Graham, 1 Colorado, 230, 9

Am. Rep. 136 ; Birney v. N. York & Washington Telegraph Com-

pany, 18 Md. 341, 81 Am. D. 607.

In the case at bar no such question arises. No such condition

is found in the "night message blanks" of the company. These

messages are of a special class, and are made subject to their own

rules, as printed on the blanks. The charge for transmission of

these night messages is considerably less than on those in the
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assumes the position of offering its services generally, to all who
may apply, under its character of a public corporation, it does
not stand exactly in the same position as private i ndividuals
contracting in a single matter, on terms and conditions mutually
agreed upon for that particular case.
The discussions in the text-books and in the decided cases
have led to the conclusion, that while, in the first instance, the
company may make its rules for the regulation of its business,
and for the limitation of its liability, those rules must be reason
able, i n view of all the circumstances, and of the nature of the
business, its risks and responsibilities, the necessity of securing
to the public, who may have occasion to use this means of trans
portation, a reasonable p rotection against neglect or fraud or
want of due care and effort, to perform punctually and correctly
the act undertaken.
The company is not the ultimate judge of the reasonableness
of an adopted rule. And in this single proposition lies the gist
of the whole matter. The court must determine in every case
when the question is directly raised, whether the particular re
striction or qualification is a reasonable exercise of the powers
residing in the company.
Several questions as to reasonableness have arisen under dif
ferent conditions made by telegraph companies, and have been
considered by the courts. One of them has arisen under a con
dition, which is found in the general blank of the defendant com
pany, by which it is stipulated that the company will not be
responsible for more than the sum received for mistakes or de
lays, or for non-delivery of any message, unless requested to
repeat it on p ayment therefor, nor for more than fifty times the
sum received for any repeated me sage, unless paid for insuring
it.
It seems to be held, that however it may be in cases where the
error causing the injury was occasioned by not repeating, or
would have been manifestly prevented or avoided by repeating,
yet this condition could not cover and excuse negligence or delay
i n del ivering a message received, or any other nonfeasance or
misfeasance not imputable to or excused by not repeating. West
ern Union Telegraph Company v. Graham, 1 Colorado, 2 30, 9
Am. Rep . 1 3 6 ; Birney v. N. York & Washington TeleO'raph Com
p any, 1 8 Md. 341 , 81 Am. D. 607.
I n the case at bar no such question a ri ses. No such condition
is found in the ' ' night message blanks ' ' of the company. These
messages are of a special cl ass, and are made subj ect to their own
rules, as p rinted on the blanks. The charge for t ransmission o:t
these night messages is considerably less than on those in the
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general business of the company, and, perhaps for this reason

chiefly, the whole provision relating to repeating is omitted, and

the sweeping and comprehensive provision by which in effect

all liability beyond the price paid is avoided is substituted. It

is clear that a mere change of rates or prices cannot avoid legal

liability. The duty and responsibility of the company cannot

properly be measured by the price for the duty undertaken.

The single question on this part of the case is whether the

stipulation, recited in full at the commencement of this opinion,

is a reasonable one, or one which the company could lawfully

impose as a condition of the contract.

After a careful reading, it seems difficult to give any other

construction to this clause than a general and unlimited ex-

emption from all and any liability beyond the sum paid. It is

not limited to those cases where reasonable care and attention

might not prevent mistakes or delays. It makes no reference to

the subtle and mysterious agency employed in the transmission

of messages, or to the peculiar liability to error in the work of

the operator. As before stated, this provision, in relation to
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night messages, does not require the repeating of telegrams sent,

before a liability should attach. It simply and nakedly exon-

erates the company from all liability (except for the fee paid)

for any and all mistakes in the transmission of the message — ■

and for all delays in transmitting — and all delays in delivery, or

even non-delivery, of the telegrams. These items seem to include

all the cases of neglect, want of care or attention, of which the

company can be guilty, in reference to the performance of their

duties and obligations under the contract. Even gross negligence

and the want of the lowest degree of care are protected from

complaint, although affirmatively proved by the other party.

The operator may, from sleepiness or haste to close for the night,

prefer to pay back the trifle paid, and leave the message unsent.

Or a message may have been carelessly, or even wantonly, thrown

into the waste basket, and never sent, or if sent it may have been

treated in the same manner at the office of reception, and never

delivered to a carrier, or if so delivered, it may have been thrown

aside or destroyed by the carrier to save himself labor or trouble.

And the sender, under this rule, must be debarred from all

remedy beyond a repayment of the few cents paid. This is not

the establishment of a rule or rules for the management of the

business which are reasonable and proper for the orderly con-

ducting of its business, or to protect the company against unfair

or unreasonable claims. In this case no attempt is made to ex-

cuse the non-delivery; but a liability is admitted.

We think this stipulation is not reasonable, for it does not
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chiefly, the whole provision relating to repeating is omitted, and
the weeping and comprehen ive provision by which in effect
all liability beyond the price paid is avoided i substituted. It
is clear that a m ere change of rates or prices cannot avoi d legal
liabil ity. 'I1he duty and re ponsibil ity of the company cannot
properly be measured by the price for the duty undertaken.
The single question on this part of the case is whether the
stipulation, r ecited i n full at the commencement of this opinion,
is a reasonable one, or one which the company could lawful ly
i mpose as a condition of the contract.
After a careful reading, it seems d ifficult to give any other
construction to this clause than a general and unlimited ex
emption from all and any l iability beyond the sum paid. It is
not limited to those case where reasonable care and attention
might not prevent mistakes or delays. It makes no reference to
the subtle and mysterious agency employed in the transmission
of messages, or to the peculiar liabil ity to error i n the work of
the operator. As before stated, this p rovision, in relation to
night me sages, does not require the repeatin of telegrams sent,
before a l iability should attach. It simply and nakedly exon
erates the com pany from all l iability ( except for the fee P, aid)
for any and al l m istakes in the transmission of the message
and for all delays in tran mitting-and all delays in del ivery, or
even non-delivery, of the telegrams. These items seem to include
all the cases of neo·l ct, want of care or attention, of which the
company can be gu i l ty, in reference to the performance of their
dntie. and obligations u n der the contract. Even gro s neglio·ence
and the want of the l owest degree of care are protected from
comp l a i n t, although affirmatively proved by the other party.
The operator may, from sleepiness or haste to close for the night,
prefer to pay back the tri fle paid, and leave the message unsent.
Or a message may have been carelessly, or even wantonly, thrown
into the waste basket, and never sent, or if sent it may have been
treated in the same mann r at the office of reception, and never
delivered to a carri r, or if so delivered, it may have been thrown
aside or destroyed by the carrier to save himsel f labor or trouble.
And the sender, under this rule, must be debarred from all
remedy beyond a repayment of the few cents paid. This is not
the e tablishment of a rule or rules for the management of the
b usi n ess which are reason able and proper for the orderly con
ducting of its brn:;iness, or to protect the company against unfair
or unreasornlble claims. In t h i case no attempt is made to ex
cuse t h e non-del ivery ; but a l i abil ity is admitted.
We think this stipulation is not reasonable, for it does not
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come within any established principle, applicable to employments

of this nature, whether called public or private. It goes alto-

gether too far in attempting to cover all possible delinquencies.

"A party cannot in such a way protect himself against the con-

sequences of his own fraud or gross negligence, or the fraud or

gross negligence of his servants and agents." Ellis v. The

American Tel. Co., 13 Allen, 234. In the case of Birney v. New

York & Wash. Tel. Co., 18 Md. 341, 81 Am. D. 607, the court

says that courts and legislatures have been liberal in allowing

companies to provide against such risks as arise out of atmos-

pheric influences and kindred causes. At this point they have

properly stopped. To permit them to contract against their

own negligence would be to arm them with a most dangerous

power; one, indeed, that would leave the public almost reme-

diless. It must be borne in mind that the public have but little

choice in the selection of the company which is to perform the

desired service. They do not select the agents or employees, nor

can they remove them. They are bound to take the company as

they find it, and to commit to its agents their messages, however
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valuable they may be. Such being the case, public policy, as

well as commercial necessity, require that companies engaged in

telegraphing should be held to a high degree of responsibility.

We restate our propositions and conclusions on this part of

the case in order to prevent any misapprehension of the extent

and limitations of the rules laid down.

1. This company, and all others of a like nature, offering and

undertaking to perform acts or services for all applicants, at

fixed rates, exercise, at least, a quasi public employment.

2. Such company may adopt and enforce reasonable rules and

regulations for the convenient and prompt and satisfactory per-

formance of the act or duty undertaken.

3. This right in the company is not absolute and unlimited;

but such rules are subject to the test of reasonableness in view

of the rightful claims of public policy and private rights, and

the enforcement of the obligation of good faith and honest ef-

fort to perform.

4. The test must be applied by the court, whenever the ques-

tion arises on the validity of any such regulation, according to

the rule before stated.

5. A rule, or stipulation, like the one in question which covers

all possible delinquencies, mistakes, delays, or neglects in trans-

mitting or in delivering or not delivering a message, from what-

ever cause arising, is not, for the reasons before stated, a reason-

able regulation within the legal rule.

6. Such a rule is not saved from these objections, by the con-
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come within any established principle, applicable to employments
of this nature, whether called public or private. It goes alto
gether too far in attempting to cover all possible delinquencies.
' ' A party cannot in such a way protect himsel f against the con
sequences of his own fraud or gross negl igence, or the fraud or
gross negl iaence of his servants and agents. ' ' E l l is v. The
American Tel. Co., 13 A l len, 234. In the case of Birney v. New
York & Wash. Tel. Co., 18 Md. 341, 8 1 Am. D . 607, the court
says that courts and 1 gislatures have been liberal in allowing
companies to provide against such risks as arise out of atmos
pheric influences and kindred causes. At this point they have
properly stopped. To permit them to contract against their
own negligence would be to arm them with a most dangerous
power ; one, indeed, that would leave the public almost reme
diless. It must be borne in mind that the public have but l ittle
choice in the selection of the company which is to perform the
desired service. They do not select the agents or empl oyees, nor
can they remove them. They are bound to take the �ompany as
they find it, and to commit to its agents their messages, however
valuable th y may be. Such being the case, public policy, as
well as commercial necessity, require that companies engaged in
telegraphing should be held to a high degree of responsibility.
We restate our propositions and conclusions on this part of
the case in order to prevent any misapprehension of the extent
and limitations of the rules laid down.
1. This company, and all others of a l ike nature, offering and
undertaking to perform acts or services for all applicants, at
fixed rates, exercise, at least, a quasi publ i c employment.
2. Such company may adopt and enforce reasonabl e rules and
regulati ns for the convenient and prompt and satisfactory per
formance of the act or duty undertaken.
3. This right in the company is not absolute and unlimited ;
but such rules are subject to the test of reasonableness i n view
of the rightful claims of public policy and private rights, and
the enforcement of the obligation of good faith and honest ef
fort to perform.
4. The test must be applied by the court, whenever the ques
tion arises on the validity of any such regul ation, according to
the rul e before stated.
5. A rule, or stipulation, like the one in question whirh covers
all possible delinquencies, mistakes, delays, or neglects in trans
mitting or in del ivering or not delivering a message, from what
ever cause arising. is not, for the reasons before stateil , a -reason
able regulation within the legal rule.
6. Such a rule is not saved from these objections, by the con41
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dition of a liability to repay, if required by the sender, of the

trifle paid to them. It is a mere evasion of the legal liability

and is never the measure of damages for non-performance of

a contract of this kind.

It is an insufficient and, therefore, an unreasonable stipulation,

and cannot save the otherwise clearly objectionable condition of

which it is a part.

Another question is presented relating to the rule of damages.

It is agreed, according to the report of the case, that if the

plaintiffs are entitled to recover a greater sum (than forty-eight

cents) as special damages upon the facts aforesaid, this court

is to determine the rule upon which damages shall be assessed.

The measure of damages in cases of this kind has been much

discussed in the text-books and decisions in this country and in

England. It would seem to be impracticable to attempt to lay

down any single and simple rule, which can be made to apply,

without qualification, to every case. There are, however, certain

general principles which may be considered as applicable, gen-

erally to these cases, and to be now quite well established.
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Before considering these principles, with these qualifications

and limitations, it may be well to examine the character and

exact extent of the message in the case before us. We may then

be better able to apply the rules established or admitted, to this

particular case. For it is the rule for this case, that we are called

upon to define.

We assume that the plaintiffs can prove that the firm in Balti-

more, to whom the telegram was addressed, had offered and

agreed to sell a cargo of corn at ninety cents per bushel to the

plaintiffs; that the telegram contained notice of acceptance of

the proposition; that the condition nailed, "if you can secure

freight at ten" (cents), could have been complied with, if the

message had been delivered when it should have been; that, if

it had been thus delivered, the bargain would have been closed,

and the plaintiffs would at that moment have obtained the cargo

at ninety cents per bushel, with freight at ten cents.

The pecuniary value, then, of this telegraphic message was

in this, that it contained a part of a contract, and that the final

and binding and effectual act, by which the bargain would be-

come operative and complete. It seems clear that such a message

has a distinctive and clear pecuniary value, and demands of the

party who, for a reward, undertakes to convey it, knowing its

contents, the same care and diligence; and that he is subject,

at least, to like rules and liabilities, as if he (not being a com-

mon carrier), had undertaken to transport an article of mer-

chandise.
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dition of a liabil ity to repay, if required by the sender, of the
trifle paid to them. It is a mere evasion of the legal liability
and is never the mea ure of clamages for non-performance of
a contract of this kind.
It is an insufficient and, therefore, an unreasonable stipulation,
and cannot save the otherwi e clearly objectionable condition of
which it is a part.
Another que tion is presented relating to the rule of damages.
It is agreed, according to the report of the case, that if the
plaintiffs are entitled to recover a greater sum (than forty-eight
cents ) as special damages upon the facts aforesaid, this court
is to determine the rule upon which damag shall be assessed.
The measure of damages in cases of thi kind has been much
discussed in the text-books and decisions in this country and in
Englancl It would seem to be impracticable to attempt to lay
down any single and simple rule, which can be made to apply,
without qualification, to every case. There are, however certain
general principle which may be considered as applicable, gen
erally to these ca e , and to be now quite well e tablished.
Before consj d ring these principles, with these qualifications
and l imitations, it may be well to examine the character and
exact extent of the mP.ssage in the case before us. We may then
be better able to apply the rules tablished or admitted, to this
particular case. For it is �he rule for this cas that we are called
upon to define.
We assume that the plaintiffa can prove that the firm in Balti
more, to whom the telegram ws.s addressed, had offered and
agreed to sel l a cargo of corn at ninety cents per bushel to the
plaintiffs · that the telegram contain --d notice of acceptance of
the proposition ; that the conditiou nam ed , ' ' if you can secure
freight at ten ' ' ( cents) , could have been complied with, if the
message had been delivered when it should. have been ; that, i f
i t had been thus delivered, the bargain would. have been closed,
and the plaintiffs would at that moment have obtained the cargo
at ninety cents per bushel , with freight at ten cents.
The pecuniary value, then, of this telegraphic m8ssage was
in this, that it contained a part of a contract, and that the final
and binding and effectual act, by which the bargain would be
come operative and complete. It seems clear that such a message
has a distinctive and clear p ecuniary value, and demands of the
party who, for a reward, undertakes to convey it, knowing ] ts
contents, the same care and diligence ; and that he is subject,
at least, to like rules and liabilities, as if he ( not being a com
mon carrier ) , had undertaken to transport an article of mer
chandis e.
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On its face it gives clear intimation that it is of a business

character, relating to a distinct and specific contract, and that,

according to the well-known custom of merchants, it must have

been understood by the operator or agent as an acceptance of an

offer to sell a cargo at the price named, if freight at ten cents

could be procured.

In this respect it dift'ers from a class of cases to be found in

the reports, where the message was so brief or enigmatical, or so

obscure, that it gave the operator no notice that it was of any

value pecuniarily.

It differs also from another class in this, that it is not a gen-

eral order to buy, if thought best, or if market had an upward

tendency, or if there was a probable chance of profit, or any like

condition. This telegram is a distinct acceptance of an offer, at

a fixed price, of a cargo. Its binding efficacy was not dependent

upon any contingency, or rise or fall in the market. If it had

been duly delivered, the plaintiffs would have been, at that mo-

ment, the purchasers and owners at Baltimore of a cargo of

corn at ninety cents, with freight at ten cents. It was not de-
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livered, and the plaintiffs were not at that time and place such

owners, as between the plaintiffs and defendants, the plaintiffs

were entitled to be, at such price. They would have been such,

but for the neglect of the defendants. What is the measure

of damages? Clearly not the price paid for the transmission

only. Paying that back would be rather in the nature of a re-

cission of the contract, than damages for its non-performance.

And we have before determined, that the special condition was

not binding so as to exonerate from all other damages occasioned

by neglect or want of common care and attention in the per-

formance of the contract and duty assumed.

A more difficult question arises in fixing an exact rule in de-

termining the amount of damages in this case.

The general rule is familiar, and is among the rudimental

axioms of the law.

In this State, the general doctrine was laid down at an early

day in Miller v. Mariner's Church, 7 Greenl. 51, 20 Am. D. 341,

in an opinion of the court drawn by Mr. Justice Weston in his

usually clear, discriminating, and accurate style, and precision

in use of language. "In general, the delinquent party is holden

to make good the loss occasioned by his delinquency. But his

liability is limited to direct damages, which, according to the

nature of the subject, may be contemplated or presumed to re-

sult from his failure. Remote or speculative damages, although

susceptible of proof, and deducible from the non-performance,

are not allowed. And if the party injured has it in his power
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On its face it gives clear intimation that it is of a busines
character, relating to a d istinct and specific contract, and that,
according to the well-known custom of merchants, it must have
been understood by the operator or agent as an acceptance of an
offer to sell a cargo at the price named, if freight at ten cents
could be procured.
In this respect it differs from a class of cases to be found in
the reports, where the message was so brief or enigmatical, or so
obscure, that it gave the operator no notice that it was of any
value pecuniarily.
It differs also from another class in this, that it is not a gen
eral order to buy, i f thought best, or if market had an upward
tendency, or if there was a probable chance of profit, or any like
condition. This telegram is a d istinct acceptance of an offer, at
a fixed price, of a cargo. Its binding efficacy was not dependent
upon any contingency, or rise or fall in the market. If it had
been duly delivered, the p lainti ffs would have been, at that mo
ment, the purchasers and owners at Baltimore of a cargo of
corn at ninety cents, with freight at ten cents. It was not de
l ivered, and the plaintiffs were not at that time and place such
·
owners, as between the p laintiffs and defendants, the plaintiffs
were entitled to be, at such price. They would have been such,
but for the neglect of the defendants. What is the measure
of damages ? C learly not the price paid for the transmission
only. Paying that back would be rather in the nature of a re
cission of the contract, than damages for its non-performance .
And we have before determined, that the special condition was
not binding so as to exonerate from all other damages occasioned
by neglect or want of common care and attention in the per
formance of the contract and duty assumed .
A more difficult question arises in fixing an exact rule in determining the amount of damages in this case.
The general rule is familiar, and is among the rudimental
axioms of the law.
In this State, the general doctrine was laid down at an early
day in Miller v. Mariner 's Church, 7 G reenl. 51, 20 Am. D . 341,
in an opinion of the court drawn by Mr. Justice WESTON i n his
usually clear, discriminating, and accurate style, and precision
in use of language. ' ' In general , the delinquent p arty is holden
to make good the loss occasioned by his del inquency. But his
l iability is limited to direct damages, which, according to the
nature of the subj ect, may be contemplated or presumed to re
sult from his failure. Remote or speculative damages, although
susceptible of proof, and deducible from the non-performance,
are not allowed. And if the party injured has it in his power
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to take measures by which his loss is less aggravated,

this will be expected of him. If the party entitled to the benefit

of a contract can protect himself from loss, arising from a

breach, at a trifling expense, or with reasonable exertion, he is

bound to do so. ' '

The above extract, as it seems to us, contains the substance

of the whole law applicable to this subject, and the germ from

which long chapters and long opinions have been expanded. It

is constantly cited as an early and authoritative statement of

the legal rule on this subject.

The principles and rules laid down in this case have been re-

affirmed in our court in many cases. In Berry v. Dwinel, 44

Maine, 255, it is held that ''remote and consequential damages,

possible gains, and contingent profits are not allowed." The

rule was applied in this case to possible or actual loss to plaintiff

in the future, which the defendant set up as a defense to re-

covery of damages, for non-delivery of logs at a stipulated price

and time.

Perkins v. P. S. & P. R. R., 47 Maine 592, 74 Am. D. 162 ;
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Ripley v. Mosely, 57 Id. 76, and cases there cited. In that case it

was held, that when the loss is not speculative nor dependent

upon contingencies, but is one of the natural and direct results

of the act, it may be recovered. But loss of probable profits is

too uncertain and problematical to be a basis for estimation of

damages.

In an English case, Hamlin v. G. N. Railway, 1 H. & N. 408,

it is laid down as a general principle, that no damages can be

given on contracts, which cannot be stated specifically.

Redfield, in his chapter on Telegraph Companies, § 1896, thus

states it as applicable to such companies : ' ' The company must

make good the loss resulting from any default on their part."

But what loss? Can a party recover for every loss, or injury

which he can show, by facts subsequently occurring, did in

truth result to him from the failure of duty on the part of the

other party ?

The clear preponderance and weight of the decisions are, that

the qualification, which was thought formerly to be sufficient

to meet all cases, is not satisfactory. That qualification was,

that the injury must be the ordinary, natural, or even neces-

sary result of the breach. But loss of profits may be clearly

shown to have been occasioned by the failure, and from no other

cause. So injury and loss may be directly traced to the same

cause, when the party is prevented from availing himself, by

this breach of one contract, of some other collateral, and inde-

pendent contract entered into with other parties. Or where a
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to take measures by which his loss is less aggravated,
this will be expected of him. If the party entitled to the benefit
of a contract can protect himself from lo , arising from a
breach, at a trifling expense, or with reasonable exertion, he is
bound to do so. ' '
The above extract, as it seems to us, contains the sub tance
of the whole law applicable to this subj ect, and the germ from
which long chapters and long opinions have been expanded. It
is constantly cited as an early and authoritative statement of
the legal rule on this subject.
The principl s and rules laid down in this case have been re
affirmed in our court i n many cases. In Berry v. Dwinel, 44
Maine, 255, it i s held that ' ' remote and consequential damages,
possible gains, and contingent profits are not allowed. ' ' The
ru le was applied in this case to possible or actual loss to p laintiff
in the future, which the defendant set up as a defense to re
covery of damages, for non-delivery of logs at a stipulated price
and time.
Perkins v. P. S. & P. R. R., 47 Maine 592, 74 Am. D. 1 62 ;
Ripley v. 1\fosely, 57 Id. 76, and cases there cited. In that case it
was held, that when the loss is not speculative nor dependent
upon contingencie , but is one of the natural and d irect results
of the act, it may be recovered. But loss of probable profits is
too uncertain and problematical to be a ba is for estimation of
damaaes.
I n an E nglish case, Hamlin v. G. N. Railway, 1 H. & N. 408,
it is laid down as a general principle, that no damages can be
given on contracts, which cannot be stated specifically.
Redfield, in his chapter on Telegraph Companies, § 1896, thus
states it as applicable to such companies : ' ' The company must
make good the loss resulting from any default on their part. ' '
But what loss � Can a party recover for every loss, or inj ury
which he can show, by facts subsequently occurring, did in
truth result to him from the failure of duty on the p art of the
other p arty 1
The clear preponderance and weight of the decisions are, that
the qual ification, which was thought formerly to be sufficient
to meet all cases, is not satisfactory. That qualification was,
that the injury m ust be the ordinary, natural, or even neces
sary result of the breach. But loss of profits may be clearly
shown to have been occasioned by the failure, and from no other
cause. So injury and loss may be directly traced to the same
c a n . e when the party is prevented from availing him elf, by
thi br ach of on contract, of some other col lateral, and inde
pendent contract entered into w ith other parties. Or where a
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party has been prevented from doing some act, or making some

investment in his own business, not necessarily connected with

the agreement in question.

These damages are disallowed, not because they cannot be

traced directly as the immediate and undoubted effect of the

breach, but because they are in their nature uncertain and con-

tingent, and, perhaps more decidedly, because they are not such

as would naturally flow from such a breach, and could not

fairly be considered as having been within the contemplation of

the parties at the time of entering into the contract. This rule

necessarily excludes all remote, speculative, and uncertain re-

sults, as well as possible profits, advantages, and other like con-

sequences which might have arisen, or which it can be shown

would have arisen from the performance of the contract. This

seems to be the doctrine in other States and in England. Squire

V. Western Union Telegraph Co., 98 Mass. 232, 93 Am. D. 162 ;

Griffin v. Colver, 16 N. Y. 490, 69 Am. D. 718 ; Leonard v. New

York Telegraph Co., 41 Id. 544, 1 Am. Rep. 446; Freeman v.

Clute, 3 Barb. 426; Blanchard v. Ely, 21 Wend. 342, 34 Am.
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D. 250; The Sch. Lively, 1 Gall. 315; Graham v. Western Union

Telegraph Co. (Colorado), before cited; Hadley v. Baxendale,

26 Eng. Law & Eq. 398, a leading case on resulting damages.

Other English and American cases might be cited, bearing more .

or less directly on the subject. They can be found collected in

Sedgwick on Damages, and other text-books.

But the negation of certain elements still leaves the true rule

undetermined. This, we think is to be found in the application

of the principle, which, excluding all uncertain, pj-oblematical

and contingent profits, holds the party liable for the immediate

and necessary result of the breach, and which may fairly be pre-

sumed to have been in contemplation of the parties at the time,

and are capable of being definitely ascertained by reference to

established market rates.

Now, in the ease before us, the plaintiffs should have had, at

the time when the dispatch should have been delivered, a cargo at

ninety cents and freight at ten cents. The natural consequence

of this neglect, one which might well be anticipated or be in

contemplation of the parties, was that the bargain would be

lost, and that the cargo might be sold to other parties, or the

seller would decline to accept a repetition of the offer, after-

ward, at same price. Plaintiffs wanted the cargo and had a right

to have it at the price named. What was the damage ?

Here comes in the second proposition in Miller v. Mariner's

Church, viz., that the party should not at once abandon all at-

tempts to procure the corn, and rest upon a claim for indefinite
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party has been prevented from doing ome act, or making some
investment in his own busin ss, not necessarily connected with
the agreement in question.
These damages are disallowed, not because they cannot be
traced directly as the immediate and undoubted effect of the
breach, but because they are in their nature uncertain and con
tingent, and, perhaps more decidedly, b cause they are n ot such
as would naturally flow from such a breach, and could not
fairly be con idered as having been w ithi n the contemplation of
the parties at the time of entering into the contract. This rule
necessarily excludes all remote, speculative, and uncertain re
sults, as well as possible p rofits, advantages, and other l ike con
sequences which miO'ht have arisen, or which it can be shown
would have arisen from the performance of the contract. This
seems to be the doctrine in other States and in England. Squire
v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 98 Mass. 232, 93 Am. D. 1 62 ;
Griffin v. Colver, 1 6 N. Y. 490, 69 Am. D . 718 ; Leonard v. New
York Telegraph Co., 41 Id. 544 1 Am. Rep. 446 ; Freeman v.
C lute, 3 Barb. 426 ; Blanchard v. Ely 21 Wend. 342, 34 Am.
D. 250 ; The Sch. Lively, 1 Gall. 315 ; Graham v. Western Union
Telegraph Co. ( Colorado ) , before cited ; Hadley v. Bax�nda1 e,
26 Eng. Law & Eq. 398, a leading case on resulting damages.
Other E nglish and American cases might be cited, bearing more
or less directly on the subject. They can be found collected in
Sedgwick on Damages, and other text-books.
But the neO'ation of certain elements still leaves the true rule
undetermined. This, we think is to be found in the application
of the principle, which, excluding all uncertain, problematical
and contin ent profits, holds th e party liable for the immediate
and neces ary result of the breach, and which may fairly be pre
sumed to have been in contempl ation of the parties at the time,
and are capable of being definitely ascertained by reference to
established market rates.
Now, in the case before us, the plaintiffs should have had, at
the time when the dispatch should have been delivered, a cargo at
ninety cents and freight at ten cents. The natural consequence
of this neglect, one which might well be anticipated or be i n
contemplation of the parties, was that the barO'ain would be
lost and that the cargo might be sol d to other parties, or the
seller would decline to accept a r p titian f the offer, after
ward, at same p rice. Plaintiffs wanted the cargo and had a right
to have it at the price named. What was the damage �
Here comes in the second proposition i n Miller v. Mariner 's
Church, viz., that the party should not at once abandon all at
tempts to p rocure the corn, and rest upon a claim for indefinite
645
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and possible profits which he might have made by a rise in the

market, if he had obtained the article at the time, but must use

reasonable diligence, after notice of the failure, to procure the

same quantity, and the lowest freights, at the then market rates.

The sum, therefore, which would be a compensation for the

direct loss and injury sustained by the non-delivery of this mes-

sage, is the difference (if at a higher rate) between the ninety

cents named and the sum which the plaintiffs were or would

have been compelled to pay at the same place, in order, by due

and reasonable diligence, after notice of the failure of the tele-

gram, to purchase the like quantity and quality of the same

species of merchandise, and the same rule applies to any increase

of freight from the sum named, if it be shown that the corn

could have been shipped by the sellers, at that rate, if the tele-

gram had been duly received.

The case of Squire v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 98 Mass.

232, 93 Am. D. 162, adopts this view, in a case very nearly resem-

bling this in its facts.

Rittenhouse v. Independent Line of Telegraph, 1 Daly (N. Y.),
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474, where the operator made a mistake in the article ordered,

it was held that the company must make good the difference

between the price of the article actually ordered, at the time

when ordered, and the price of the same article, if purchased as

soon as the mistake was discovered.

United States Telegraph Co. v. Wenger, 55 Penn. St. 262, 93

Am. D. 751. An order to buy stocks; no reason given why not

delivered; a case of negligence; stocks ordered not bought on

the day; they would have been, if telegram had been received,

but were purchased three days afterward at an advance. That

difference, the court say, is undoubtedly the damages the plain-

tiff has sustained and is entitled to recover. ' ' The dispatch was

such as to disclose the nature of the business to which it re-

lated, and that loss might be very likely to occur if there was a

want of promptitude in transmitting it. ' ' Leonard v. New York

Telegraph Co., 41 N. Y. 544, before cited, a case of mistake;

Griffin v. Colver, 16 N. Y. 490, 69 Am. D. 718 ; DeRutte v. N.

Y. Al. & B. R. Tel. Co., 1 Daly, 547 ; Parks v. Alta California

Telegraph Co., 13 Cal. 422, 73 Am. D. 589.

In our own State, in the case of Berry v. Dwinel, before cited,

the rule, in an analogous case, is thus stated: "When a party

contracts to deliver goods at a particular time and place, and

no payment has been made, the true measure of damages is the

difference between the contract price and that of like goods at

time and place where they should have lieen delivered."

And so it has been held that a common carrier, who unrea-
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and pos ible profits which he might have made by a rise in the
mark t, if he had obtained the article at the time, but must use
reasonable diligence, after notice of the failure, to procure the
same quantity, and the lowest freights, at the then market rates.
The sum, therefore, which would be a compensation for the
direct loss and injury sustained by the non-delivery of this mes
sage, is the differ nee ( if at a higher rate) between the ninety
cents named and the sum which the pl aintiffs were or would
have been compelled to p ay at the same place, in order, by due
and rea onable diligence, after notice of the failure of the tele
gram, to purchase the like quantity and quality of the same
species of merchandise, and the same rule appl ies to any increase
of freight from the sum named, if it be shown that the corn
could have been shipped by the sellers, at that rate, if the tele
gram had been duly received.
The case of Squire v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 98 Mass.
232, 93 Am. D. 1 62, adopts this view, in a case very nearly resem
bl ing thi in its facts.
Rittenhouse v. Independent Line of Telegraph, 1 Daly ( N. Y. ) ,
4 7 4, where the operator made a mistake in the article ordered,
it was held that the company must make good the difference
between the p rice of the article actually ordered, at the time
when ordered, and the price of the same article, i f p urchased as
soon as the mistake was discovered .
United State Tel egraph Co. v. Wenger, 5 5 Penn. St. 262, 9 3
A m . D. 751. An order to buy stocks ; no reason given why not
del ivered ; a case of negligence ; stocks ordered not bought on
the day ; they would have been, i f telegram had been received,
but were purcha eel three days afterward at an advance. That
differen ce, the court say, is undoubtedly the d amages the plain
tiff has sustained and is entitl ed to recover. ' ' The dispatch was
such as to discl ose the nature of the business to which it re
lated , and that loss might be very l ikely to occur i f there was a
want of promptitude in transmitting it. ' ' Leonard v. New York
Telegraph Co., 41 N. Y. 544, before cited, a case of mistake ;
G riffin v. Colver, 1 6 N. Y. 490, 69 Am. D. 718 ; DeRutte v. N.
Y. Al . & B. R. Tel. Co., 1 Daly, 547 ; Parks v. Alta California
Tel graph Co., 1 3 Cal . 422, 73 Am. D. 589.
In our own State, in the case of Berry v. Dwinel, before cited,
the rul e, in an anal ogous ca e, is thus stated : " When a party
contracts to deliv r goods at a particular time and place, and
no payment has been made, the true measure of damages is the
diff rence between the contract price and that of like goods at
time and place where they should have been delivered. "
And so it has been held that a common carrier, who unrea646
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sonably delays to transport or deliver goods intrusted to liim,

will be held to pay the difference between the market value at

time and place when and where they ought to have been de-

livered, and the market value at that place on day of actual de-

livery. And this although no special contract as to time, and

no special intended use, and no deterioration in the quality of the

article. Cutting v. G. T. R. R., 13 Allen, 381. The same de-

cision has been made by this court in Ball v. Railroad — not re-

ported. See Weston v. G. T. R. Co., 54 Me. 376, 92 Am. D. 5.

Appleton, C. J., delivered a dissenting opinion.

169. AYER V. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.,

79 Me. 193; 10 Atl. R. 495; 1 Am. St. B. 353. 1887.

v.

W.

U. TELEGRAPH CO.

§ § 168, 169

sonably delays to transport or deliver goods intrusted to him,
will be held to pay the difference between the market value at
time and place when and where they ought to have be n 1e
livcred, and the market value at that place on day of actual de
livery. And this althouah no special contract as to time, and
no special intended use, and no deterioration in the quality of the
article. Cutting v. G. T. R. R.) 13 A llen, 3 1. The same de
cision has been made by this court in Ball v. Railroad-not re
ported. See Weston v. G. T. R. Co., 54 1\!Ie. 376, 92 Am. D. 5.
APPLETON, C . J., delivered a di senting opinion.

By Court, Emery, J. On report. The defendant telegraph

company was engaged in the business of transmitting messages

by telegraph between Bangor and Philadelphia, and other points.

The plaintiff, a lumber dealer in Bangor, delivered to the de-

fendant company in Bangor, to be transmitted to his corre-

169.

AYER V. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH C O. ,

spondent in Philadelphia, the following message: "Will sell

800M laths, delivered at your wharf, two ten net cash. July

79 ll!l e. 493; 10 Atl. R. 495; 1 A m. St. R . 353. 1887.
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shipment. Answer quick." The regular tariff rate was pre-

paid by the plaintiff for such transmission. The message de-

livered by the defendant company to the Philadelphia corre-

spondent was as follows: "Will sell 800M laths delivered at

your wharf two net cash. July shipment. Answer quick." It

will be seen that the important word "ten," in the statement of

price, was omitted.

The Philadelphia party immediately returned by telegraph

the following answer: "Accept your telegraphic offer on laths.

Cannot increase price spruce." Letters afterward passed be-

tween the parties, which disclosed the error in the transmission

of the plaintiff's message. About two weeks after the discovery

of the error, the plaintiff shipped the laths, as per the message

received by his correspondent, to-wit, at two dollars per M. He

testified that his correspondent insisted he was entitled to the

laths at. that price, and they were shipped accordingly.

The defendant telegraph company offered no evidence what-

ever, and did not undertake to account for or explain the mis-

take in the transmission of the message. The presumption

therefore is, that the mistake resulted from the fault of the

telegraph company. We cannot consider the possibility that

it may have resulted from causes beyond the control of the
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By Court, E MERY, J. On report. The defendant telegraph
company was engaged in the busine s of transmitting messages
by telegraph between Bangor and Philadelphia, and other points.
The p laintiff, a l umber dealer in Bangor, delivered to the de
fendant company in Bangor, to be transmitted to his corre
spondent in Phi ladelphia, the followi ng message : ' ' Will sell
8001\1 laths, delivered at your wharf, two ten net cash. J uly
shipment. Answer quick. ' ' The regular tariff rate was pre
paid by the plaintiff for such tran m ission. The message de
l ivered by the def ndant company to the Philadelphia corre
spondent was as follows : ' ' Will sel l BOOM laths delivered at
your wharf two net ca h. July shipment. Answer quick. " I t
will be seen that the important word ' ' ten, ' ' in the statement o f
price, was omitted.
The Philadelphia party immediately returned by telegraph
the following answer : ' ' A ccept your telegraphic offer on laths.
Cannot i ncrease price spruce. ' ' Letters afterward passed be
tween the parties, which disclosed the error in the transmission
of the plainti ff 's message. About two weeks after the discovery
of the error, the plaintiff shipped the laths, as per the message
received by his correspondent, to-wit, at two dollars per M. He
testified that his correspondent insisted he was entitled to the
laths at. that price, and they were shipped accordingly.
The defendant telegraph company offered no evidence what
ever, and did not undertake to acco int for or explain the mis
take in the transmission of the message. The presumption
therefore is, that the mistake resulted from the fault of the
telegraph company. We cannot consider the possibility that
it may have resulted from causes beyond the control of the
647
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company. In the absence or evidence on that point, we must

assume that for such an error the company was in fault: Bart-

lett V. Tel. Co., 62 Me. 221, 16 Am. R. 437.

The fault and consequent liability of the defendant company

being thus established, the only remaining question is the ex-

tent of that liability in this case. The plaintiff claims it ex-

tends to the difference between the market price of the laths

and the price at which they were shipped. The defendant

claims its liability is limited to the amount paid for the trans-

mission of the message. It claims this limitation on two

grounds : —

1. The company relies upon a stipulation made by it with the

plaintiff, as follows: "All messages taken by this company are

subject to the following terms: to guard against mistakes or

delays, the sender of a message should order it repeated; that

is, telegraphed back to the originating office for comparison.

For this, one-half the regular rate is charged in addition. It

is agreed between the sender of the following message and

this company that the said company shall not be liable for mis-
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takes or delays in the transmission, or delivery, or for non-

delivery of any unrepeated message, whether happening by

negligence of its servants or otherwise, beyond the amount

received for sending the same." This is the usual stipulation

printed on telegraph blanks, and was known to the plaintiff,

and was printed at the top of the paper upon which he wrote

and signed his message. He did not ask to have the message re-

peated.

Is such a stipulation in the contract of transmission valid

as a matter of contract assented to by the parties, or is it void

as against public policy? We think it is void.

Telegraph companies are quasi public servants. They re-

ceive from the public valuable franchises. They owe the pub-

lic care and diligence. Their business intimately concerns the

public. Many and various interests are practically dependent

upon it. Nearly all interests may be affected by it. Their

negligence in it may often work irreparable mischief to indi-

viduals and communities. It is essential for the public good

that their duty of using care and diligence be rigidly enforced.

They should no more be allowed to effectually stipulate for ex-

emption from this duty than should a carrier of passengers,

or any other party engaged in a public business.

This rule does not make telegraph companies insurers. It

does not make them answer for errors not resulting from their

negligence. It only requires the performance of their plain

duty. It is no hardship upon them. They engage in the busi-
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company. In the absence o r evidence on that point, we must
assume that for such an error the company was in fault : Bart
lett v. Tel. Co., 62 Me. 221, 16 Am. R. 437.
The fault and consequent liability of the defendant company
being thus establ i hed, the only remaining question is the ex
tent of that l iability in this case. The plaintiff claims it ex
tends to the difference between the market price of the l aths
and the price at which they were shipped. The defendant
claims its liabil ity is l imited to the amount paid for the trans
mission of the message. It claims this limitation on two
grounds :1 . The company relies upon a stipulation made by it with the
p laint i ff, as follows : ' ' Al l messages taken by this company are
subject to the fol lowing terms : to guard against mistakes or
delays, the sender of a m ssage should order it repeated ; that
is, telegraphed back to the originatinO' office for comparison.
For this, on e-half the regular rate is charged in addition. It
is agreed between the sender of the following message and
this company that the said company shall not be liable for mis
takes or delays in the transmission, or delivery, or for non
delivery of any unrepeated message, whether happening by
negligence of its servants or otherwise, beyond the amount
received for sendinO' the same. " This i the usual stipulation
print d on telegraph blanks, and was known to the p laintiff,
and was printed at the top of the paper upon which he wrote
and signed his mes age. H e did not ask to have the message re
peated.
Is such a stipulation in the contract of transmission valid
as a matter of contract assented to by the parties, or is it void
as agai nst public policy � We think it is void.
Telegraph companies are qiiasi public servants. They re
ceive from the public valuable franchises. They owe the pub
l ic care and diligence : Their business intimately concerns the
public. Many and various interests are practically dependent
upon it. Nearly all interests may be affected by it. Their
negligence in it may often work irreparable mischief to indi
viduals and communities. It is essential for the public good
that their duty of using care and diliO'ence be rigidly enforced.
They should no more be allowed to eff ctually stipul ate for ex
emption from this duty than hould a carrier of passengers,
or any other party engaged i n a public business.
This rule does not make telegraph companies insurers. It
does not make them answer for errors not resulting from their
negligence. It only requires the performance of their plain
duty. It is no hardship upon them. They engage in the busi648
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ness voluntarily. They have the entire control of their servants

and instruments. They invite the public to intrust messages

to them for transmission. They may insist on their compen-

sation in advance. Why, then, should they refuse to perform

the common duty of care and diligence ? Why should they make

conditions for such performance? Having taken the message

and the pay, why should they not do all things (including

the repeating) necessary for correct transmission? Why should

they insist on special compensation for using any particular

mode or instrumentality as a guard against their own negli-

gence? It seems clear to us that, having undertaken the busi-

ness, they ought without qualification to do it carefully, or be

responsible for their want of care.

It is true, there are nuinerous cases in other states holding

otherwise, but we think the doctrine above stated is the true

one, and in harmony with the previous decisions of this court:

True V. Tel. Co., 60 Me. 9, 11 Am. R. 156 ; Bartlett v. Tel. Co.,

62 Me. 221, 16 Am. R. 437.

2. The defendant company also claims that the plaintiff was
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not, in fact, damaged to a greater extent than the price paid

by him for the transmission. It contends that the plaintiff was

not bound by the erroneous message delivered by the company

to the Philadelphia party, and hence need not have shipped

the laths at the lesser price. This raises the question whether

the message written by the sender and intrusted to the tele-

graph company for transmission, or the message written out

and delivered by the company to the receiver at the other end

of the line, as and for the message intended to be sent, is the

better evidence of the rights of the receiver against the sender.

The question is important, and not easy of solution. It

would be hard that the negligence of the telegraph company,

or an error in transmission resulting from uncontrollable causes,

should impose upon the innocent sender of a message a

liability he never authorized nor contemplated. It would be

equally hard that the innocent receiver, acting in good faith

upon the message as received by him, should, through such error,

lose all claim upon the sender. If one, owning merchandise,

write a message offering to sell at a certain price, it would

seem unjust that the telegraph company could bind him to

sell at a less price, by making that error in the transmission.

On the other hand, the receiver of the offer may, in good faith,

upon the strength of the telegram as received by him, have

sold all the merchandise to arrive, perhaps at the same rate. It

would seem unjust that he should have no claim for the mer-

chandise. If an agent receive instructions by telegraph from
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ness voluntarily. They have the entire control of their servants
and instruments. They invite the public to intrust messages
to them for transmission. They may insist on their compen
sation in advance. Why, then, should they refuse to perform
the common duty of care and diligence ? Why should they make
conditions for such performance ? Having taken the message
and the pay, why should they not do all things ( including
the repeating) necessary for correct transmission ? Why should
they insist on special compensation for using any particular
mode or in trumentality as a guard against their own negl i
gence ? It seems clear to us that, having undertaken the busi
ness, they ought without qualification to do it carefully, or be
responsible for their want of care.
It is true, there are numerous cases in other states hol ding
otherwise, but we think the doctrine above stated is the true
one, and in harmony with the previous decisions of this court :
True v. Tel. Co., 60 Me. 9, 1 1 Am. R. 156 ; Bartlett v. Tel. Co.,
62 Me. 22 1, 1 6 Am. R . 437.
2. The defendant company also claims that the plaintiff was
not, in fact, damaged to a greater extent than the p rice paid
by him for the transmission. It contends that the plaintiff was
not bound by the erroneous message delivered by the company
to the Philadelphia party, and hence need not have shipped
the laths at the lesser price. This raises the question whether
the message written by the sender and intrusted to the tele
graph company for tran mission, or the message written out
and delivered by the company to the receiver at the other eud
of the line, as and for the message intended to be sent, is the
better evidence of the rights of the receiver against the sender.
The question is important, and not easy of sol ution. It
woul d be hard that the negligence of the telegraph company,
or an error in tr.ansmission resulting from uncontro1 lable causes,
should impose upon the innocent sender of a message a
liability he never authorized nor contemplated. It would be
equally hard that the innocent receiver, acting i n good faith
upon the message as received by him, should, through such error,
lose al l claim upon the sender. I f one, owning merchandise,
write a message offering to sell at a certain price, it would
seem unjust that the telegraph company could bind him to
sell at a less price, by making that error in the transmission.
On the other hand, the receiver of the offer may, in good faith,
upon the strength of the tel egram as received by him, have
sold all the merchandise to arrive, perhaps at the same rate. It
would seem unj ust that he should have no claim for the mer
chandise. If an agent receive instructions by telegraph from
649
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his principal, and in good faith act upon them as expressed in

the message delivered him by the company, it would seem he

ought to be held justified, though there were an error in the

transmission.

It is evident that in case of an error in the transmission of

a telegram, either the sender or receiver must often suffer loss.

As between the two, upon whom should the loss finally fall?

We think the safer and more equitable rule, and the rule the

public can most easily adapt itself to, is, that as between

sender and receiver, the party who selects the telegraph as the

means of communication shall bear the loss caused by the

errors of the telegraph. The first proposer can select one of

many modes of communication, both for the proposal and the

answer. The receiver has no such choice, except as to his

answer. If he cannot safely act upon the message he receives

through the agency selected by the proposer, business must be

seriously hampered and delayed. The use of the telegraph

has become so general, and so many transactions are based on

the words of the telegram received, any other rule would now
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be impracticable.

Of course the rule above stated presupposes the innocence

of the receiver, and that there is nothing to cause him to sus-

pect an error. If there be anything in the message, or in the

attendant circumstances, or in the prior dealings of the parties,

or in anything else indicating a probable error in the trans-

mission, good faith on the part of the receiver may require

him to investigate before acting. Neither does the rule include

forged messages, for in such case the supposed sender did not

make any use of the telegraph.

The authorities are few and somewhat conflicting, but there

are several in harmony with our conclusion upon this point.

In Durkee v. Vermont C. R. R. Co., 29 Vt. 137, it was held that

where the sender himself elected to communicate by telegraph,

the message received by the other party is the original evidence

of any contract. In Saveland v. Green, 40 Wis. 431, the mes-

sage received from the telegraph company was admitted as

the original and best evidence of a contract binding on the

sender. In Morgan v. People, 59 111. 58, it was said that the

telegram received was the original, and it was held that the

sheriff receiving such a telegram from the judgment creditor

was bound to follow it as it read. There are dicta to the same

effect in Wilson v. M. & N. R'y Co., 31 Minn. 481, 18 N. W. R.

291, and Howley v. Whipple, 48 N. H. 488.

Telegraph Company v. Shotter, 71 Ga. 760, is almost a paral-

lel case. The sender wrote his message: "Can deliver hundred
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his principal, and in good faith act upon them as expressed i n
the message delivered him by the company, i t would seem he
ought to be held j ustified, though there were an error in the
transmission.
It is evident that in case of an error in the transmission of
a telegram, either the sender or receiver must often suffer loss.
As between the two, upon whom should the loss :finally fall Y
We think the safer and more equitable rule, and the rule the
public can most easily adapt itself to, is, that as between
sender and receiver, the party who selects the telegraph as the
means of communication shall bear the loss caused by the
errors of the telegraph. The first proposer can select one of
many modes of communication, both for the proposal and the
answer. The rece iver has no such choice, except as to his
answer. If he cannot safely act upon the message he receives
through the agency selected by the proposer, business must be
seriously hamper d and delayed. The use of the telegraph
has become so general , and so many transactions are based on
the words of the telegram received, any other rule would now
be impracticable.
Of course the rule above stated presupposes the innocence
of the receiver, and that there is nothing to cause him to sus
pect an error. If there be anything in the message, or in the
attendant circumstances, or in the prior dealings of the parties,
or in anything else indicating a probable error in the trans
mission, good faith on the part of the receiver may require
him to investigate before acting. Neither does the rule include
forged messages, for in such case the supposed sender did not
make any use of the telegraph.
The authorities are few and somewhat conflicting, but there
are several in harmony with our conclusion upon this point.
In Durkee v. Vermont C . R. R. Co., 29 Vt. 1371 it was held that
where the sender himself elected to communicate by telegraph,
the message rec ived by the other party is the original evidence
of any contract. In Saveland v. Green, 40 Wis. 431, the mes
sage received from the telegraph company was admitted as
the original and best evidence of a contract binding on the
sender. I n Morgan v. People, 59 Ill. 58, it was sai d that the
teleoTam received was the original, and it was held that the
sheriff receiving such a telegram from the judgment creditor
was bound to follow it as it read. There are dicta to the same
effect in Wilson v. M. & N. R 'y Co., 31 Minn. 48 1, 18 N. W. R.
2 9 1 , an 1 Howley v. Whipple, 48 N. H . 488.
Telegraph Company v. Shotter, 71 Ga. 760, is al most a paral
lel case. The sender wrote his message : ' ' Can deliver hundred
f)E;O
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turpentine at sixty-four. ' ' As received from the telegraph com-

pany it read: ''Can deliver hundred turpentine at sixty," the

word ''four" being omitted. The receiver immediately tele-

graphed an acceptance. The sender shipped the turpentine, and

drew for the price at sixty-four. The receiver refused to pay

more than sixty. The sender accepted the sixty, and sued the

telegraph company for the difference between sixty and the

market. It was urged, as here, that the sender was not bound

to accept the sixty, as that was not his offer. The court held,

however, that there was a completed contract at sixty, that the

sender must fulfill it, and could recover his consequent loss of

the telegraph company.

It follows that the plaintiff in this case is entitled to recover

fne difference between the two dollars and the market, as to

laths. The evidence shows that the difference was ten cents

per M.

Judgment for plaintiff for eighty dollars, with interest from

the date of the writ.
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Magruder, J. Upon the blank form, containing the tele-

graphic message delivered by Haas to the appellee's operator at

Montgomery, Alabama, there were printed in small type certain

conditions, among which was the following : ' ' The company will
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turpentine at sixty-four. ' ' As received from the telegraph com
pany it read : ' ' Can deliver hundred turpentine at sixty, ' ' the
word " four " being omitted. The receiver immediately tele
graphed an acceptance. The sender shipped the turpentine, and
drew for the price at sixty-four. The receiver refused to pay
more than sixty. The sender accepted the sixty, and sued the
telegraph company for the difference between sixty and the
market. It was urged, as here, that the sender was not bound
to accept the sixty, as that was not his offer. The court held,
however, that there was a completed contract at sixty, that the
sender must fulfill it, and could recover h is consequent loss of
the telegraph company.
It foll ows that the plaintiff i n this case is entitled to recover
the difference between the two dol lars and the market, as to
laths. The evidence shows that the di fference was ten cents
per M.
Judgment for plaintiff for eighty doll ars, with interest from
the date of the writ.
' ·

not hold itself liable ... in any case where the claim is

not presented in writing within sixty days after the message is

filed with the company for transmission. ' '

Upon the back of the blank form, upon which the dispatch

170.
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as delivered to appellant in Chicago was written, certain stipu-

lations and conditions were printed, the last of which was as fol-

169 Ill. 610 ; 2 1 N. E. R . 4; 61 Am. St. R. 207. 1897.

lows: "The company will not be liable for damages or statutory

penalties in any case where the claim is not presented in writing

within sixty days after the message is filed with the company for

transmission. ' '

It is contended by appellee that the claim here sued upon was

not presented in writing within the sixty days named in the

printed conditions. It is not altogether clear, under the evidence

in this case, that the claim was not presented in writing within

sixty days as required by the condition. On February 7, 1893,

one of the attorneys of the appellant wrote a letter to an officer

of the appellee company. Although this letter stated that the

claim for damages was made against appellee on behalf of I.
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MAGRUDER, J. Upon the blank form, containing the tele
graphic message delivered by Haas to the appellee 's operator at
Montgomery, Alabama, there were printed in mall type certain
conditions, among which was the following : ' ' The company will
not hold itself liable
in any case where the claim i s
not presented in writing within sixty days after the message i s
fi led with the company for transmission. ' '
Upon the back of the blank form, upon which the dispatch
as deliver d to appellant i n Chicago was written, certain stipu
lations and conditions were printed, the last of which was as fol
lows : ' ' The company wil l not be liable for damages or statutory
penalties in any case wh re the claim is not p resented in writing
within sixty days after the message is filed with the company for
transmission. ' '
It is contended by appell ee that the claim here sued upon was
not p resented in writing within the sixty days named i n the
printed conditions. It is not altogether clear, under the evidence
in this case, that the claim was not presented in writing within
sixty days as required by the condition. O n February 7 , 1893,
one of the attorneys of the appellant wrote a letter to an officer
of the appellee company. Although this letter stated that the
claim for damages was made against appellee on behalf of I.
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H. & J. C. Haas, yet the letter explained fully the nature of

the alteration which was made in the dispatch, and the nature of

the claim based upon the loss incurred by reason of that altera-

tion. But whether the claim was presented in writing within

the sixty days or not, it seems to be conceded that the action of

the court in instructing the jury to find for the defendant was

based upon the conclusion that the claim was not presented in

writing within the time named.

The question in the case is, whether the court erred in taking

the case away from the jury. The further question involved is,

whether the failure to present the claim in writing within the

sixty days, if there was such failure, constitutes a defense against

the present action. It is not denied that the company was guilty

of negligence in delivering the dispatch as altered, instead of de-

livering it as originally sent. At any rate, no contest is made

upon the question as to whether there was such negligence or

not. Counsel for appellee confine themselves in their brief to

the proposition that, for want of a claim in writing within sixty

days after the dispatch in question was sent, appellant's right of
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recovery is barred.

It is to be noted that this suit is not brought by Haas, the

sender of the dispatch, but by Webbe, the receiver of the dis-

patch as changed. The dispatch, as sent, is signed by the sender,

but the dispatch, as received, is not signed by the receiver. The

question then arises, whether any difference exists between the

right of recovery by the sender of the dispatch and the right of

recovery by the receiver of the dispatch, so far as these printed

conditions upon the blank forms are concerned. We have held

that the relation of contract exists between the sender of the

dispatch and the telegraph company, but that no relation of con-

tract exists between the receiver of the dispatch and the tele-

graph company; and that the proper remedy of the receiver of

the dispatch for damages on account of its alteration is an action

in tort : Western Union Tel. Co. v. Du Bois, 128 111. 248, 21 N.

E. R. 4, 15 Am. St. E. 109. Ordinarily, where a shipper of

goods, or the sender of a telegraphic dispatch, is held to be

bound by stipulations or conditions printed upon the blank

form of a receipt, pr bill of lading, or dispatch, it is upon the

ground that the person so bound signs the document containing/

the conditions, and makes a contract with the company, which is

to carry his goods or transmit his message. It would seem to

be clear, however, that such conditions and stipulations would

not have the same binding effect where, as here, no contract rela-

tion exists.

In a ease where a suit in assumpsit for damages was brought
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H. & J. C. Haas, yet the letter explained fully the nature of

the alteration which was made in the di patch, and the nature of
the claim based upon the loss incurred by reaso;n of that altera
tion. But whether the claim was presented in writing within
the sixty days or not, it seems to be conceded that the action of
the court in instructing the jury to find for the defendant was
based upon the conclusion that the claim was not presented in
writing within the time named.
The questlon in the case i , whether the court erred in taking
the case away from the jury. The further que tion involved is,
whether the fai lure to p re ent the claim in writing within the
sixty days, i f there was such failure, constitutes a defense against
the p re ent action. It is not denied that the company was guilty
of negligence i n delivering the di patch as altered, instead of de
liverinO' it as ori ginally sent. At any rate, no eon.test is made
upon the question as to whether there was such negligence or
not. Counsel for appellee corrfine themselves in their brief to
the proposition that, for want of a claim in writing within si xty
days after the d ispatch in question was sent, appel lant 's right of
recovery is barred.
It is to be noted that this suit is not brought by Haas, the
sender of the dispatch, but by Webbe, the receiver of the dis
patch as changed. The dispatch, as sent, is signed by the sender,
but the dispatch, as received, is not signed by the receiver. The
que tion then arises, whether any difference exists between the
right of recovery by the sender of the dispatch and the right of
recovery by the receiver of the dispatch, so far as these printed
conditions upon the blank forms are concerned. We have held
that the relation of contract exists between the sender of the
dispatch and the telegraph company, but that no relation of con
tract exists between the receiver of the dispatch and the tele
graph company ; and that the p rop r remedy of the receiver of
the dispatch for damages on account of its alteration is an action
in tort : Western Union Tel. Co. v. Du Bois, 128 Ill. 248, 2 1 N.
E . R. 4, 15 Am. St. R. 109. Ordinarily where a shipper of
goods, or the sender of a telegraphic di patch, is held to be
bound by stipulations or conditions p rinted upon the blank
form of a receipt, pr bill of lading, or dispatch, it is upon the
ground that the person so bound siO'ns the document containing /
the conditions, and makes a contract with the company, which is
to carry his goods or tran mit his message. It would seem t()
be clear, however, that such conditions and stipulations would
not have the same binding effect where, as here, no contract rela
tion exist .
I n a case where a suit i n assumpsit for damages was brought
C C:: '>
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by the sender of a dispatch against the telegraph company, we

held that the telegraph company is a servant of the public, and

bound to act whenever called upon, its charges being paid or

tendered; that such companies are, in this respect, like common

carriers, and, though not regarded, like common carriers, as in-

surers of the safe delivery of every message intrusted to them,

yet their duty is to transmit correctly the message as delivered ;

that they are bound to the use of due and reasonable care, and

liable for the consequences of carelessness or negligence, in the

conduct of their business; that where a party desiring to send

a telegraphic dispatch is required by the company to write his

message upon a paper, containing a condition exonerating the

company from liability for an incorrect transmission of the mes-

sage unless it shall be repeated and at an additional cost therefor

to the sender, such a restriction, even if regarded as a contract,

is unjust, without consideration, and void ; that it is against pub-

lic policy to permit telegraph companies to secure exemption

from the consequences of their own gross negligence by contract ;

that, notwithstanding any special condition which may be con-
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tained in a contract between a company and the sender of a

message respecting the liability of the former in case of an in-

accurate transmission of the message, the company will still be

liable for mistakes happening by its own fault; that it will de-

pend on circumstances whether a paper, furnished by the com-

pany on which the message is written and signed by the sender

is a contract or not ; that it is a question for the jury to deter-

mine, as a question of fact, upon evidence aliunde, and from all

the circumstances attending the signing of the paper, whether

or not the sender of the dispatch has knowledge of its terms and

assents to its restrictions : Tyler v. Western Union Tel. Co., 60

111. 421, 14 Am. Rep. 38. The Tyler case distinctly held that

assent by the sender of the dispatch to the printed terms and

conditions upon the blank form must be shown, in order to make

such terms and conditions binding as a contract upon the sender.

The doctrine of the Tyler case has been subsequently indorsed

and approved by this court : Western Union Tel. Co. v. Tyler,

74 111. 168, 24 Am. Rep. 279 ; Western Union Tel. Co. v. Du Bois,

128 111. 248, 21 N. E. R. 4, 15 Am. St. R. 109.

If assent to such terms and conditions is necessary to bind

the sender of the dispatch, surely assent to such terms and con-

ditions, as printed upon a dispatch delivered, will be necessary to

bind the receiver thereof. The receiver of the dispatch will cer-

tainly not be bound by a provision thereon, requiring a claim to

be presented within sixty days, in the absence of proof that he

assented to such a provision: Western Union Tel. Co. v. Fair-
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by the sender of a dispatch against the telegraph company, we
held that the t legraph company is a servant of the public, and
bound to act whenever called upon, its charges being pai d or
tendered ; that such companies are, in this re pect, like common
carriers, an d, though not regarded, l ike common carriers, as in
surer of the safe delivery of every message intrusted to them,
yet their duty is to transmit correctly the message as delivered ;
that they are bound to the use of due and reasonable care, and
l iable for the consequences of carelessness or negl igence, in the
conduct of their business ; that where a party desiring to send
a telegraphic dispatch is required by the company to write his
message upon a paper, containing a condition exonerating the
company from l iabi lity for an incorrect transmission of the mes
sage un ] e s it shal l be repeated and at an additional cost therefor
to the . n der, such a restriction, even if regarded as a contract,
is unjust, without con ideration, and void ; that it is against pub
lic policy to permit telegraph companies to secure exemption
from the consequences of their own gross negligence by contract ;
that, notwithstanding any special condition which may be con
tained in a contract between a company and the sender of a
message respecting the liability of the former i n case of an in
accurate transmission of the message, the company will still be
liable for mistakes happening by its own fault ; that it will de
pend on circumstances whether a paper, furnished by the com
pany on which the message is written and signed by the sender
is a contract or not ; that it i s a question for the jury to deter
mine, as a question of fact, upon evidence aliunde, and from all
the circumstances attending the sign ing of the paper, whether
or not the sender of the dispatch has knowledge of its terms and
assents to its restrictions : Tyler v. Western Union Tel. Co., 60
Ill. 421 , 1 4 Am. Rep. 38. The Tyler case distinctly held that
assent by the sender of the dispatch to the printed terms and
conditions upon the blank form must be shown, in order to make
such terms and conditions binding as a contract upon the sender.
The doctrine of the Tyler case h as been subsequently indorsed
and approved by this court : Western Union Tel. Co. v. Tyler,
74 Ill. 1 6 8 , 24 Am. Rep. 279 ; Western Union Tel. Co. v. Du Bois,
128 Ill. 248, 21 N. E. R . 4, 15 Am. St. R. 109.
If assent to such terms and conditions is necessary to bind
the sender of the dispatch, surely assent to such terms and con
ditions, as printed upon a dispatch delivered, will be necessary to
bind the receiver thereof. The receiver of the dispatch will cer
tainly not be bound by a provision thereon, requiring a claim to
be presented within si xty days, i n the absence of proof that he
assented to such a provision : Western Union Tel. Co. v. Fair653
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banks, 15 111. App. 600; Western Union Tel. Co. v. De Golyer,

27 111. App. 489 ; Western Union Tel. Co. v. Lyean, 60 111. App.

124.

It is said, however, that the requirement that the claim should

be presented within sixty days is a reasonable requirement, and

that a party suing for damages will be bound to show that he

has complied with such requirement, if he had notice or knowl-

edge of the same, or if there were any circumstances of such a

character as to affect him with such notice or knowledge. Upon

an examination of the authorities, it will be found that, in most

cases where the provision in regard to the limit of sixty days

has been held to be reasonable, and notice or knowledge of the

same has been held to be binding upon the plaintiff in the suit,

the controversy has been between the sender of the dispatch,

and the telegraph company. Such doctrine, however, has no

application as between the receiver of the dispatch, whose suit

is in tort against the company for negligence in the perform-

ance of a public duty, and the telegraph company. From the

rule that assent is necessary to make such a condition as the
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sixty day limit binding, it necessarily follows that mere notice

or knowledge of such condition will not affect the receiver of

the dispatch. It is against public policy that a telegraph com-

pany may adopt rules, regulating its relations with its patrons,

which, if they are reasonable, shall be binding upon such patrons

without their assent, if they only have knowledge. Counsel for

appellee refer to the case of Oppenheimer v. United States Exp.

Co., 69 111. 62, 18 Am. Rep. 596, as supporting the doctrine con-

tended for by them ; but ' ' there is in that case ( Oppenheimer v.

United States Exp. Co., 69 111. 62, 18 Am. Rep. 596) no departure

from the uniform decisions of this court, that a carrier cannot

be released from the duties and liabilities annexed to its em-

ployment, unless the shipper assents to the attempted restric-

tions": Boscowitz V. Adams Exp. Co., 93 111. 523, 34 Am. Rep.

191.

Some of the cases seem to hold that the printed conditions

upon blank forms of telegraphic dispatches, including the one

in reference to the limit of sixty days, are mere regulations, and

not contracts between the sender of the message and the tele-

graph company. The force of the distinction thus sought to be

made lies in the fact that, if the conditions or stipulations are

considered as mere regulations, the assent of the sender to them

is not necessary, but that he will be bound if they are brought

home to his knowledge ; whereas, if they are held to be parts of

a contract, the assent of the sender must be shown in order to

bind him : Croswell on Law of Electricity, sec. 493. But what-
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banks, 15 Ill. App. 600 ; Western Union Tel. Co. v. De Golyer,
27 Ill. App. 489 ; Western Union Tel. Co. v. Lycan, 60 Ill. App.
124.
It is said, however, that the requirement that the claim should
be presented within sixty days is a reasonable requirement, and
that a party suing for damages will be bound to show that he
has compl ied with such requirement, if he had notice or knowl
edge of the same, or if there were any circumstances of such a
character as to affect him with such notice or knowledge. Upon
an examination of the authorities, it will be found that, in most
cases where the provision in regard to the limit of sixty days
has been held to be reasonable, and notice or knowledge of the
same has been held to be binding upon the plaintiff in th� suit,
the controversy has been betw en the ender of the dispatch,
and the telegraph company. Such doctrine, however, has no
application as between the receiver of the dispatch, whose suit
is in tort against the company for negligence in the perform
ance of a public duty, and the telegraph company. From the
rul e that assent is necessary to make such a condition as the
sixty day l imit binding, it necessarily follows that mere notiee
or knowledge of such condition will not affect the receiver of
the dispatch. It is against public policy that a telegraph com�
pany m ay adopt rule , regulating its relations with i ts patrons,
which, i f they are reasonable, shall be binding upon such patrons
without their a�sent, i f they only have knowledge. Counsel for
appellee refer to the case of Oppenheimer v. United States Exp.
Co., 69 Ill. 62 18 Am. Rep. 596 as supporting the doctrine con
tended for by them ; but " there is i n that case ( Oppenheimer v.
United State Exp. Co., 69 Ill. 62, 18 Am. Rep. 596 ) no departure
from the uni form decisions of this court, that a carrier cannot
be released from the duties and l iabilitie annexed to its em
ployment, unle s the shipper assents to the attempted restric
tions ' ' : Boscowitz v. Adams Exp. Co., 93 Ill. 523, 34 Am. Rep.
191.
Some of the cases seem to hold that the printed conditions
upon blank forms of telegraphic dispatches, including the one
in reference to the limit of sixty days, are mere regulations, and
not contracts between the sender of the me sage and the tele
graph company. The force of the distinction thus sought to be
made l ies in the fact that, i f the conditions or stipulations are
considered as mere regulations, the as ent of the sender to them
is not necessary, but that he will be bound if they are brought
home to his knowledge ; whereas, i f they are held to be p arts of
a contract, the assent of the sender must be shown in order to
bind him : Croswell on Law of Electricity, sec. 493. But what654
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ever may be the correct view of these conditions as being regula-

tions or contracts where the controversy is between the sender

of the dispatch and the telegraphic company, we are of the

opinion that such distinction has no application where the con-

troversy is between the company and the receiver of the dispatch :

Croswell on Law of Electricity, sec. 540. There is no proof of

contract between the telegraph company and the person to whom

the message is addressed, and, therefore, he could not be held

bound by these conditions or stipulations : Croswell on Law of

Electricity, sec. 504, and cases cited in note 2.

Counsel for appellee rely mainly upon the case of Manier v.

Western Union Tel. Co., 94 Tenn. 442, 29 S. W. 732, as author-

ity for the position that such conditions and stipulations, includ-

ing the limit of sixty days, are binding upon the receiver, as well

as the sender, of the dispatch. But we are not inclined to assent

to the doctrine of the Tennessee case. The author of the opinion

in that case refers to cases holding that the addressee of the mes-

sage is not bound by the stipulation as to the sixty clay limit,

because he did not make the contract ; and also to cases holding
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to the contrary, and says that it is not necessary to determine,

in the case there under consideration, where the weight of au-

thority lies. The conclusion announced in that case rests mainly

upon two considerations, namely : 1. That where the receiver of

the message is a patron of the company, he will be presumed to

have knowledge of the form of the contract embodied in the

blanks used ; 2. That the receiver 's right to recover rests entirely

upon the contract of sending, and upon the principle that,

where two parties contract for the benefit of a third, such third

party may maintain an action for the breach of the agreement

in his own right. We are unable to see that these considerations

can have any influence, where the action brought by the receiver

of the dispatch is an action in tort for damages for the careless

and negligent performance of a public duty.

The opposite view from that contended for by counsel for

appellee is supported by respectable authority, and is in harmony

with the decisions heretofore rendered by this eo^yt, and is a

natural corollary from such decisions. Gray on Communication

by Telegraph, at section 75, says : ' ' The printed matter upon the

blank form, upon which a message is delivered at the place of

destination, acquaints the receiver usually with the fact that the

telegraph company will not be liable for a loss in any case in

which claim for that loss is not presented in writing within

sixty days after sending the message. As the receiver's right of

action is purely one in tort, it is difficult to see how the tele-

graph company can arbitrarily compel a claim for loss to be
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ever may be the correct view of these conditions as being regula
tions or contracts where the controversy is between the sender
of the disp atch and the telegraphic company, we are of the
opinion that such distinction has no application where the con
troversy is between the company and the receiver of the dispatch :
Croswell on Law of E lectricity, sec. 540. There is no proof of
contract between the telegraph company and the person to whom
the message is addressed, and, therefore, he could not be heJ d
bound by these conditions or stipulations : Croswell on Law of
E lectricity, sec. 504, and cases cited i n note 2.
Counsel for appellee rely mainly upon the case of Manier v.
Western Union Tel. Co., 94 Tenn. 442, 29 S . W. 732, as author
ity for the position that such conditions and stipulations, includ
ing the limit of sixty days, are binding upon the receiver, as wel l
a s the sender, of the dispatch. But we are not inclined to assent
to the· doctrine of the Tennessee case. The author of the opinion
in that ca e refers to cases holding that the addressee of the mes
sage is not bound by the stipulation as to the sixty a ay l imit,
because he did not make the contract ; and also to cases holding
to the contrary, and says that it is not necessary to determine,
in the case there under consideration, where the weight of au
thority l ies. The conclusion announced in that case rests mainly
upon two considerations, namely : 1. That where the receiver of
the message is a patron of the company, he will be presumed to
have knowledge of the form of the contract embodied in the
blanks used ; 2. That the receiver 's right to recover rests entirely
upon the contract of sending, and upon the principle that,
where two parties contract for the benefit of a third, such third
party may maintain an action for the breach of the agreement
in his own right. We are unable to see that these considerations
can have any influence, where the action brought by the receiver
of the <l i::: p atch is an action in tort for damages for the careless
an<l negligent performance of a public duty.
The opposite view from that contended for by counsel for
appellee is supported by respectable authority, and is in harmony
with the decisions heretofore rendered by this co11 rt, and is a
natural corollary from such decisions. Gray on Communication
by Telegraph, at section 75 says : ' ' The printed matter upon the
blank form, upon which a message is delivered at the place of
destinati on, acquaints the receiver usually with the fact that the
telegraph company will not be liable for a loss in any case in
which claim for that loss is not presented in writing within
sixty days after sending the message. As the receiver 's right of
action is purely one i n tort, it i s difficult to see how the tele
graph company can arb itrari ly compel a claim for loss to be
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made within any particular time. The general rule is, that an

action of tort can be brought without other notice at any period

within the time allotted to it by the statute of limitations."

Upon this subject the supreme court of Nebraska says: "The

clause printed on the telegraph blank to the effect that the tele-

graph company would not be liable for damages in any case,

unless the claim was presented in writing in sixty days, was and

is unreasonable and wholly without consideration if viewed as

a contract between the telegraph company and the sender of the

message, and an attempt on the part of the telegraph company

to enact for itself a statute of limitations. . . . The attempt,

so often indulged in by insurance and telegraph companies to

prescribe for themselves a law, is not one that appeals to the

judgment, or commends itself to the conscience of this court":

Pacific Tel. Co. v. Underwood, 37 Neb. 315, 55 N. W. R. 1057, 40

Am. St. R. 490.

Croswell, in his work on the Law Relating to Electricity, sec-

tion 557, says : "In actions of tort by the addressee of the mes-

sage, it is difficult to see how any limit of time, in which claims
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must be made against a telegraph company ^f or damages occa-

sioned by error or negligence in sending the message, can aft'ect

the plaintiff. In such cases, the plaintiff has no privity with the

sender of the message, but sues solely for the breach of duty by

the telegraph company, i. e., the failure of the telegraph com-

pany to perform its public duty of transmitting dispatches

promptly and with due care, and has nothing to do with the

special contract between the sender and the telegraph company,

and, therefore, whatever stipulations the sender may make with,

the telegraph company should not bind the addressee. ' '

The learned author of the article on Telegraphs and Tele-

phones, in volume 25 of the American and English Encyclo-

pedia of Law, pages 807, 808, says: "Other authorities hold

that the receiver's action is not on the contract, but for the tort,

i. e., for the breach of the company's public duty. Under th!s

view of the rule, the stipulations in the original contract can have

no binding effect upon the receiver's action. As a matter of fact,

the telegraph companies endeavor to incorporate the stipulations

into the message as delivered, but as the receiver does not at-

tach his signature thereto, they are of no effect, unless it can

be shown that they were brought to his notice and assented to

by him": Pacific Tel. Co. v. Underwood, 37 Neb. 315, 55 N. W.

R. 1057, 40 Am. St. R. 490; W. U. Tel. Co. v. McKibben, 114

Ind. 511 ; W. U. Tel. Co. v. Longwell, 5 N. Mex. 308 ; Herron v.

Western Union Tel. Co., 90 Iowa, 129; Johnston v. Western

Union Tel. Co., 33 Fed. Rep. 362 ; De la Grange v. Southwestern
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made within any particular time. The general rule is, that an
action of tort can be brought without other notice at any period
within the time allotted to it by the statute of limit.ations. ' '
Upon this subject the supreme court of Nebraska says : " The
clause printed on the telegraph blank to the effect that the tele
graph company would not be l iable for damages in any case,
unless the claim was presented in writing in sixty days, was and
is unreasonable and wholly without consideration if viewed as
a contract between the telegraph company and the sender of the
me sage, and an attempt on the part of the telegraph company
The attempt,
to enact for itself a statute of limitations.
so often indulged in by insurance and telegraph companies to
pre ·cribe for themselves a law, is not one that appeals to the
judgment, or commends itself to the conscience of this court ' ' :
Pacific Tel. Co. v. Underwood, 37 Neb. 315, 55 N. W. R. 1057, 40
Am. St. R. 490.
C roswell , in h is work on the Law Relating to E lectricity, sec
tion 557, says : " In actions of tort by the addressee of the mes
sage, it is difficult to see how any l imit of time, in which claims
must be made against a telegraph company for damages occasioned by error or negligence in sending the message, can affect
the pl aintiff. In such cases, the plaintiff has no privity witli the
sernJer of the messa ge, but sues solely for the breach of duty by
the telegraph company, i. e., the failure of the telegraph com
pany to perform its p ublic duty of transmittinO' dispatches
prom ptly and with due care; and has nothing to do with the
special contract between the sender and the telegraph company,
and, therefore, whatever stipulations the sender may make with
the telegraph company should not bind the addressee. ' '
The learned author of the article on Telegraphs and Tele
phones, in volume 25 of the A merican and English Encyclo�
pedia of Law, p ages 807, 808, says : ' ' Other authorities hold
that the receiver 's action is not on the contract, but for the tort ,
i . e., for the b reach of the company 's public duty. Under this
view of the rule, the stipulations in the original contract can have
no binding effect upon the receiver 's action. As a m atter of fact,
the telegraph companies endeavor to incorporate the stipulations
into the message as delivered, but as the receiver does not at
tach his signature thereto, they are o f no effect, unless it can
be shown that they were b rought to his notice and assented to
by him " : Pacific Tel. Co. v. Underwood, 37 Neb. 315, 55 N. W.
R. 1057, 40 Am. St. R. 490 ; W. U. Tel. Co. v. McKibben, 1 1 4
Ind. 511 ; W . U . Tel. Co. v . Longwell , 5 N. Mex. 308 ; Herron v.
Western Union Tel. Co., 90 Iowa, 129 ; Johnston v. Western
Union Tel. Co., 33 Fed. Rep. 362 ; De la G range v. Southwestern
'
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Tel. Co., 25 La. Ann. 383 ; Harris v. Western Union Tel. Co., 9

Phila. 88.

It is well settled that, even if the stipulation in question would

be binding upon the receiver of the dispatch in case of an as-

sent thereto, it is a question for the jury to determine whether

there was such assent or not ; and, even if mere notice or knowl-

edge of the stipulation would bind the receiver of the dispatch,

the question whether such receiver had notice or knowledge is

a question of fact to be determined by the jury from all the facts

and circumstances in the case : Tyler v. Western Union Tel. Co.,

60 111. 421, 14 Am. Rep. 38 ; Boscowitz v. Adams Exp. Co., 93 111.

523, 34 Am. Eep. 191 ; Croswell on Law of Electricity, sec. 546.

In the case at bar, the appellant swore that he had never read

the printed matter on the blank received by him, and never

knew what it was ; that he had never heard of the sixty-day con-

dition until a few days before testifying; and that he did not

know what the terms of the conditions upon the blank form

were, and had not only never read them but had never heard

them talked about. The evidence, it is true, showed that, for a
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number of years, the appellant had been conducting his busi-

ness correspondence by telegraph, and that most of it had been

conducted over the lines of the appellee, and that he had re-

ceived and sent most of the telegrams upon the blanks of the

appellee. This proof did not authorize the court below to take

the case from the jury, and direct them to find for the defend-

ant. Even if the circumstance that appellant had used the

blank forms of the appellee for a number of years had a tend-

ency to show his notice or knowledge of the conditions printed

thereon, yet it was for the jury to say what effect should be given

to such circumstances, considered in connection with all the

other testimony in the case. Where certain consignees were fre-

quent shippers by a certain line, and were in the habit of re-

ceiving bills of lading with certain conditions therein, a pre-

sumption was held to arise that such consignees were familiar

with the contents of the bills of lading. The presumption of such

familiarity, however, would only arise out of the fact of tEe

use of the blanks where there was no evidence to the contrary.

The presumption that thus arises is not conclusive: Merchants'

Dispatch etc. Co. v. Moore, 88 111. 136, 30 Am. Rep. 541. Here,

whatever presumption may have arisen against the appellant, in

favor of his familiarity with the terms of the conditions printed

upon the blank used by him, was rebutted by his sworn state-

ment, that he had never read the terms of those conditions, and

did not know what they were. Certainly, it was the duty of the
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Tel. Co., 25 La. Ann. 383 ; Harris v. Western Union Tel. Co., 9
Phila. 8.
It is well s tth:d that, even i f the stipulation in question would
be binding upon the receiver of the dispatch in case of an as
sent thereto, it is a question for the j ury to determine whether
there was such assent or not ; and, even if mere notice or knowl
edge of the sti pulation would bind the receiver of the dispatch,
the question whether such receiver had notice or knowledO'e is
a question of fact to be determined by the j ury from all the facts
and ci rcumstances in the case : Tyler v. Western Union Tel. Co.,
60 Ill. 42 1, 14 Am. Rep. 38 ; Boscowitz v. Adams Exp. Co., 93 Ill.
523, 34 Am. Rep. 1 9 1 ; C roswell on Law of Electricity, sec. 546.
In the case at bar, the appellant swore that he had never r ad
the printed matter on the blank received by him, and never
knew what it was ; that he had never heard of the sixty-day con
dition until a few days before testifying ; and that he d id n9t
know what the terms of the conditions upon the bl ank form
were, and had not only never read them but had never heard
them talked about. The evidence, it is true, showed that, for a
number of years, the appellant had been conducting his busi
ness correspondence by telegraph, and that most of it had been
conducted over the lines of the appellee, and that he had re
ceived and sent most of the telegrams upon the blanks of the
appellee. This proof did not authorize the court below to take
the case from the jury, and direct them to find for the defend
ant. Even if the circumstance that appellant had used the
blank forms of the appellee for a number of years had a tendncy to show his notice or knowledge of the conditions p rinted
thereon, yet it was for the j ury to say what effect should be given
to such circumstances, considered i n connection with all the
other t stimony in the case. Where certain consignees were fre
quent sh ippers by a certain l i ne, and were in the h abit of re
ceiving bills of lading with certain conditions therein, a p re
sumption was held to arise that such consignees were familiar
with the contents of the bills of lading. The presumption of such
familiarity, however, would only arise out of the fact of tile
use of the blanks where there was no evidence to the contrary.
The presumption that thus arises is not conclusive : Merchants '
Dispatch etc. Co. v. Moore, 88 Ill. 136, 30 Am. Rep. 541. Here,
whatever presumption may have arisen against the appellant, i n
favor o f h i s familiarity with the terms of the conditions printed
upon the bl ank used by him, was rebutted by his sworn state
ment, that he had never read the terms of those conditions, and
did not know what they were. Certainly, it was the duty of the
42
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court to leave it to the jury to say whether or not he assented

to the condition in regard to the limit of sixty days.

For the error in taking the case away from the jury and in-

structing them to find for the defendant, the judgments of the

appellate court and of the circuit court of Cook county are re-

versed, and the cause is remanded to the latter court for further

proceedings in accordance with the views herein expressed.

171. GRINNELL V. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.,

OF

TELEGRAPH COMPANIES.

court to leave it to the jury to say whether or not he assented
to the condition in regard to the limit of sixty days.
For the error in taking the case away from the jury and in
structing them to find for the defendant, the j udg � ents of the
appellate court and of the circuit court of Cook county are re
versed, and the cause is reman ded to the latter court for further
p roceedings in accordance with the views herein expressed.

113 Mass. 299; 18 Am. R. 485. 1873.

Counts in contract and in tort joined for breach of a contract,

and negligence in transmitting a telegraph message to an insur-

ance company for renewal of insurance, and calling for an

answer. The operator omitted the word ' ' answer, ' ' and plaintiff

thereupon effected new insurance at a cost of $35. In addition

171.

GRINNELL V. WESTERN

NION TELEGRAPH C O.,

he was obliged to pay the first company $35, which sum he al-

leged as his damages. The message was written on a printed

113 Mass. 299; 1

Am. R. 4 5.

1 73.

blank requiring repetition of the message and payment of an

additional sum if the telegraph company were to insure correct

transmission. The court below ruled that the action could not
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be maintained for more than twenty-five cents, the charge for

sending the message.

Gray, C. J. The liability of a telegraph company is quite

unlike that of a common carrier. A common carrier has the

exclusive possession and control of the goods to be carried, with

peculiar opportunities for embezzlement or collusion with

thieves; the identity of the goods received with those delivered

cannot be mistaken ; their value is capable of easy estimate, and

may be ascertained by inquiry of the consignor, and the car-

rier's compensation fi:^ed accordingly; and his liability in dam-

ages is measured by the value of the goods. A telegraph com-

pany is intrusted with nothing but an order or message, which

is not to be carried in the form in which it is received, but is

to be transmitted or repeated by electricity, and is peculiarly

liable to mistake ; which cannot be the subject of embezzlement ;

Counts in contract and in tort joined for breach of a contract,
and negl igence in transmitting a telegraph me sage to an insur
ance company for renewal of insurance, and calling for an
an wer. The operator omitted th word ' ' an wer ' ' and plaintiff
thereupon effected n w in urance at a co t of $35. In addition
he wa obliged to p ay the fir t company $35, which sum he al
l eged as his damage . The mes age was writt n on a printed
blank requiring repetition of the me sage and payment of an
additional sum if the t l egraph company were to insure correct
tran mi sion. The court below ruled that the action could not
be maintained for more than twenty-five cents, the charge for
sending the mes age.

which is of no intrinsic value; the importance of which cannot

be estimated except by the sender, nor ordinarily disclosed by

him without danger of defeating his own purposes; which may

be wholly valueless, if not forwarded immediately ; for the trans-

mission of which there must be a simple rate of compensation;

and the measure of damages for a failure to transmit or d€-
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thieves ; the identity of the goods received with those delivered
cannot be mistaken ; their val ue is capable of easy estim ate , and
may be ascertained by inquiry of the con ignor, and the car
rier 's com pen ation fixed accordingly ; and his liability in dam
ages is measured by the value of the goods. A telegraph com
pany is in.trusted with nothing but an order or message, which
is not to be carried in the form in which it is received, but is
to be tran mitted or repeated by electricity, and is pecul iarly
liable to mistake ; which cannot be the subject of embezzlement ;
which is of no intrinsic value ; the importance of which cannot
be e. timated except by the sender, nor ordinarily discl osed by
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liver which, has no relation to any value which can be put on

the message itself.

The duty of a telegraph company, as defined in our statutes, is

that it ''shall receive dispatches from and for other telegraph

lines, companies and associations, and from and for any person;

and on payment of the usual charges for transmitting dispatches,

according to the regulations of the company, shall transmit th6

same faithfully and impartially." Gen. Stats., c. 64, § 10.

The liability of a telegraph company may be limited by reason-

able stipulations expressed in its contracts with the senders of

messages ; and, according to the weight of authority, a regulation

that the liability of the company for any mistake or delay in the

transmission or delivery of a message, or for not delivering the

same, shall not extend beyond the sum received for sending it,

unless the sender orders the message to be repeated by sending

it back to the office which first received it, and pays half the

regular rate additional, is a reasonable precaution to be taken

by the company, and binding upon all who assent to it, so as to

exempt the company from liability beyond the amount stipulated,
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for any cause except willful misconduct or gross negligence on

the part of the company. Ellis v. American Telegraph Co., 13

Allen, 226 ; Redpath v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 112 Mass.

71, 17 Am. Rep. 69; Camp v. Western Union Telegraph Co.,

1 Mete. (Ky.) 164, 71 Am. D. 461; Western Union Telegraph

Co. V. Carew, 15 Mich. 525 ; United States Telegraph Co. v. Gil-

dersleve, 29 Md. 232, 96 Am. D. 519 ; Breese v. United States

Telegraph Co., 48 N. Y. 132, 8 Am. Rep. 526.

Such a regulation does not undertake wholly to exempt the

company from liability for loss, but merely requires the other

party to the contract, if he considers the transmission and de-

livery of the message to be of such importance to him that he

proposes to hold the company responsible in damages, for a non-

fulfillment of the contract on its part, beyond the amount paid

for the message, to increase that payment by one-half. Even a

common carrier has a right to inquire as to the quality and value

of goods or packages intrusted to him for carriage, and is not

liable for goods of unusual value if false answers are made to

his inquiries. Phillips v. Earle, 8 Pick. 182 ; Dunlap v. Interna-

tional Steamboat Co., 98 Mass. 371, 377, 378.

In the leading case in this Commonwealth of Ellis v. Ameri-

can Telegraph Co., the action was brought for an error in trans-

mitting a message, by substituting the words "seventy-five" for

"twenty-five;" and there was no evidence of carelessness or

negligence, except this error, which was made by some agent of

the company in transmission. The defendants requested the
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liver which, has no relation to any value which can be put on
the message itself.
The duty of a telegraph company, as defined in our statutes� is
that it " shall receive dispatches from and for other telegraph
l ines, companies and associations, and from and for any person ;
and on payment of the usual charges for transmitting dispatches,
according to the regulations of the company, shall transmit the
same faithfully and impartially. ' ' Gen. Stats., c. 64, § 10.
'l'he liability of a telegraph company may be limited by reason
able stipulations expressed in its contracts with the senders of
messages ; and, according to the weight of authority, a regul�tion
that the liability of the company for any mistake or delay in the
transmission or delivery of a me sage, or for not delivering the
same, shall not extend beyond the sum received for sending it,
unless the sen der orders the message to be rep ated by sending
it back to the office which first received it, and pays hal f the
regular rate additional, is a reasonable precaution to be taken
by the company, and binding upon all who assent to it, so as to
exempt the company from liability beyond the amount stipulated,
for any cause e xcept willful misconduct or gross negligence on
the part of the company. E ll is v. American Telegraph Co., 1 3
Allen, 226 ; Redpath v . Western Union Telegraph C o . , 112 Mass.
7 1 , 17 Am. Rep . 69 ; Camp v. Western Union Telegraph Co.,
1 Mete. ( Ky. ) 1 64, 7 1 Am. D. 461 ; Western Union Telegraph
Co. v. Carew, 15 Mich. 525 ; United States Telegrap h Co. v. Gil
dersleve, 29 Md. 232, 9 6 Am. D. 5 1 9 ; Breese v. United States
Telegraph Co., 48 N. Y. 1 32, 8 Am. Rep. 526.
Such a regulation does not undertake wholly to exem pt the
company from liability for loss, but merely requires the other
p arty to the contract, i f he considers the transmission and de
l ivery of the message to be of such importance to him that he
p roposes to hold the company responsible i n damages, for a non
fulfillment of the contract on its p art, beyond the amount paid
for the messa{)'e, to increase that payment by one-half. E ven a
common carrier has a ri ght to i nquire as to the quality and value
of goods or p ackages intrusted to him for carriage, and is not
liable for goods of unusual value if false answers are made to
his inquiries. Phillips v. E arl , 8 Pick. 1 82 ; Dunlap v. Interna
tional Steamboat Co., 9 8 Mass. 371, 377, 378.
In the leading case in this Commonwealth of Ellis v. Ameri
can rrelegraph Co., the action was brought for an error in trans
mitting a message, by substituting the words ' ' seventy-five ' ' for
" twenty-five ; " and th ere was no evid nee of carelessness or
negligence, except this error, which was made by some agent of
the company in transmission. The defendants requested the
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judge who presided at the trial to instruct the jury that on these

facts they were not liable. But the judge ruled that, notwith-

standing the terms and conditions set forth in the printed head-

ing of the message (which were substantially like those in the

case at bar), the defendants were bound, in transmitting the

message, to make use of ordinary care, attention and skill, and

were liable for damages arising from inattention or carelessness

in such transmission, and not produced by any unexpected or un-

foreseen accident; and that the difference between the m'essage

received and that actually delivered was prima facie evidence of

the want of ordinary care, attention and skill on the part of

the defendants. 13 Allen, 226-228.

Upon exceptions to that ruling, the court held that, in the

business of transmitting messages by telegraph, as in the ordi-

nary employments and occupations of life, men were bound to

the use of due and reasonable care, and were liable for the con-

sequences of their negligence in the conduct of their business to

those sustaining loss or damage thereby; but that this rule did

"not operate so as to prevent parties from prescribing rea-
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sonable rules and regulations for the management of the busi-

ness, or establishing special stipulations for the performance of

service, which, if made known to those with whom they deal,

and directly or by implication assented to by them, will operate

to abridge their general liability at common law, and to protect

them from being held responsible for unusual or peculiar hazards

which are incident to particular kinds of business." It was

further said : "Of course, a party cannot in such way protect

himself against the consequences of his own fraud or gross

negligence, or the fraud or gross negligence of his servants or

agents." "But he may to a certain extent, in the mode above

indicated, limit the extent of his liability, or graduate the amount

of his compensation, according to the risk which he assumes, as

well as by the nature of the service which he renders." 13 Allen,

234. It was held that the regulation in question was reason-

able and valid; that "the defendants were entitled to insist

on a compliance with that part of their regulations which re-

quired that the message should be repeated, and that the extent

of the risk should be made known to them, if they were to be

held to insure the safe and correct transmission of the mes-

sage, or, in case of failure, to be responsible for all the dam-

ages consequent on delays or errors." And the court declared

that it was mainly for these reasons that the instructions to the

jury could not be supported. 13 Allen, 235-237.

Although that action was by the receiver of the message, he

was treated throughout the case as claiming through the con-
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j udge who presided at the trial to instruct the j ury that on these
facts they were not liable. But the judge ruled that, notwith
standing the terms and conditions set forth in the printed head
ing of the message (which were substantial ly l ike those in the
case at bar) , the defendants were bound, in transmitting the
me sage, to make use of ordinary care, attention and skill, and
were liable for damages arising from inattention or carelessness
in such transmission, and not produced by any unexpected or un
foreseen accident ; and that the difference between the m'essage
received and that actually delivered was prima facie evidence of
th want of ordinary care, attention and skill on the part of
the defendants. 13 Allen, 22 6-228.
Upon exceptions to that rul ing, th court held that, in the
busine s of transmitting mes ages by telegraph, as in the ordi
nary employments and occupations of life men were bound to
the use of due and rea onable car , and were liable for the con
sequ nces of their negligence in the conduct of their business to
those sustaining loss or damage thereby ; but that this rule did
' ' not operate so as to prevent parties from prescribing rea
sonable rules and regulations for the management of the busi
nes. , or establishing special stipulations for the p erformance of
service, which, if made known to those with whom they deal,
and directly or by implication assented to by them, will operate
to abridge their general liability at common law, and to protect
th m from being held responsible for u nusual or peculiar hazards
which are incident to particular kinds of business. " It was
further said : ' ' Of course, a party cannot in such way protect
himself against the consequences of his own fraud or gross
negligence, or the fraud or gross negligence of his servants or
agents. " " But he may to a certain extent, in the mode above
ind icated, limit the extent of his liability, or graduate the amount
of his compensation, according to the risk which he assumes, as
well as by the nature of the service which he renders. ' ' 1 3 Allen,
2 34. It was held that the regulation in question was reason
able and val id ; that ' ' the defendants were entitled to insist
on a compliance with that part of their regulations which re
quired that the message should be repeated, and that the extent
of the risk should be m ade known to them, i f they were to be
hel d to insure the safe and correct transmission of the mes
sage, or i n case of failure, to be responsible for all the dam
ages consequent on delays or errors. ' ' And the court declared
that it was mainly for these reasons that the instructions to the
jury could not be supported . 1 3 Allen, 235-237.
A lthough that action was by the receiver of the message, he
was treated throughout the case as claiming through the con660
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tract, of which he had notice, made with the company by the

sender of the message. No allusion was made, in the judgment

of this court, to the nature of the error in the message, or to its

effect as evidence of negligence on the part of the company. Nor

was it suggested that there was any insufficiency in the proof

of negligence; and there was nothing before this court upon

which such a point could have been decided; for the question

whether the substitution of "seventy" for "twenty" was or was

not of itself proof of negligence, depended upon the plainness

of the writing of the original message, which could only be ascer-

tained by inspection, and which was a pure question of fact to

be determined by the jury or the court below.

As the instructions at the trial of that case did not allow

the plaintiff to recover without proof of negligence to the satis-

faction of the jury, the judgment of this court, sustaining the

exceptions to those instructions, is a direct adjudication that

the regulations in question exempted the company from liability

for ordinary negligence where the message had not been repeated

and the additional charge paid.
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We have been led to make the fuller statement of that case,

because its scope and effect appear to us to have been misappre-

hended in Sweatland v. Illinois & Mississippi Telegraph Co., 27

la. 433, 1 Am. Rep. 285, which is the only decision, cited at

the bar, inconsistent with the law upon the subject as declared

by this court.

In Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Buchanan, 35 Ind. 429,

1 Am. Rep. 744, the action was not for damages, but for a

penalty imposed by statute, which could not of course be re-

stricted by the contract of the parties ; and it was assumed that

in the case of a message not repeated in accordance with the rule,

the company would not be liable for damages beyond the amount

stipulated, except in case of gross negligence. In True v. In-

ternational Telegraph Co., 60 Me. 9, 11 Am. Rep. 156, the

regulation which was held invalid purported wholly to exempt

the company, in ease of messages sent by night, from any li-

ability beyond the amount received; and the opinion of the

majority of the court appears to be founded on a false analogy

between telegraph companies and common carriers, and is op-

posed by a very able dissenting opinion of Chief Justice Apple-

ton. In Squire v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 98 Mass. 232, 93

Am. D. 157; and in Leonard v. New York, Albany & Buffalo

Telegraph Co., 41 N. Y. 544, 1 Am. Rep. 446, there was no

regulation limiting the liability of the corporation against which

the action was brought. In New York & Washington Telegraph

Co. V. D:-yburg, 35 Pa. St. 298, 78 Am. D. 338, the action was
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tract, of which he had notice, made with the company by the
sender of the mes age. No allusion was made, in the judgment
o f this court, to the nature of the error in the meskage, or to its
effect as evidence of neglig nee on the part of the company. Nor
was it suggested that there was any insufficiency in th e p roof
of negligence ; and there was nothing before this court upon
which such a point could have been decided ; for the question
whether the substitution of ' ' seventy ' ' for ' ' twenty ' ' was or was
not of itself proof of negligence, depended upon the plainness
of the writing of the original message, which could only be ascer
tained by inspection, and which was a pure question of fact to
be determined by the j ury or the court below.
As the instructions at the trial of that case did not allow
the plaintiff to recover without proof of negligenc to the satis
faction of the jury, the judgment of this court, sustaining the
exceptions to those i nstructions, is a direct adjudication that
the regulations in question exempted the company from l iabi lity
for ordinary negligence where the message had not been repeated
and the additional charge paid.
We have been led to make the fuller statement of that case,
because its scope and effect appear to us to have been misappre
hended i n Sweatland v. Illinois & Mississippi Telegraph Co., 27
Ia. 433, 1 Am. Rep . 285, which is the only decision, cited at
the bar, i nconsistent with the law upon the subject as declared
by this court.
In Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Buchanan, 35 Ind. 429,
1 Am. Rep. 7 44, the action was not for damages, but for a
penalty imposed by statute, which coul d not of course be re
stricted by the contract of the parties ; and it was assumed that
in the case of a message not repeated in accordance with the rule,
the company would not be liable for damages beyond the amount
stipulated, except in case of gross negligence. In True v. In
ternational Telegraph Co., 60 Me. 9, 1 1 Am. Rep. 156, the
regulation which was held invalid purported wholly to exempt
the company, in case of messages sent by night, from any li
ability beyond the amount received ; and the opinion of the
majority of the court appears to be founded on a false analogy
between telegraph companies and common carriers, and is op
p osed by a very able dissenting opinion of Chief Justice APPLE
TON. In Squire v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 98 l\ifass. 232, 93
Am. D . 157 ; and i n Leonard v. New York, Albany & Buffalo
T legraph Co., 41 N. Y. 544, 1 Am. Rep. 446, there was no
regu lation limiting the l iability of the corporation against which
the action was brought. In New York & Washington Telegraph
Co. v. n��yburg, 35 Pa. St. 298, 78 Am. D. 338, the action was
r.c1
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by the receiver of a message, who had no notice of the regula-

tion ; and was in substance not founded upon contract, but upon

a misrepresentation by the company employed to send the mes-

sage, by which the receiver was misled and injured. See Ellis

V. American Telegraph Co., 13 Allen, 226, 238 ; May v. Western

Union Telegraph Co., 112 Mass. 90, 95.

In the case at bar, the form of the dispatch, delivered by the

defendant's agent to the plaintiff, and filled up and signed by

the latter, constituted the contract between the parties. The

plaintiff, having thus expressly agreed that, if he did not order

the message to be repeated, the liability of the defendant for

mistakes or delays in its transmission or delivery should be lim-

ited to the sum paid, and not having ordered it to be repeated

and paid the increased rate required in case of repetition, could

not charge the defendant for liability, beyond the amount orig-

inally paid for the transmission of the message, for a mistake

in the transmission, at least without proving willful default or

gross negligence on the part of the company.

There was no offer at the trial to show any wanton disregard
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of duty or gross negligence on the part of the company or its

agents. The offer to prove that "there was negligence on the

part of the operator," in not sending the whole message re-

ceived, must be understood to mean want of ordinary care. No

question therefore arises whether the company could be charged

by reason of gross negligence, as held in United States Telegraph

Co. V. Gildersleve, 29 Md. 232, 96 Am. D. 519, and suggested in

Ellis V. American Telegraph Co., 13 Allen, 226, 234.

The offer of the plaintiff to prove that the repeating of the

message as received by the operator of the telegraph at Boston,

to the operator at New Bedford, by whom it was sent, would not

have disclosed the omission in the message, was rightly rejected

as immaterial. The report does not show how such evidence

could possibly have proved that fact. But the conclusive answer

to it is that the plaintiff, having omitted to fulfill the condition,

on which alone, by the terms of the express contract between the

parties, he could recover for any mistake in transmission more

than the amount of his original payment, cannot be permitted to

prove that his own failure to fulfill his contract did not affect

the result. The ohiter dicta of Chief Justice Bigelow in Ellis

V. American Telegraph Co., 13 Allen, 226, 238— that it would

be a question of fact for the jury whether the mistake in the

dispatch would have been prevented or corrected by the repeti-

tion of the message; and that of course the company would be

liable for any negligence causing damage, which would not have

been prevented by a compliance with the rules — are somewhat
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by the receiver of a message, who had no notice of the regula
tion ; and was in substance not founded upon contract, but upon
a misrepresentation by the company employed to send the mes
sage, by which the receiver was m isled and injured. See Ellis
v. American Telegraph Co., 13 Allen, 226, 238 ; May v . Western
Union Telegraph Co., 1 12 Mass. 90, 95.
In the case at bar, the form of the d ispatch, delivered by the
defendant 's agent to the p laintiff, and fill e d up and signed by
the latter, constituted the contract between the p arties. The
plaintiff, havin"' thus expressly agreed that, if he <lid not order
the message to be repeated, the liabil ity of the defendant for
mistakes or delays in its transmission or delivery should be lim
ited to the sum paid, and not having ordered it to be repeated
and paid the increased rate required in case of repetition, could
not charge the defendant for liability, beyond the amount orig
inally paid for the transmission o f the message, for a mi take
in the transmi ion, at lea t without proving willful default or
gross negligence on the part of the company.
There was no offer at the trial to show any wanton disregard
of duty or gross negligence on the part of the company or its
agents. The offer to prove that ' ' there was negligence on the
part of the operator, ' ' in not sending the whole message re
ceived, must be understood to mean want of ordinary care . No
que tion therefore arises whether the company could be charged
by reason of gross n gligence, as held in United States Telegraph
Co. v. Gildersleve, 29 l\'fd. 232, 96 Am. D. 519, and suggested in
Ellis v . American Telegraph Co., 13 Allen, 226, 234.
The offer of the pl aintiff to prove th at the repeating of the
message as received by the operator of the teleO'raph at Boston,
to the operator at New Bedford, by whom it was sent, would not
have disclosed the omission in the message, was rightly rejected
as immaterial. The report does not show how such evidence
could possibly have proved that fact. But the conclusive answer
to it is that the plaintiff, having omitted to fulfil l the condition,
on which alone, by the terms of the express contract betw en the
parties, he could recover for any mistake in transmission more
than the amount of his original payment, cannot be perm itted to
prove that his own failure to fulfill his contract did not affect
the result. The obiter dicta of Chief Justice BIGELOW in Ellis
v. American Telegraph Co., 13 Allen, 226, 238-that it would
be a question of fact for the jury whether the m istake in the
dispatch would have been prevented or corrected by the repeti
tion of the message ; and that of co'..l rse the company would be
liabl for any negl ig nee cau ing damage, which would not have
been prevented by a compliance with the rules-are somewhat
662
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wanting in precision, owing doubtless to the fact that, as he

observed, no such question was before the court. They might

perhaps apply where the neglect sued for was in a matter not

within the terms of the regulations as, for instance, where no

attempt at all was made to send the message. Birney v. New

York & Washington Tel. Co., 18 Md. 341, 81 Am. D. 607. But

that they were not intended to countenance the admission of such

evidence as was offered in the present case, upon any point cov-

ered by the contract of the parties, is manifest from his state-

ment, only a few lines above, that it might be a sufficient answer

to the claim against the company, ' ' that according to the reason-

able regulations by which they were governed in the perform-

ance of their undertaking toward the plaintiff, and of which he

had notice, they have committed no breach of duty for which

they can be held liable to him."

The remaining questions may be briefly disposed of. The evi-

dence of usage and understanding was clearly incompetent to

vary the terms or effect of the written contract between the

parties. The plaintiff 's omission to read that contract cannot re-
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lieve him from being bound by his signature. Redpath v. West-

ern Union Telegraph Co., 112 Mass. 71, 73, 17 Am. Rep. 69;

Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Carew, 15 Mich. 525; Wolf

V. Western Union Telegraph Co., 62 Pa. St. 83, 1 Am. R. 387 ;

Breese v. United States Telegraph Co., 48 N. Y. 133, 8 Am.

Rep. 526. The subsequent acts and declarations of the defend-

ant's agents, not connected with the transmission of the message,

were not competent evidence to charge the defendants. Mac

Andrew v. Electric Telegraph Co., 17 C. B. 3; United States

Telegraph Co. v. Gildersleve, 29 Md. 232, 96 Am. D. 519 ; Sweat-

land V. Illinois & Mississippi Telegraph Co., 27 Iowa, 433, 1

Am. Rep. 285 ; Robinson v. Fitchburg & Worcester Railroad Co.,

7 Gray, 92.

The result is that according to the ruling at the trial and

the terms of the report there must be judgment for the plaintiff

for 25 cents.

172. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO. V. VAN

CLEAVE,

107 Ky. 464; 54 S. W. B. 827; 92 Am. St. E. 366. 1900.

Hazelrigg, C. J. The appellee recovered judgment of appel-

lant for the sum of one thousand dollars for mental angl^ish

caused by his inability to attend his brother 's funeral, and which

nonattendance, he avers, was owing to the negligent failure of
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wanting i n p recision, owing doubtless to the fact that, as he
observed, no such question was before the court. They might
perhaps apply where the neglect sued for was in a matter not
within the terms of the regul ations as, for instance, where no
attempt at all was made to s nd the message. Birney v. New
York & Washington Tel. Co., 1 8 Md. 341, 81 Am. D. 607. But
that they were not intended to countenance the admission of such
evidence as was offered in the present case, upon any point cov
ered by the contract of · the parties, is manife t from his state
ment, only a few l ines above, that it might be a sufficient answer
to the claim against the company, " that according to the reason
able regulations by which they were governed in the perform
ance of their undertaking toward the p laintiff, and of which he
had notice, they have committed no breach of duty for which
they can be held liable to him. "
The rem aining questions may be briefly disposerl. of. The evi
dence of usage and understanding was clearly incompetent to
vary the terms or effect of the written contract between the
parties. The plaintiff 's omission to read that contract cannot re
l ieve him from being bound by his signature. Redpath v. West
ern Union Telegraph Co., 112 Mass. 71, 73, 17 Am. Rep. 69 ;
Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Carew, 1 5 Mich. 525 ; Wolf
v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 62 Pa. St. 83, 1 Am. R . 387 ;
Breese v. United States Telegraph Co., 48 N. Y. 133, 8 Am.
Rep. 526. The subsequent acts and declarations of the defend
ant 's agents, not connected with the transmission of the message,
were not competent evidence to charge the defendants. Mac
Andr w v. E lectric Telegraph Co., 17 C. B. 3 ; United States
Telegraph Co. v. Gildersleve, 29 Md. 232, 9 6 Am. D. 5 19 ; Sweat
land v. Illinois & Mississippi Telegraph Co., 27 Iowa, 433, 1
Am. Rep. 285 ; Robinson v. Fitchburg & Worcester Railroad Co.,
7 G ray, 92.
The result is that according to the ruling at the trial and
the terms of the report there must be j udgment for the plaintiff
for 25 cent .
172.

WESTERN UNION TELE GRAPH C O. V. VAN
CLE AVE,

107 Ky. 464 j 54 S. W. R. 827 j 92 Am. St. R. 366. 1900.
HAZELRIGG, C . J.

The appellee recovered j udgment of appel
lant for th e sum of one thousand dollars for mental anguish
caused by his inability to attend his brother 's funeral , and which
nonattendance, he avers, was owing to the negligent failure of
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the appellant to deliver to him in a reasonable time a telegiara

announcing the death of that relative. The message was sent

from the appellant's office at Lake City, Missouri, at about 9

o'clock on the evening of January 1, 1894, and reached Le-

banon, Kentucky, the place of its destination, at 11 :44 o'clock on

the same evening. It was not delivered to the appellee until

next morning at about 8 o'clock, and too late for the first train

out that morning. It may be assumed, for the purposes of the

case, that the failure of appellee to get the train was the sole

cause of his not attending the funeral.

The appellant resists recovery on the grounds: 1. That men-

tal anguish, accompanied by no physical injury, gives no cause

of action; 2. That the message was a "night" message, and,

according to the terms indorsed on the blank on which it was

written, was to be delivered "not earlier than the morning of

the next ensuing business day"; and 3. That its office at Leb-

anon during the night was in charge of an operator, who was

also the agent and night operator for the railroad company,

and the rules of his employment forbid his leaving the office
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at night for any purpose; that a delivery boy was kept only

from 6 o'clock A. M. until 6 o'clock P. M., because the business

did not justify night delivery.

Other minor defenses were presented, but, as we shall see,

they need not be considered.

The ground first suggested has furnished the occasion for

much controversy, and much conflict of authority. It is prob-

ably in accordance with the views of a majority of the state

courts that mental anguish and injured feelings alone, and un-

accompanied with physical injury, do not furnish ground for

recovery. But in this state the rule has been announced other-

wise: Chapman v. Western Union Tel. Co. (1890), 90 Ky. 265,

13 S. W. R. 880.

And so likewise a recovery in this class of cases can be had

under the decisions of the states of Texas, Alabama, Indiana,

Iowa, North Carolina, and Tennessee. It may be admitted that

there are difficulties in the way of an exact measurement of

such damages, but it does not seem to us that this is a sufficient

reason why a negligent public carrier should escape with merely

nominal damages. The same difficulty of accurately measuring

such damages arises in cases of slander, breach of marriage

contract, and in cases where mental suffering is accompanied

with physical pain.

If, as argued, the law does not deal generally with the feel-

ings and emotions, it may be answered that here the parties

themselves have contracted with respect to those very things,
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the app llant to deliver to him in a rea onable time a teleg1·am
announcing the leath of that relative. The me age was ent
from the appellant ' office at Lake C ity, 1issouri, at about 9
o 'clock on the ev ning of January 1 , 1894, and reached Le
banon, Kentucky, the place of its destination, at 1 1 :44 o 'clock on
the same evening. It wa not del ivered to the appellee until
next morning at about o 'clock, and too late for the first train
out that morning. It may be assumed, for the purposes of the
case, that the failure of app llee to get the train was the sole
cau e of his not attending the funeral.
The appellant resi ts recovery on the grounds : 1. That men
tal anguish, accompanied by no physical inj ury, gives no cause
of acti n ; 2. That the message was a ' ' night ' ' message, and,
accord ing to the terms indorsed on the blank on which it was
written, was to be delivered " not earl ier than the morning of
the next ensuing business day " ; and 3. That its office at Leb
anon during the night was in charge of an operator, who was
also the agent and night operator for the railroad company,
and th rules of his employment forbid his leaving the office
at night for any purpose ; that a delivery boy was kept onl y
from 6 o 'clock A. M. until 6 o 'clock P . M., because the business
did not justi fy night delivery.
Other minor def n es were p re ented, but, as we shal l · see,
they need not be con idered.
The ground first uggested has furni hed the occasion for
much controver y, and much conflict of authority. It is prob
ably in a ccordance with the views of a majority of the state
courts that mental anguish and injured feelings alone, and un
accompani d with p hysical inj ury, do not furnish ground for
recoverv. But i n this state the rule ha been announced other
wise : C hapman v. Western Union T el. C o. ( 1890) , 90 Ky. 265,
13 S. W. R. 880.
And so likewise a recovery in this class of cases can be had
under the decisions of the tates of Texas, Alabama, Indiana,
Iowa, North Carolina, and Tennessee. It may be admitted that
there are difficulties in the way of an exact measurement of
such damages, but it does not seem to us that this is a sufficient
reason why a negligent public carrier should escape with merely
nominal damages. The same difficulty of accurately measuring
such damages arises in cases of slander, breach of marriage
contract, and in cases where mental suffering is accompanied
with physical pain.
If, as argued, the law does not deal general ly with the feel 
in gs and emotions, it may be answered that here the partie
themselves have contracted with respect to those very things,
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or, at least, have contracted with respect to those things which

naturally affect the feelings and emotions.

For the purpose of having him attend, a message is sent to

a son, informing him of his mother's death, and the date of

her funeral and burial. It must be supposed that a failure to

deliver such a message will cause mental suffering; and this

suffering is, therefore, a consequence or result within the con-

templation of the parties. This is true whether the carrier is

sued on its contract or because of its failure to perform a pub-

lie duty as a common carrier of intelligence.

It is an old doctrine that, "when the parties have made a

contract which one of them has broken, the damages which the

other party ought to receive in respect of such breach of con-

tract should be^such as may fully and reasonably be considered

either as arising naturally — i. e., according to the usual course

of things — from such breach of contract itself, or such as may

be reasonably supposed to have been in the contemplation of

both parties at the time they made the contract as the probable

result of the breach of it": Hadley v. Baxendale, 9 Ex. 341.
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The rule is certainly not less comprehensive if applied as a

test for the ascertainment of the liability of a common carrier

who may violate its public duty. The subject matter of the

undertaking by the carriers is not of a pecuniary nature, and

the breach of the undertaking cannot be measured by an at-

tempted ascertainment of what money is lost by reason of the

breach. As the question, however, must be regarded as a set-

tled one in this state, we need not elaborate this branch of the

case further. The doctrine is fully supported in the recent

WTll-considered cases of Mentzer v. "Western Union Tel. Co.

(1895), 93 Iowa 752, 62 N. W. R. 1, 57 Am. St. R. 294, and

Cashion v. Tel. Co. (1898), 123 N. C. 270, 31 S. E. R. 493, where

all the cases are collated.

We are of the opinion, however, that the second and third

points suggested are conclusive against appellee's right of re-

covery. While the nature of his action is in tort, and not on

a contract — as he had none with the company — he cannot recover

if the company has complied with the terms of its contract

and undertaking with the sender of the message, provided, in-

deed, those terms are such as may reasonably be imposed and

agreed upon. That night mesages are a business necessity, and

contracts of the kind made here for delivery of such messages

on the next morning after sending them may be made, cannot

be doubted in the face of the authorities and on principle : Hib-

bard v. Tel. Co., 33 Wis. 558, 14 Am. R. 775 ; Fowler v. West-
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or, at least, have contracted with respect to those things which
naturally affect the feelings and emotions.
For the purpose of havino' him attend, a messa e is sent to
a son, informing him of hi moth r 's death, and the date of
her funeral and burial. It must be suppo ed that a failure to
deliver such a mes age will cau e mental suffering ; and this
suffering is, therefore, a consequence or re ult within the con
templation of the partie . This is true whether the carrier is
sued on its contract or b cause of its failure to perform a pub
l ic duty as a common carrier of intell igence.
It is an old doctrine that, " when the parties have made a
contract which one of them has broken, the damages which the
other party ought to receive in respect of such breach of con
tract should be \such as may fully and reasonably be considered
either as arising naturally-i . e., according to the usual course
of things-from such breach of contract it elf, or such as may
be reasonably supposed to have been in the contemplation of
both parties at the time they made the contract as the probable
rw·ult of the breach of it ' ' : Hadl y v. Baxendale, 9 Ex. 341.
The rule is certainly not less comprehensive i f applied as a
test for the ascertainment of the liability of a common carrier
who may violate its public duty. The subj ect matter of the
undertaking by the carriers is not of a pecuniary nature, and
the breach of the undertaking cannot be m easured by an at
tempted asc rtainment of what money is lost by rea on of the
breach. As the qu stion, however, must be reO'arded as a set
tled one in this state, we need not elaborate thi branch of the
case further. The doctrine is fully supported in the recent
well-consi d red ca es of Mentzer v. We tern Union Tel. Co.
( 1895 ) , 93 Iowa 752, 62 N. W. R. 1, 57 Am. St. R. 294, and
Cashion v. Tel. Co. ( 1898 ) , 123 N. C. 270, 31 S. E . R. 493, where
all the cases are collated.
We are of the opinion, however that the second and third
points suggested are conclusive against appelle 's right of re
covery. While the nature of his action is in tort and not on
a contract-as he had none with the company-he cannot recover
i f the company has complied with the terms of its contract
and undertaking with the send r of the message, p rovided, in
deed, tho e terms are such as m ay rea onably be imposed and
agr d upon . That night me ages are a business necessity, and
contracts of the kind made here for delivery of such message
on the next morning after sendin them may be made, cannot
he loubted in the face of the authorities and on principle : Hib
bard v. Tel. Co., 33 Wis. 558, 14 Am. R. 775 ; Fowler v. West·
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era Union Tel. Co., 80 Me. 381, 15 Atl. R. 29, 6 Am. St. R. 211,

and cases cited.

The contract enables the Sender to get cheaper rates, and yet

have his message delivered in time to be acted upon the next

morning; and it enables the company to send the message dur-

ing the odd hours of the night, when business is not press-

ing, and when it may furnish the service at a cheaper rate. The

court below, therefore, erred in striking this plea from the com-

pany's answer.

We think it likewise competent for such companies to estab-

lish reasonable hours within which their business may be trans-

acted, and they may fix those hours with reference to the quan-

tity of business done. They may not be required to employ

both a day and a night messenger, if it be apparent that the

business of the office will not justify such employment. This

we understand to be the rule everywhere : Western Union Tel.

Co. V. Harding, 103 Ind. 505, 3 N. E. R. 172; Western Union

Tel. Co. V. Wingate, 6 Tex. Civ. App. 394, 25 S. W. R. 439 ; West-

ern Union Tel. Co. v. McCoy, Tex. Civ. App., Apr. 3, 1895, 31
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S. W. R. 210. Under the proof on the points last named, the

law is for the defendant, and a peremptory instruction should

have been given.

Wherefore the judgment is reversed for proceedings not in-

consistent with this opinion.

173. LEAVELL V. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.,

116 N. C. 211; 21 8. E. B. 391; 47 Am. St. B. 798. 1895.

Appeal from penalty imposed on defendants by railroad com-

missioners for violation of schedule tariff rates for telegraph

messages.

Clark, J. In Atlantic Express Co. v. Wilmington etc. R. R.

Co., Ill N. C. 463, 16 S. E. R. 393, 32 Am. St. R. 805, this court

affirmed the constitutionality of the act (Acts 1891, c. 320)

,
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ern Union Tel. Co., 80 Me. 381, 15 Atl. R. 29, 6 Am. St. R. 211,
and cases cited.
The contract enables the sender to get cheaper rates, and yet
have his message delivered i n time to be acted upon the next
morning ; and it enables the company to send the message dur
ing the odd hours of the night, when business is not press
ing, and when it may furni h the service at a cheaper rate. The
court below, therefore, erred in striking this plea from the com
pany 's answer.
We think it likewise competent for such companies to estab
l ish reasonable hours within which their business may be trans
acted, and they may fix those hours with reference to the quan
tity of busines done. They may not be required to employ
both a day and a night messenger, if it be apparent that the
business of the office will not ju tify such employment. This
we understand to be the rule everywhere : Western Union Tel .
C o . v. Harding, 103 Ind. 505, 3 N . E . R . 172 ; Western Union
Tel. Co. v. Wingate, 6 Tex. C iv. App. 394, 25 S. W. R. 439 ; West
ern Union Tel. Co. v. l\IcCoy Tex. Civ. App. Apr. 3, 1895, 31
S. W. R. 2 1 0. Under the proof on the points last named, the
law is for the defendant, and a peremptory instruction should
have been given.
Wherefore the j idgment is reversed for proceedings not in
consistent with this opinion.

establishing the Railroad and Telegraph Commission. In Mayo

V. Western Union Tel. Co., 112 N. C. 343, 16 S. E. R. 1006, it

sustained the power of such commission, under section 26 of

said act, to establish rates for telegraph' companies. In Railroad

Commission v. Western Union Tel. Co., 113 N. C. 213, 18 S. E.

173.
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R. 389, the court held that telegraphic messages transmitted

by a company from and to points in this state, although traver-

116 N. C. 21 1 ; 21 S. E. R. 391 ; 47 Am. St. R. 798.

1895.

sing another state in the route, do not constitute interstate com-
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Appeal from penalty imposed on defendants by railroad com
m issioners for violation of schedule tariff rates for telegraph
messages.
CLARK, J. In Atlantic Express Co. v. Wilmington etc. R. R.
Co., 111 N. C. 463, 1 6 S. E. R. 393 32 Am. St. R. 805, this court
affirmed the constitutional ity of the act ( Acts 1891, c. 320 )
establishing the Railroad and Telegraph Commission. In Mayo
v. Western Union Tel. Co., 1 1 2 N. C . 343, 1 6 S . E. R. 1006, it
sustained the power of such commission, under section 26 of
said act, to establ ish rates for tel egraph' companies. In Railroad
Commission v. Western Union Tel. Co., 113 N. C. 213, 18 S. E .
R . 389, the court hel d that telegraphic messages transmitted
by a company from and to points in this state, although traver
sing another state in the route, do not constitute interstate com666
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merce and are subject to the tariff regulation of the commission.

In this it followed the unanimous opinion of the supreme court

of the United States, delivered by Fuller, C. J., in Lehigh Valley

R. R. Co. V. Pennsylvania, 145 U. S. 192, 12 Sup. Ct. R. 806. To

the same purport, Campbell v. Chicago etc. Ry. Co., 86 la. 587,

53 N. W. R. 351.

In the present case the commission find as a fact that "the

defendant has a continuous line by which messages may be

transmitted from Wilson to Edenton and other adjacent points

in North Carolina, but this line traverses a part of the state of

Virginia, passing through the city of Norfolk ' ' ; and it properly

holds upon the evidence "that the telegraph office at Edenton

is under the control of the defendant, and the operator, though

employed by the railroad company, is the agent and operator of

the defendant." It necessarily follows from this state of facts

that as the defendant could have sent the message the w^hole dis-

tance over its own line it cannot be heard to say that it did not

do M^hat it ought to have done, and thus collect fifty cents for

the message instead of twenty-five, as allowed by the commission
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tariff. The defense set up that in fact it only carried the mes-

sage to Norfolk and then paid another company to forward it to

Edenton, cannot be regarded when it might itself have completed

the delivery of the message. The defendant seeks to excuse itself

on the plea that it has only one wire to Edenton, and that this is

fully occupied at that office by the work it does for the railroad

company. But it is the duty of the telegraph company to have

sufficient facilities to transact all the business offered to it for all

points at which it has offices. If the press of business offered is

so great that one wire or one operator at a point is not sufficient,

it is the duty of the company to add another wire or an addi-

tional employee. It is not a mere private business, but a public

duty which the defendants by their franchise are authorized to

discharge. It is further to be noted that in giving to the rail-

road company the preference in the use of their line to Eden-

ton, while at other points, as Moyock, Centreville, and Hertford

on the same line, the public is admitted to the use of the wire,

the defendant is making a forbidden and illegal discrimination in

favor of one customer and against the public at large, as was inti-

mated in Railroad Commission v. Western Union Tel. Co., 113

N. C. 213, 18 S. E. R. 389. The findings of fact in evidence

are fuller, and present a somewhat different and stronger case

against the defendant than in Albea's case. By section 11 of the

defendant's contract with the railroad company the defendant

remains owner of the telegraph line to Edenton, North Carolina,

and its belongings, which are to remain "part of its general
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merce and are subject to the tariff regulation of the commission.
In this it followed the unanimous opinion of the supreme court
of the United States, d l ivered by Fuller, C . J., in Lehigh Valley
R. R. Co. v. P nn yl vania, 145 U. S . 192, 12 Sup. Ct. R. 806. To
the same purport, Campbell v. Chicago etc. Ry. Co., 8 6 Ia. 587,
53 N. W. R. 351.
In the present case the commission find as a fact that ' ' the
defendant has a continuous line by which messages may be
transmitted from Wilson to E denton and other adj acent points
in North C arolina, but this l ine traverses a part of the state of
Virginia, passing through the city of Norfolk " ; and it properly
holds upon the evidence ' ' that the telegraph office at Edenton
is under the control of the defendant, and the operator, though
empl oyed by the railroad company, is the agent and operator of
the defendant. ' ' It necessarily follows from this state of facts
that as the defendant could have sent the message the whole dis�
tance over its own line it cannot be heard to say that it did not
do what it ought to have done, and thus collect fi fty cents for
the message in tead of twenty-five, as allowed by the commission
tariff. The defense set up that in fact it on ly carried the mes,
sage to Norfolk and then paid another company to forward it to
E denton, cannot be regarded when it might itself have completed
the delivery of the message. The defend ant seeks to excuse itself
on the plea that it has only one wire to Edenton, and that this is
fully occupied at that office by the work it doe for the railroad
company. But it is the duty of the teleoTaph company to have
sufficient facilities to transact all the busines offer d to it for all
points at which it has offices. If the pre. s of business offered is
so great that one wire or one operator at a point is not sufficient,
it is the duty of the company to add another wire or an addi·
tional employee. It is not a mere private business, but a public
duty which the defendants by their franchise are authorized to
discharge. It is further to be noted that in giving to the railJ
road company the p reference in the use of their line to Eden
ton, whil e at other points, as Moyock, Centreville, and Hertford
on the same line, the public is adm itted to the use of the wire,
the d fendant is making a forbidden and il legal di crimination in
favor of one customer and against the public at l arge, as was inti
mated in Railroad Comm ission v . Western Union Tel. Co., 1 1 3
N. C . 2 1 3 , 1 8 S . E . R. 389. The findings of fact in eviden·c e
are fuller, and pre ent a somewhat different and stronger case
against the defendant than in Albea 's case. By section 11 of the
defendant 's contract with the railroad company the defendant
remains owner of the telegraph line to E denton, North Carolina,
and its belongings, which are to remain " part of its general
6 67
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telegraph system" and "to be controlled and regulated by the

telegraph company." Section 3 of the contract gives the rail-

road messages precedence over commercial business, but stipu-

lates that when railroad business shall require the exclusive use of

one wire the telegraph company shall, on sixty days' notice, fur-

nish material for a second wire, which second wire shall be used

for railroad business exclusively and such commercial business

as can be done without interfering with railroad business. Sec-

tion 6 provides that where the railroad company shall open offices,

the operators ''acting as agents of the telegraph company" shall

receive such commercial and public telegrams as may be of-

fered, collecting rates prescribed by the telegraph company, and

render monthly statements and pay over the receipts to the tele-

graph company. Section 7 provides that whenever the volume of

l3usiness at any point justifies it, the telegraph company shall

put in an additional operator. It will be thus seen that the

line to Edenton is an integral part of the defendant's general

telegraph system. It is only by virtue of its franchise as a

telegraph company that it can operate its line to Edenton at
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all. It cannot discriminate at that point in favor of or against

any customer. It cannot subtract itself from obedience to the

rates prescribed by the authority of the state, acting through

the commission, by a contract giving one customer, the railroad,

preference in business, and pleading that such business occu-

pies the only wire it has. The discrimination is itself illegal.

Besides, if it were not, the small cost of an additional wire,

which it is common knowledge does not exceed ten dollars per

mile, furnishes no ground to exempt the defendant from furnish-

ing the additional facility to do the business for all. The charge

of a double rate between Edenton and other points in North

Carolina is a far heavier imposition upon the public than the

cost of the additional wire to defendant, and is just the kind of

burden and discrimination which the commission was estab-

lished to prevent. In Railroad Commission v. Western Union

Tel. Co., 113 N. C. 213, ho commercial message was tendered,

and the point now decided was not presented by the record.

The ruling of the commission is in all respects affirmed.

174. ITARKNESS V. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.,

73 la. 190; 34 N. W. R. 811; 5 Am. St. B. 672. 1887.

Action for loss due to delay in delivering a telegram. Judg-

ment for plaintiff.
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telegraph system ' ' and ' ' to be controlled and regulated by the
telegraph company. ' ' Section 3 of the contract gives the rail
road messages precedence over commercial b usiness, but stipu
lates that when railroad business shall require the exclusive use of
one wire the telegraph company shall, on sixty days ' notice, fur
nish mat rial for a second wire, which second wire hall be used
for railroad business exclusively and such commercial business
as can be done without interfering with railroad b usiness. Sec
tion 6 provides that where the rai lroad company shall open offices,
the operators ' ' acting as agents of the telegraph company ' ' shall
receive such commercial and public telegrams as may be of
fered, col lecting rates prescribed by the telegraph company, and
render monthly statements and pay over the receipts to the tele
graph company. Sect ion 7 pr9vides that whenever the volume of
business at any p oint j usti fies it, the telegraph company shal l
put i n a n additional operator. It wil l b e thus seen that the
line to E denton is an integral part of the defendant 's general
telearaph system. It is only by virtue of its franchise as a
telegraph company that it can operate its line to Edenton at
all. I t cannot discriminate at that point in favor of or against
any customer. It cannot subtract itself from obedience to the
rates pr scribed by the authority of the state, acting through
the commission, by a contract giving one customer, the railroad,
preference in business, and pleading that such business occu
pies the only wire it has. The discrimination is itself il legal .
Besides, i f it were not, the small cost of an additional wire,
which it is common knowl dge does not exceed ten dollars per
mile, furnishes no ground to exempt the defendant from furnish
ing the additional facil ity to do the busine s for all. The charge
of a double rate between Edenton and other poi nts in North
Carol ina is a far heavier imposition upon the publi c than the
cost of the add itional wire to d fondant, and is j ust the kind of
burden and discrimination which the commission was estab
lished to prevent. In Railroad Commis ion v. Western Union
Tel. Co., 1 1 3 N. C. 2 1 3, :ho commercial message was tendered,
and the point now decided was not presented by the record.
The ruling of th commission is in all respects affirmed.

174. HARKNESS V. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH C O. ,
73 I a . 190; 34 N . W. R. 81 1 ; 5 A m . St. R . 672.

1887.

Action for loss due to delay in delivering a telegram.
ment for plaintiff.
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Seevers, J. The material facts are that the plaintiff is a

resident of the state of Iowa, and had a suit pending in the

state of Nebraska, which it was expected would be reached for

trial on the thirtieth day of October, 1884. W. C. Sloan, one

of the plaintiff's attorneys, was a resident of the state of Ne-

braska, and A. M. Walters was also her attorney, who, however,

was a resident of the state of Iowa. Both said attorneys were

expected to take part in the trial of the suit. The plaintiff

intended to start from her home in Iowa with her witnesses and

attorney on the morning of the 29th of October, so that she

could be present when the case was called for trial on the fol-

lowing day. During the night of the 27th of October a message

was delivered to the defendant in these words : —

"Fairmount, Neb., October 5, 1884.

"To A. M. Walters, Villisca, Iowa: Do not come till No-

v.

W. U. TELEGRAPH CO.

§ 174

SEEVERS, J. The material facts are that the plaintiff is a
resident of the sta.te of Iowa, and had a suit pending in the
state of Nebraska, �hich it was expected would be reached for
trial on the thirtieth day of October, 1884. W. C . Sloan, one
of the plaintiff 's attorneys, was a resi dent of the state of Ne
braska, and A. M. Walters was also her attorney, who, however,
was a: resident of the state of Iowa. Both said attorneys were
expected to take part in the trial of the suit. The plaintiff
intended to start from her home i n Iowa with her witnesses and
attorney on the morning of the 29th of October, so that she
could be present when the case was called for trial on the fol
l?wing day. During the night of the 27th of October a message
was delivered to the defendant in these words :-

vember 5th. Court adjourned till then.

''W. C. Sloan.''

Such message was a half-rate or night message, and Sloan

paid the defendant forty cents for transmitting the same. The
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message was received at Villisca, October 28th, about one o 'clock,

A. M., at which place Walters resided, but was not delivered to

him until October 31st. Plaintiff started to Nebraska on October

" FAIRMOUNT, NEB., October 5, 1 884.

' ' To A. M. WALTERS, Villisca, Iowa : Do not come till No
vember 5th. Court adjourned till then.
" W. c. SLOAN. "

29th, with her witnesses and attorneys, and thereby incurred

expenses, Avhich she paid, and this action is brought to recover

the same of the defendant, -who had no knowledge for what pur-

pose the message was sent, other than is disclosed on its face.

Nor had the defendant any knowledge that Sloan was acting

for the plaintiff, or that she had a suit pending in Nebraska.

The contract was made wath Sloan, and is attached to the mes-

sage, the material portion of which is as follows : —

''(Form No. 45.)

**The Western Union Telegraph Company.

''Night Message.

"The business of telegraphing is subject to errors and delays

arising from causes which cannot at all times be guarded against,

including sometimes negligence of servants and agents whom

it is necessary to employ. Errors and delays may be prevented

by repetition, for which, during the day, half-price extra is

charged in addition to the full tariff rates. The Western Union

Telegraph Company will receive messages, to be sent without

repetition, during the night, for delivery not earlier than the

Such message was a half-rate or night message, and Sloan
paid the defendant forty cents for transmitting the same. The
message was received at Villisca, October 28th, about one o 'clock,
A. M., at which place Walters resided, but was not delivered to
him until October 31st. Plaintiff started to Nebraska on October
29th, with her witnesses and attorneys, and thereby incurred
expenses, which she paid, and this action is brought to recover
the same of th e d�fendant, who had no knowledge for what pur
pose the message was sent, other than is disclosed on its face.
Nor had the defendant any knowledge that Sloan was acting
for the plaintiff, or that she had a suit pending . i n Nebraska.
'"f he contract was made with Sloan, and is attached to the mes
sage, the material portion of which is as follows :-

morning of the next ensuing business day, at reduced rates, but
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" ( Form No. 45. )
" THE WESTERN UNION TEL�GRAPH COMPANY.
" Nigh t Message.

' ' The business of telegraphing is subject to errors and delays
arising from causes which cannot at all times be guarded against,
including Rometimes negligence of servants and agents whom
it is necessary to employ. E rrors and delays may be prevented
by repetition, for which, during the day, half-price extra is
charged in addition to the ful l tariff rates. The Western Union
Telegraph Company will receive messages, to be sent without
repetition, during the night, for delivery not earlier than the
morning of the next ensuing business day, at reduced rates, but
669
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in no case for less than twenty-five cents toll for a single mes-

sage, and upon the express condition that the sender will agree

that he will not claim damage for errors or delays, or for non-

delivery of such messages happening from any cause, beyond a

sum equal to ten times the amount paid for transmission; and

that no claim for damages shall be valid unless presented in

writing within thirty days after sending the message."

1. It is objected that the court erred in rendering judgment

for the plaintiff, because the message was neither sent by nor

to her^ and no contract was made with her. The court was

justified in finding that both Sloan and Walters were the agents

a;id attorneys of the plaintiff, and that the telegram was sent

by one of them, and received by the other, for the use and

benefit of the plaintiff. Therefore she may well be said to be

an undisclosed principal, and in such case we understand the

rule to be that such principal, as the "ultimate party in interest,

is entitled, against third persons, to all advantages and benefits

of such acts and contracts of his agents, ' ' and the principal may

sue in his own name on the contract : Story on Agency, sec. 418 ;
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National Life Ins. Co. v. Allen, 116 Mass. 398 ; Gage v. Stimson,

26 Minn. 64, 1 N. W. R. 806. The fact that the defendant had

no knowledge that the plaintiff w^as in fact principal, and that

the telegram was sent for her use and benefit, is immaterial, ex-

cept that it may be true that the defendant may set up as a

defense any matters that would constitute a defense if the suit

was brought in the name of the agent, which occurred prior to

the disclosure of the principal.

2. It is insisted that the court erred in finding that the de-

fendant was negligent in failing to deliver the telegram earlier

than it did. It will be observed that the telegram was received

by the agent of the defendant at Villisca, Iowa, on the morning

of the 28th of October^ and that it was not delivered until the

thirty-first day of that month. The court was justified in finding

that defendant was negligent, because no excuse whatever for the

failure to deliver the telegram on the twenty-eighth day of Octo-

ber is given. The delay was such as to cast on the defendant the

burden of explaining the cause of the delay.

3. It is insisted that the contract limits the liability of the

defendant, and that the recovery cannot exceed such limit. It

has been held that it is competent for a telegraph company to

restrict its liability, as was done in this case, but that it cannot

contract against its own negligence in failing to transmit and

deliver the message : Sweatland v. Illinois etc. Tel. Co., 27 Iowa

433, 1 Am. R. 285 ; Manville v. Western Union Tel. Co., 37 Iowa

214, 18 Am. R, 8. But it is urged that the contract was made
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in no case for less than twenty-five cents toll for a single mes
aa and upon the express condition that the sender will agree
that h will not claim damage for errors or delays, or for non1 li ery of su h messages happening from any cause, beyond a
um qu al to ten times the amount paid for transmission ; and
that no claim for damages shal l be valid unless presented in
writina within thirty days after sending the message. ' '
1 . It is objected that the court erred in rendering judgment
for the plaintiff, because the message was neither sent by nor
to her, and no contract was made with her. The court was
ju tified in finding that both S loan and Walters were the agents
and attorneys of the p laintiff, and that the telegram was sent
by one of them, and received by the other, for the use and
ben fit of the plaintiff. Therefore she may wel l be said to be
an undisclosed principal, and in such case we understand the
rule to be that such principal, as the " ultimate party in interest,
is entitled, against third persons, to all advantages and benefits
of such acts and contracts of his agents, ' ' and the principal may
sue in his own name on the contract : Story on Agency, sec. 418 ;
National Life Ins. Co. v. Allen, 1 1 6 Mass. 398 ; Gage v. Stimson1
26 Minn. 64, 1 N. W. R. 806. The fact that the defendant had
no knowledge that the p laintiff was in fact principal, and that
the telegram was sent for her use and benefit, is immaterial, ex
cept that it may be true that the defendant may set up as a
d fen e any matters that would constitute a defense if the suit
was brought in the name of the agent, which occurred prior to
the disclosure of the p rincipal.
2. It is in isted that the court erred in finding that the de
f ndant was negligent in failing to deliver the telegram earlier
than it did. It will be observed that the telegram was received
by the agent of the defendant at Villisca, Iowa, on the morning
of the 28th of October, and that it was not delivered until the
thirty-first day of that month. The court was j ustified in finding
that defendant was negligent, because no excuse whatever for the
failure to deliver the telegram on the twenty-eighth day of Octo
ber is given. The delay was such as to cast on the defendant the
burden of explaining the cause of the delay.
3. It is in isted that the contract limits the liability of the
d fendant, and that the recovery cannot exceed such limit. It
ha been held that it i competent for a telegraph company to
re. trict it l iabil ity, as was done i n this case, but that it cannot
ontract again. t its own negligence in failing to transmit and
d liv r the messaae : Sweatland v. Illinois etc. Tel. Co., 27 Iowa
433, 1 Am. R. 285 ; Manville v. Western Union Tel. Co., 37 Iowa
214, 1 Am. R. 8. But it is urged that the contract was made
670
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with Sloan, and that he can only recover the amount stipulated

in the contract, for the reason that the money expended by him

was the amount paid for the message, and that this is the extent

of the plaintiff's recovery, for the reason that she is an undis-

closed principal, and not known in the transaction. We do not

concur in this proposition, but think that, as the telegram was

sent and received for the benefit and use of the plaintiff, she

may recover such damages as she has sustained, subject only to

any payments in liquidation of damages made by the defendant

to Sloan prior to the time defendant had knowledge that the

telegram was sent for the use of the plaintiff, and that she was

the principal in the transaction.

4. It is further insisted that the plaintiff recovered $24.52

more than in any event she was entitled to. We deem it sufficient

to say that we cannot concur in this proposition.

Affirmed.

175. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO. V. MITCHELL,

91 Tex. 454; 66 Am. St. B. 906. 1898.

Case, certified by court of civil appeals to determine, among
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other things, whether the trial court ruled correctly in charging
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with Sloan, and that he can only recover the amount stipulated
in the contract, for the reason that the money xpended by him
was the amount paid for the message, and that this is the extent
of the plaintiff 's r covery, for the reason that she is an undis
closed principal, and not known in the transaction. We do not
concur in this proposition, but think that, as the telegram was
sent and received for the benefit and use of the plaintiff she
may recover such damages as she has sustained, subject only to
any payments in liquidation of damages made by the defendant
to S loan prior to the time d f ndant had knowledge that the
telegram was sent for the use of the plaintiff, and that she was
the principal in the transaction.
4. It is further insisted that the plaintiff recovered $24.52
more than in any event she was entitled to. We deem it sufficient
to say that we cannot concur in this proposition.
Affirmed.

in effect that if the telegraph company could not find the ad-

dressee the message should have been delivered to his wife. The

telegram read: "Water is getting low. Come out," and was

sent to inform plaintiff of danger to his cattle from lack of

175.

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO. V. MITCH ELL,

water. It was alleged that if the message had been delivered

within a reasonable time he could have gone to his ranch and

made arrangements that would have saved him from heavy losses.

91 Tex. 454 j 66 Am. St. R. 906.

1898.

The defendant's agent was informed of the danger to the cattle.

Plaintiff left home at 10 :50 A. M. the day the message was sent,

but his wife remained at home in the town all day. On failing

to find plaintiff the receiving operator telegraphed the sending

operator of the fact and was instructed to deliver the message to

a firm of merchants in the town where plaintiff lived.

Brown, A. J. (After stating the facts, and ruling on ques-

tions of pleading and evidence.) There was error in giving the

special charge mentioned in the third question. The general

rule is expressed by Croswell in his work on the law of Elec-

tricity, section 412, thus : ' ' The leading principle as to delivery

of a telegram is, that the message is to be delivered to the person

to whom it is addressed, and the place of address is subordinate

to the person; and, therefore, if the person cannot be found at
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Case, certified by court of civil appeals to determine, among
other things, whether the trial court ruled correctly in charging
in effect that if the tel egraph company could not find the ad
dressee the message should have be n d l ivered to his wife. The
telegram read : ' ' Water is getting low. Come out, ' ' and was
sent to inform p laintiff of danger to his cattle from lack of
water. It was a1 leged that if the message had been delivered
within a reasonable time he cou l d have gone to his ranch and
made arrangements that would have saved him from heavy losses.
The defendant 's agent was informed of the danger to the cattl e.
Plaintiff left home at 10 :50 A. M. the day the message was sent,
but his wife remained at home in the town all day. On failing
to find plaintiff the receiving operator telegraphed the sending
operator of the fact and was instructed to deliver the message to
a firm of merchants in the town where plaintiff l ived.
BROWN, A. J. ( A fter stating the facts, and ruling on q11es
tions of pleading and evidence . ) There was error in giving the
special charge mentioned in the third question. The general
rule is expressed by Croswell in his work on the law of Elec
tricity, section 412, thus : ' ' The leading principle as to delivery
of a telegram is, that the message is to be del ivered to the person
to whom it is addres. ed, and the place of address is subordinate
to the person ; and, therefore, if the person cannot be found at
671
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the street and number or other place to which the telegram is

addressed, but can be found by reasonable efforts of the tele-

graph company in some other place, it may be negligence for the

company to leave the telegram at the place of address without

making further efforts to find the absent person and make per-

sonal delivery": Western Union Tel. Co. v. Cooper, 71 Tex.

507 ; 9 S. W. R. 598, 10 Am. St. R. 772 ; Western Union Tel. Co.

v. Houghton, 82 Tex. 561, 17 S. W. R. 846, 27 Am. St. R. 918 ;

Tel. Co. V. Newhouse, 6 Ind. App. 422, 33 N. E. R. 800 ; Pope v.

Telegraph Co., 9 Mo. App. 283.

If a message be addressed to the care of another, it may be

delivered to such person; or if the addressee has taken rooms

at a hotel, where it is the custom to deliver mail and such mes-

sages, it will be presumed that the clerk is the agent of the guest

to receive messages of this character, and a delivery to such

clerk will be sufficient.

The wife, as such, is not in law the general agent of her hus-

band, and we know of no principle of law that would justify

the conclusion that it was the duty of the defendant to deliver
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the message in this case to Mrs. Mitchell, nor that such a de-

livery to her would have satisfied the obligation of the tele-

graph company to Mitchell.

The duty which the telegraph company owes to the addressee

is personal, and cannot be discharged by making inquiry for

the person to whose care the message may be sent, nor by ap-

plying to the place of business or residence of the addressee, but

inquiry must be made for the person addressed, if the circum-

stances are such as to show that he may probably be found away

from such place of business or residence. The place to which

a message is sent is but a guide for the messenger, and does not

determine the measure of his diligence. Whether the messen-

ger who is charged with the delivery of a telegram and fails to

present it at the residence or place of business of the addressee

has used ordinary diligence such as the law requires is a question

of fact for the jury; and it was error for the court in effect to

charge the jury as a matter of law that it was a duty of the

telegraph company to deliver the message to the plaintiff's wife.

Attorneys for appellee cite the case of Given v. Western Union

Tel. Co., 24 Fed. Rep. 119, as supporting the charge of the

court above referred to; and upon a careful investigation we

have found Western Union Tel. Co. v. Woods, 56 Kan, 737. 44

Pac. R. 989,'which we think is more nearly in point. The former

case was based upon substantially the following facts : A mes-

sage was sent to the plaintiff, and the telegraph company in-

quired at his place of business, ascertaining that he had left the
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the treet and number or other place to which the telegram is
addr sed, but can be found by reasonable efforts of the tel e
graph company in some other place, it may be negligence for the
c mpany to leave the telegram at the place of address without
m aking further efforts to find the absent person and make per
sonal delivery ' ' : Western Union Tel. Co. v. Cooper, 71 Tex.
507 ; 9 S. W. R. 598, 10 Am. St. R. 772 ; Western Union Tel. Co.
v. Houghton, 82 Tex. 561, 17 S. W. R. 846, 27 Am. St. R. 918 ;
Tel. Co. v. Newhouse, 6 Ind. App. 422, 33 N. E. R. 800 ; Pope v.
Telegraph Co., 9 Mo. App. 283.
If a message be addressed to the care of another, it may be
. d livered. to such person ; or i f the addressee has taken rooms
at a hotel, where it is the custom to deliver mail and such mes
sages, it will be presumed that the clerk is the agent of the guest
to receive messages of this character, and a delivery to such
clerk will be sufficient.
The wife, as such, is not in law the general agent of her hus
band, and we know of no principle of law that would justi fy
the conclusion that it was the duty of the defendant to deliver
the message in this case to Mrs. Mitchell, nor that such a de
livery to her would have satisfied the obligation of the tele
graph company to Mitchell.
The duty which the tel egraph company owes to the addressee
is personal, and cannot be discharged by making inquiry for
the person to whose care the message may be sent, nor by ap
p lying to the place of busin ess or residence of the addressee, but
inqui ry must be made for the person addressed, if the circum
stances are such as to show that he may probably be found away
from such place of business or residence. The place to which
a message is sent is but a guide for the messenger, and does not
determine the measure of his diligence. Whether the messen
ger who is charged with the delivery of a telegram and fails to
present it at the resi dence or place of business of the addressee
has used ordinary diligence such as the law requires is a question
of fact for the jury ; and it was error for the court in effect to
charge the j ury as a matter of law that it was a duty of the
tel egraph company to deliver the message to the plaintiff 's wife.
Attorneys for appellee cite the case of Given v. Western Union
Tel . Co., 24 F d. Rep. 1 1 9 , as supporting the charge of the
court above ref erred to ; and upon a careful investigation we
have found Western Union Tel. Co. v. Woods, 56 Kan. 737, 44
Pac. R . 9 9,•which we think is more nearly in point. The former
ca was ba ed upon substantially the following facts : A mes
sa
was sent to the plaintiff, and the telegraph company in
quir d at his place of business, ascertaining that he had left the
672
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city, and having exhausted all means of delivering the message

to him personally, delivered it to his wife and notified the

sender of the fact of such delivery. The court held that the

telegraph company had used due care and had discharged its

duty to the plaintiff, but did not hold that it was the duty of the

company to make the delivery to the wife.

In the case of the Western Union Tel. Co. v. Woods, 56 Kan.

737, 44 Pac. R. 989, a message was sent to the plaintiff in the case

at the town of his residence. He was a merchant, and his store

was a short distance from the telegraph office, where his wife

was in charge of the business, and he had a clerk employed also.

His residence was also near by. The party addressed was out of

the town, and the telegraph company failed to apply at his place

of business or residence for information or for the purpose of

delivering his message. The court held as follows : ' ' Being un-

able to make a personal delivery at that place, it was the duty

of the company to deliver it to his wife or to his clerk at the

store or to members of his family at his residence. If delivery

had been made at either of these places, the agents of Woods
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would have had time and opportunity to have sent a message to

him at Grant Summit, and thus have averted the loss which fol-

lowed." It will be observed that the court here speaks of the

persons to whom the delivery should have been made as the

agents of the party addressed, and in so far as they were agents

and authorized to receive the message this is a correct expres-

sion of the law, but that portion which announces that it was

the duty of the telegraph company to deliver to members of the

family is purely dictum and without any support whatever.

176. CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO. V. FALLEY,

118 hid. 194; 20 N. E. E. 145; 10 Am. St. B. 114. 18S8.

Mandamus, to compel appellant to furnish her a telephone at

her place of business with telephonic connections and facilities.

The Indiana statutes required every telephone company with

wires wholly or partly in the state and doing a general telephone

business to furnish telephone service and connections without

discrimination to all applicants at a charge not in excess of $3.00

per month. Defendant alleged that it had gone out of the gen-

eral rental business, offering a public toll service instead.

U. '11 E L EGRAPH CO.

v.

MIT CHELL.
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city, and having exhausted all means of delivering the messaO'e
to him personal ly, delivered it to his wife and notified the
sender of the fact of such delivery. The court hel d that the
telegraph company had used due care and had discharged its
duty to the p laintiff, but did not hold that it was the duty of the
company to make the delivery to the wife .
I n the case o f the Western Union Tel. Co. v . Wood s, 56 Kan.
737, 44 Pac. R. 989, a message was sent to the plaintiff in the case
at the town of his residence. He was a merchant, and his store
was a short distance from the telegraph office, where his wife
was in charge of the business, and he had a clerk employed also.
His residence was also near by. The party addressed was out of
the town, and the telegraph company failed to apply at his place
of business or residence for information or for the purpose of
delivering his message. The court held as follows : ' ' Being un
able to make a personal delivery at that p lace, it was the duty
of the company to deliver it to his wife or to his clerk at the
store or to members of his family at his residence. If delivery
had been made at either of these p laces, the agents of Woods
would have had time and opportunity to have sent a message to
him at G rant Summit} and thus have averted the loss which fol
lowed. " It will be observed that the court here speaks of the
p ersons to whom the delivery should have been made as the
agents of the party addressed, and in so far as they were agents
and authorized to receive the message this is a correct expres
sion of the law, but that portion which announces that it was
the duty of the telegraph company to deliver to members of the
family is purely dictum and without any support whatever.

Olds, J. ... In determining this case, it is important to consider

the nature of the telephone, how operated, tlie utility of it, and
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CEN'rRAL UNION TELEPH ONE C O. V. FALLEY,

118 Ind. 194 ; 20 N. E. R. 145 ; 10 A m. St. R. 114.

1888.

Mandamus, to compel appellant to furnish her a telephone at
her place of b usiness with telephonic connections and facilities.
The Indi ana statutes required every telephone company with
wires wholly or partly in the state and doin g a general telephone
business to furnish tel phone service and connections without
discrimination to all applicants at a charge not in excess of $3.00
per month. D efendant alleged that it had gone out of the gen
eral rental business, offering a public toll service instead.
OLDS, J . . .

In determining this case, it is important to consider
the nature of the telephone, how operated, the utility of i t, and
673
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the rights of the parties in the absence of the statutes enacted

by the legislature. The telephone differs from the telegraph

very materially, in this, that the transmission of news,- the send-

ing and receiving of messages by telegraph, can only be done

by those having a knowledge of the business, and having a

knowledge of the art and science of telegraphy. To others who

are not telegraphists, the telegraph would be useless. It is,

therefore, only beneficial to the general public when operated

by persons or companies keeping in their employ telegraphists

to send, receive, and transmit messages, and messengers to de-

liver them to persons to whom addressed. A telegraphic instru-

ment in the house or place of business of a patron of the com-

pany, connected with the wires of the company, with facilities

for transmitting and receiving messages by telegraph, would be

of no use to a patron unless he was learned in the art of

telegraphy. But the telephone is entirely different ; a telephone,

with proper connections and facilities for use, can be used by

any person; it requires no experience to operate it. Webster

defines it as "an instrument for conveying sound to a great dis-
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tance."

In the case of the Central Union Telephone Co. v. Bradbury,

106 Ind. 1, 5 N. E. R. 721, the word "telephone," as used in the

act of April 13, 1885, was held to mean ' * an organized apparatus

or combination of instruments usually in use in transmitting

as well as in receiving telephonic messages. ' ' By the use of the tel-

ephone, persons are enabled to converse with each other while

in their respective business houses or residences a great distance

apart. Although of recent date, it has become of important use

in the transaction of business, and there is no other invention or

device to supply its place. While it may not supply and take

the place of the telegraph in many instances and for many pur-

poses, yet in others it far surpassess it, and is and can be put

to many uses for which the telegraph is unfitted, and by persons

wholly unable to operate and use the telegraph. It has been

held universally by the courts, considering its use and purpose,

to be an instrument of commerce and a common carrier of news,

the same as the telegraph, and by reason of being a common car-

rier, it is subject to proper obligations, and to conduct its busi-

ness in a manner conducive to the public benefit, and to be

controlled by law. To conduct the business of the telephone by

public telephone stations and by sending messengers to notify

persons with whom a patron of the company desires to converse

in other parts of the city, to compel the person desiring to con-

verse with others to remain at the public telephone station until

the persons with whom they desire to converse can be notified
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th rights of the parties in the ab ence of the statutes enacted
by th� legi lature. The telephone differs from the telegraph
v ry materially, i n this, that the transmission of news; the send
inO' and receiving of mes ages by telegraph, can only be done
by those having a knowledO'e of the business, and having a
knowledge of the art and science of telegraphy. To others who
are not telegraphi ts, the telegraph would be useless. It is,
therefore, only beneficial to the general public when operated
by persons or companies keeping in their employ telegraphists
to send, receive and transmit messages, and me sengers to de
liver them to per ons to whom addre ed. A telegraphic instru
ment i n the house or place of bu iness of a patron of the com
pany connected with the wires of the company, with facilities
for tran mitting and receiving m e ages by telegraph, would be
of no u e to a patron unless he wa learned in the art of
telegraphy. But the telephone is entirely different · a telephone,
with proper connection and facilities for u e, can be u ed by
any person · it require no experience to operate it. Webster
define it as ' ' an instrument for conveying sound to a great dis
tance. ' '
In the case of the Central Union T l ephone Co. v. Bradbury
1 0 6 Ind. 1 , 5 N. E. R. 72 1 , the word " telephone " as used in the
act of April 13, 1 5 was held to mean " an organized apparatus
or combination of in trument u ually in use in transmitting
as wel l a i n l·eceiving tel phonic mes aae . ' ' By the use of the tel
f'phone. per. ons are enabled to conver e with each other while
in thei r re. pe tive bu iness hou e or re idence a great distance
apart. A l though of recent date it has become of important use
in the transaction of busines , and there is no other invention or
de i e to supply its pl ace. While it may not supply and take
the place of the teleO'raph i n many i nstances and for many pur
pose , yet in others it far surpas ess it, and is and can be put
to many u es for which the telegraph is unfitted and by per ons
wholly unable to operate and use the telegraph. It has been
held universally by the courts, considering its u e and p urpose,
to be an in trument of commerce and a common carrier of news,
the same as the tel egraph, and by reason of being a common car
rier, it is subject to proper obligations, and to conduct its busi
nes in a manner conducive to the public benefit, and to be
controll ed by law. To conduct the business of the telephone by
public telephone stations and by . ending messengers to notify
persons with whom a patron of the company de ires to converse
in oth r part of the city to compel the person de iring to con
ver ·with others to remain at the public telephone station until
the per ons w ith whom they desire to converse can be notified
/:: 7 Li.
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and so arrange their business as to leave and go to another tele-

phone station and hold the conversation, renders the use of the

telephone almost worthless. It is by reason of the fact that

business men can have them in their offices and residences, and,

without leaving their homes or their places of business, call up

another at a great distance with whom they have important

business, and converse without the loss of valuable time on the

part of either, that the telephone is particularly valuable as an

instrument of commerce. It being an instrument of commerce,

and persons or corporations engaged in the general telephone

business being connnon carriers of news, what are the rights of

the public, independent of the statute, as regards discrimina-

tion?

Any person or corporation engaged in telephone business, op-

erating telephone lines, furnishing telephonic connections, facili-

ties, and service to business houses, persons, and companies,

and discriminating against any person or company, can be

compelled by mandate, on the petition of such person or com-

pany discriminated against, to furnish to the petitioner a like
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service as furnished to others. This has been held in the case of

State V. Nebraska Telephone Co., 17 Neb. 126, 52 Am. R. 404;

Vincent v. Chicago etc. R. R. Co., 49 111. 33; People v. Man-

hattan Gas Light Co., 45 Barb. 136. And the principle held in

these cases is in accordance with the well-settled rules governing

common carriers.

It is not controverted in the argument by counsel for the

appellant that the legislature had the right to regulate the price

to be charged and collected for the use of telephones and tele-

phonic connections, facilities, and service; and even if it were

controverted, it is well settled by authorities that the legislature

has the right to do so, relative to the business conducted within

the state : Hockett v. State, 105 Ind. 250, 5 N. E. R. 178, 55 Am.

R. 201 ; Central Union Telephone Co. v. Bradbury, supra, and

authorities cited in those cases; Johnson v. State, 113 Ind. 143,

15 N. E. R. 215 ; Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 113 ; Ouachita Packet

Co. V. Aiken, 121 U. S. 444, 7 S. Ct. R. 907 ; Patterson v. Ken-

tuclrr, 97 Id. 501.

The telephone company being liable for discriminating be-

tween persons and companies, and the person or company dis-

criminated against having a remedy without the enactment of

section 2 of the act of April 8, 1885, there was no occasion for the

statute on that account alone. Then what was the purpose and

object of the two statutes set out?

It should be presumed the legislature had some purpose and'

object. If section 2 of the act of April 8th was only to prevent
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and so arrange th ir bu ines as to leave and go to another t 1
phone station and hold the conver ation, r 'nd r the u e of the
telephone almo t "' orthl s. It i by reason of the fact that
business men can have them in th ir offices and re idence , and,
without leaving th ir homes or th ir pl aces of bu ine s, call up
another at a great distance with whom th y have important
busine. , and converse without th lo s of valuable time on the
part of either, that the telephone is particularly valuable as an
instrument of commerce. It being an instrum nt of commerce,
and persons or corporations enaaged i n th general telephone
business being common carriers of news what are the riaht of
the public, independent of the statute, as regards discrimina
tion �
Any person or corporation engaged i n telephone business, op
era ting telephone lines, furnishing telephoni c connections facili
ties, and service to business houses, persons, and companie ,
and di criminating against any person or company, can be
compell d by mandate on the p titian of such person or com
pany discriminated again t, to furnish to the petitioner a l ike
service as furnished to others. This has been held in the case of
State v. Nebraska Telephone Co., 1 7 Neb. 126, 52 Am. R. 404 ;
Vincent v. Chicago etc. R. R. Co., 49 Ill. 33 ; People v. Man
hattan G as Light Co., 45 Barb. 136. And the principle held in
these ca e is in accordance with the well-settled rules governing
common carriers.
It is not controverted in the argument by counsel for the
appellant that the legislature had the right to regulate the price
to be charged and coll ected for the use of telephones and tele
phonic connections, facilities, and service ; and even if it were
controverted, it is well settled by authorities that the legislature
has the right to do so, relative to the business conducted within
the state : Hockett v. State, 105 Ind. 250, 5 N. E. R. 178, 55 Am.
R. 201 ; Central Union Telephone Co. v. Bradbury, supra, and
authorities c ited in those cases ; Johnson v. State 113 Ind. 143,
15 N. E. R. 215 ; Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 1 1 3 ; Ouachita Packet
Co. v. Aiken, 121 U. S . 444, 7 S. Ct. R. 907 ; Patterson v. Kentucky, 97 Id. 501.
The telephone company being l iable for discriminating be
tween persons and companies, and the person or company dis
criminated against having a remedy without the enactment of
section 2 of the act of April 8, 1885, there was no occasion for the
statute on that account alone . Then what was the purpose and
object of the two statutes set out �
It hould be presumed the legislature had some purpose and'
object. If section 2 of the act of April 8th was only to prevent
-
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discrimination, and section 1 of the act of April 13th only to fix

the price for the rental of telephones when the telegraph com-

pany was operating under a rental system, then all that the

companies operating telephone lines would have to do would be

to cease to operate their business under a rental system, and

charge so much for each conversation, or, as they have done in

this case, establish public telephone stations, and then charge for

each separate use of the telephone, and they might thereby derive

a greater income for the use of the telephone, and render to the

public much inferior service, and yet avoid lialiility under the

statute. We do not think such was the object or purpose of the

statute, or that such construction can be placed upon it.

It was the evident intention of the legislature that where a

telephone company was doing a general telephone business in

this state, any person within the local limits of its business in

a town or city should have the right to demand and receive a

telephone and telephonic connections, facilities, and service, the

best in use by such company, and should only be liable to be

charged and to pay three dollars per month therefor. With
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this construction only are the statutes of any benefit to the citi-

zens of the state. The legislature fixed what, in the judgment

of that body, was the maximum price that should be charged

for the service, and placed it in the power of each individual

and gave him the right to demand and receive such service

within the limits of the company's business, in any town or city

where such company is doing a general telephone business.

It is insisted, as it appears by the answer that the lines of

the appellant extended through the states of Ohio, Indiana,

and Illinois, that appellant was engaged in interstate com-

merce: that it was a common carrier of news between the

states, and that therefore such statutes are an interference

with interstate commerce. We cannot agree with that theory.

These statutes simply provide that telephone companies shall

provide persons within this state with certain service, and for

such service shall receive a certain compensation. They only

seek to control the service within this state. If section 2 of

the act of April 13th, providing for the price to be paid for con-

nections between two cities or villages, should be construed to

apply to two cities or villages one of which was without this state,

then there would be some question as to the validity of that sec-

tion, or the power of the legislature to control the price to be

paid for a message or the use of the telephone for communica-

ting with a person beyond the limits of the state; but that ques-

tion is not involved in this case, as one section of a statute may be

valid and another not. Telegraph companies stand upon a dif-
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di crimjnation, and section 1 of the act of April 1 3th only to fix:
the pri e for the rental of telephones when the telegraph com
pany wa operati ng under a rental system, then a l l that the
companies op rating telephone lines would have to do would be
to c a e to operate their bu. iness under a rental system, and
charg so much for each conversation, or, as they have done in
this ca , stabli ·h public tel phone stations, and then charge for
each s parate use of the telephone, and they might thereby derive
a ar ator income for the use of the telephone, and render to the
public much inferior service, and yet avoid liability under the
st�tute. vVe do not think such was the object or purpose of the
statute, or that such construction can be p laced upon it.
It was the evident intention of the legislature that where a
telephone company was doing a general telephone business i n
this state, any person within the local l imits o f its business i n
a town o r city should have the right t o demand a n d receive a
telephone and t lephonic connections, facilities, and service, the
best in use by such company, and should only be liable to be
charged and to pay three dollars p r month therefor. With
this construction only are the statutes of any benefit to the citi
zens of the state. The legislature fixed what, in the judgment
of that body, was the m aximum p rice that should be charged
for the service, and placed it in the p ower of each individual
and gave him the right to demand and receive such service
within the limits of the company 's business, in any town or city
where such company is doing a general telephone business.
It is insisted , as it appears by the answer that the lines of
the appell ant extended through the states of Ohio, Indiana,
and Ill inois, that appellant was engaged in i nterstate com
merce ; that it was a common carrier of news between the
states, and that therefore such statutes are an i nterference
with interstate commerce. We cannot agree with that theory.
These statutes simply provide that telephone . companies shall
provide persons within this state with certain service, and for
such service shall receive a certain compensation. They only
eek to control the service within this state. If section 2 of
the act of April 13th, providing for the price to be pai d for con
nection between two cities or villages, should be construed to
apply to two cities or villages one of which was without this state,
th n there woul d be some question as to the validity of that sec
tion, or the power of the legislature to control the price to be
paid for a message or the use of the telephone for communica
t i n g with a person beyond the l imits of the state ; but that ques
tion i n ot involved in this case, as one section of a statute may be
val id and another not. Telegraph companies stand upon a difg7g
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ferent footing, in some respects, from that of telephone com-

panies; they have been granted some rights and privileges by

acts of Congress which cannot be abridged or interfered with.

In the case of Western Union Tel. Co. v. Pendleton, 122 U. S.

347, 7 S. Ct. R. 1126, referred to by counsel for appellant, it was

held that the act was void in so far as it sought to govern the

delivery of messages outside of the state : State v. Newton, 59

Ind. 173.

It is also contended by counsel for appellant that as the

statute provides a remedy other than that by mandate for a vio-

lation of the statute, the w^rit of mandate is not a proper remedy.

The right to have the telephone and telephonic connections

and facilities is a right given by the statutes. It is a legal right,

which may be enforced by mandate. No remedy is adequate

which does not give the person that to which he is entitled by

law ; the penalty of one hundred dollars is cumulative, and does

not abridge or take away the right to a writ of mandate. The

statute itself provides that the act shall not be so construed as to

''abridge the right of such aggrieved party to appeal to a court
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of equity to prevent such violations or discriminations, by in-

junction or otherwise." The statutes should be so construed

as that the penalty shall not take away any of the other remedies

the aggrieved person may have, one of which remedies is by

writ of mandate. This court held, in the case of Central Union

Tel. Co. V. Bradbury, supra, that Bradbury was entitled to his

remedy by writ of mandate compelling the company to furnish

him with a telephone and telephonic service. The right to a

writ of mandate requiring telephone companies to furnish tele-

phonic service to persons entitled thereto has been held in State

V. Telephone Co., 36 Ohio St. 296, 38 Am. E. 583 ; also by the

supreme court of Pennsylvania, in Bell Telephone Co. v. Com-

monwealth, Sup. Ct. Penn., Apr. 19, 1886, 59 Am. R. 172. In

this case the complaint states a good cause of action under the

statutes.

The second paragraph of the answer alleges the conducting

of the defendant's business in the several states, and that it is

engaged in interstate commerce, and that to furnish relatrix with

an instrument and connection with its lines would put her in

connection with its offices outside of the state, and furnish her

facilities for transmitting messages from Lafayette to various

places in Ohio and Illinois, where the appellant has its wires

and offices. This paragraph does not controvert the facts alleged

in the complaint, that appellant, at the time of the acts and

things complained of, etc., was owning and operating a system

of telephone lines and wires, and engaged in doing a general
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ferent footing, in some respects, from that of telephone com
p anies ; they have been grante 1 some rights and privileges by
acts of on0ress which cannot be abridged or interfered with.
In the case of Western nion Tel. Co. v. Pen Heton, 122 U. S.
347, 7 S. Ct. R. 1 126, referred to by counsel for appellant, it was
held that the act was void in so far as it sought to govern the
delivery of me sages outside of the sta te : State v. Newton, 59
Ind. 173.
It is also contended by counsel for appellant that as the
statute provides a remedy other than that by mandate for a vio
lation of the statute, the writ of mandate is not a proper remedy.
The right to have the telephone and telephoni c connections
and facilitie is a riaht given by the statutes. It i a legal right,
which may be enforced by mandate. No remedy is adequate
which does not give the person that to which he is entitled by
law ; the penalty of one hundre d dollars is cumulative, and does
not abridge or take away the right to a writ of mandate. The
statute it elf p rovides that the act shall not be so con trued as to
' ' abridge the right of such aggrieved party to appeal to a court
of equity to prevent such violations or d iscriminations, by in
junction or otherwise. ' ' The statutes should be so construed
as that the penalty shall not take away any of the other remedies
the aO' rieved person may have, one of which remedies is by
writ of mandate. This court held, in the case of C ntral Union
Tel. Co. v. Bradbury, supra, that Bradbury was entitled to his
remedy by writ of mandate comp lling the company to furnish
him with a telephone and telephonic service. The right to a
writ of mandate requiring telephone companie to furnish tele
phonic service to per ons entitled thereto has been held in State
v. Telephone Co., 36 Ohio St. 296, 38 Am. R. 583 ; also by the
supreme court of Pennsylvanja, in Bell Telephone Co. v. Com
monwealth, Sup. Ct. Penn., Apr. 19, 1886, 59 Am. R. 172. In
this ca e the complaint states a good cause of action under the
statutes.
The econd paragraph of the answer alleges the conducting
of the defendant 's business in the several states, and that it is
engaged in interstate commerce, and that to furnish relatrix with
an in trument and connection with its lines would p ut her in
connection with its offices outside of the state, and furni h her
facilitie for transmitting messages from La fayette to various
place ]n Ohio and Illinois where the appellant has its wires
and ·offices. This paragraph does not controvert the facts alleged
in the complaint, that appellant, at the time of the acts and
things complained of, etc., was owning and operatino- a system
of telephone l ines and wires, and engaged in doing a general
6� pl
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teleplioiiG business in the city of Lafayette, and that the place

of business of the relatrix is within the limits of the appellant's

telephone business in said city; and it must also be remembered

that tlie demand, as alleged in the complaint, was only that she

be furnished with a telephone and telephonic connections and

facilities necessary to place her, at her said store, in telephonic

communication with patrons of appellant in said city. The

statutes contemplate two kinds of service, and different compen-

sations for each; one, connections and facilities for conversing

with patrons of the company within any city or town where an

exchange is maintained; the other, for conversing between two

towns or cities.

The other paragraphs show the appellant to have been engaged

in a general telephone business in said city, operating the same

under a toll system at the time of the demand and tender by

relatrix, and do not controvert the allegations in complaint that

the plaintiff's place of business is within the local limits of ap-

pellant's business in said city. Neither of the paragraphs of

answer is sufficient.
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Under the construction we have given the statutes, there was

no error committed by the court below in overruling the de-

murrer to the complaint, sustaining the demurrers to the answers,

or in granting the writ of mandate.

The judgment is affirmed, with costs.
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t 1 ph ne busin ss in the city of Lafayette, and that the place
of bu, in s of the relatrix is within the limits of the appellant 's
t 1 phon bu iness in said city ; and it must also be remembered
that th demand, as alleged in the complaint, was only that she
b fu rnished with a telephone and tel phoni c connections and
faciliti s nece ·sary to place her, at her said store, in telephonic
communication with patrons of appell ant in said city. Th'e
statute contemplate two kinds of service, and different compen
sations for each · one, connections and facilities for conversing
with patrons of the company within any city or town where an
exchange is maintained ; the other, for conversing between two
towns or cities.
The other paraaraphs show the appellant to have been engag-ed
i n a general telephone business i n said city, operating the same
under a toll system at the time of the demand and tender by
relatrix, and do not controvert the allegations in complaint that
the pl aintiff 's place of busin ess is within the local limits of ap
pel lant '� business in said city. Neither of the p aragraphs of
an wer is sufficient.
l nder the constructi on we have given the statutes, there was
no error committed by the court below in overruling the de
murrer to the complaint, sustaining the demurrers to the answers,
or in granting the writ of mandate.
The judgment is affirmed, with costs.
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